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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND GOOD PRACTICE POINTS

SECTION 4: WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE FOR TRANSMISSION OF NTM BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS?

Recommendation

- Adequate infection control policies need to be implemented in both inpatient and outpatient settings to minimise risks of person-to-person transmission of Mycobacterium abscessus in individuals with cystic fibrosis (CF). (Grade B)

SECTION 5: HOW SHOULD THE LUNG DISEASE ATTRIBUTABLE TO NTM INFECTION BE DEFINED?

Recommendation

- In the absence of robust evidence to support an alternative definition and due to the clinical and research benefits of having a uniform definition, use of the American Thoracic Society/Infectious Diseases Society of America (ATS/IDSA) 2007 definition of non-tuberculous mycobacterial (NTM) pulmonary disease is recommended1 (see Box 1). (Grade D)

Good practice point

- The management of coexisting lung conditions/infections should be optimised before ascribing clinical decline to NTM-pulmonary disease.

SECTION 6: WHAT SAMPLES SHOULD BE USED TO DETECT PULMONARY NON-TUBERCULOUS MYCOBACTERIAL INFECTION?

Recommendations

- Sputum, induced sputum, bronchial washings, bronchoalveolar lavage or transbronchial biopsy samples can be used to evaluate individuals suspected to have NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

- Whenever possible, less invasive sampling should be attempted first to minimise procedural risks. (Grade D)

- Respiratory samples should be processed within 24 hours of collection (or refrigerated at 4°C if delays are anticipated). (Grade D)

Good practice point

- If there is high clinical suspicion of NTM infection but negative sample cultures, consider

- Oropharyngeal swab culture or serology testing should not be used to diagnose NTM-pulmonary infection. (Grade D)

Good practice points

- Respiratory specimens should be collected with appropriate infection control precautions, including personal protective equipment, given the frequent differential diagnosis of M. tuberculosis infection.2

- If sputum cultures are negative but clinical suspicion of NTM infection is high, consider performing CT-directed bronchial washings to obtain targeted samples.

- If individuals undergoing diagnostic evaluation for NTM infection are taking antibiotics that may impair NTM growth (such as aminoglycosides, macrolides, tetracyclines, co-trimoxazole, linezolid), consider discontinuing these antibiotics 2 weeks prior to collecting samples.

SECTION 7: WHAT MICROBIOLOGICAL TESTS SHOULD BE USED TO DETECT NTM IN RESPIRATORY SAMPLES?

Recommendations

- A validated rapid method should be used to detect NTM in respiratory samples. (Grade D)

- All respiratory samples should be stained using auramine-phenol after liquefaction and concentration and then examined by microscopy. (Grade B)

- Respiratory tract samples should be cultured (following decontamination) on solid and liquid media in a ISO15189-accredited clinical laboratory for 8 weeks extending to 12 if necessary. (Grade D)

- Routine use of non-culture-based detection methods is not recommended at the present time. (Grade D)

Good practice point

- If there is high clinical suspicion of NTM infection but negative sample cultures, consider...
discussing with a mycobacterial reference laboratory about (1) the possibility of culture on alternative media, at different temperatures, and/or for extended durations or (2) the utility of molecular detection methods.

SECTION 8: WHAT MICROBIOLOGICAL TESTS SHOULD BE USED TO SPECULATE AND TYPE NTM FROM RESPIRATORY SAMPLES?

Recommendations
- All NTM isolates from respiratory samples should be identified to at least species level using validated molecular or mass spectrometry techniques. (Grade B)
- Isolates of M. abscessus should be subtyped using appropriate molecular techniques. (Grade C)
- If person-to-person transmission of M. abscessus is suspected, isolates should be typed, preferably using whole genome sequencing (Grade C).

SECTION 9: DOES IN VITRO DRUG SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTING PREDICT RESPONSE TO ANTIBiotic TREATMENT IN PEOPLE WITH NTM-PULMONARY INFECTION?

Recommendations
- Drug susceptibility testing and reporting should follow the Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) guidelines. (Grade D)
- For M. avium complex (MAC), clarithromycin and amikacin susceptibility testing should be performed on an isolate taken prior to initiation of treatment and on subsequent isolates if the patient fails to respond to treatment or recultures MAC after culture conversion. (Grade C)
- Macrolide-resistant MAC isolates should be tested against a wider panel of antibiotics to guide, but not dictate, treatment regimens. (Grade D)
- For M. kansasii, rifampicin susceptibility testing should be performed on an isolate prior to initiation of treatment and on subsequent isolates if the patient fails to respond to treatment or recultures M. kansasii after culture conversion. (Grade D)
- Rifampcin-resistant M. kansasii isolates should be tested against a wider panel of antibiotics to guide, but not dictate, treatment regimens. (Grade D)
- Susceptibility testing for M. abscessus should include at least clarithromycin, cefoxitin and amikacin (and preferably also tigecycline, imipenem, minocycline, doxycycline, moxifloxacin, linezolid, co-trimoxazole and clofazimine if a validated method is available) to guide, but not dictate, treatment regimens. (Grade D)

Good practice points
- Susceptibility testing should only be carried out on isolates where there is clinical suspicion of disease (to avoid unnecessary cost and conserve laboratory resources).
- Reporting of minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and critical concentration rather than susceptible or resistant may be more appropriate in the belief that a drug that has a very high MIC is unlikely to be active in vivo, whereas one just above a putative ‘critical concentration’ may have some activity, especially if combined with additive or synergistic agents.

SECTION 10: WHAT INVESTIGATIONS SHOULD BE PERFORMED IN PATIENTS SUSPECTED OF HAVING NTM-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Respiratory tract cultures

Recommendations
- A minimum of two sputum samples collected on separate days should be sent for mycobacterial culture when investigating an individual suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
- Individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease whose sputum samples are consistently culture-negative for mycobacteria should have CT-directed bronchial washings sent for mycobacterial culture. (Grade D)
- Individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease who are unable to expectorate sputum should have CT-directed bronchial washings sent for mycobacterial culture. (Grade D)
- Transbronchial biopsies should not be performed routinely in individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

Good practice points
- Sputum induction resulting in a positive culture may avoid the need for CT-directed bronchial washings in individuals who are unable to spontaneously expectorate sputum.
- Sputum induction should be considered in individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease who are unable to spontaneously expectorate sputum and in whom CT-directed bronchial washings are considered inappropriate.

Radiology

Recommendations
- A chest X-ray should be performed in individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
- A CT scan should be performed in individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

Other investigations

Recommendations
- There is insufficient evidence to recommend the routine use of serological testing for diagnosis and monitoring of individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
- Positron emission scanning, skin testing and interferon gamma release assays should not be used in the evaluation of individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

SECTION 11: WHAT FACTORS INFLUENCE WHEN NTM TREATMENT SHOULD BE STARTED?

Recommendations
- The decision to start treatment should be influenced by the severity of NTM-pulmonary disease, the risk of progressive NTM-pulmonary disease, the presence of comorbidity and the goals of treatment. (Grade D)
- Individuals may require a period of longitudinal assessment (symptoms, radiological change and mycobacterial culture results) to inform NTM treatment decisions. (Grade D)

Good practice point
- The views of the affected individual should be sought on the potential risks and benefits of starting NTM treatment versus observation (ie, longitudinal assessment of symptoms, radiological change and mycobacterial culture results).
SECTION 12A: WHAT ANTIBIOTIC REGIMEN SHOULD BE USED TO TREAT MAC-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Recommendations

- Clarithromycin-sensitive MAC-pulmonary disease should be treated with rifampicin, ethambutol and clarithromycin or azithromycin using an intermittent (three times per week) or daily oral regimen. The choice of regimen should be based on the severity of disease (as defined in table 3) and treatment tolerance. (Grade D)
- An intermittent (three times per week) oral antibiotic regimen should not be used in individuals with severe MAC-pulmonary disease (as defined in table 3) or in individuals with a history of treatment failure. (Grade D)
- An injectable aminoglycoside (amikacin or streptomycin) should be considered in individuals with severe MAC-pulmonary disease (as defined in table 3). (Grade D)
- Clarithromycin-resistant MAC-pulmonary disease should be treated with rifampicin, ethambutol and isoniazid or a quinolone, and consider an injectable aminoglycoside (amikacin or streptomycin). (Grade D)
- Nebulised amikacin may be considered in place of an injectable aminoglycoside when intravenous/intramuscular administration is impractical, contraindicated or longer term treatment with an aminoglycoside is required for the treatment of MAC-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
- Macrolide monotherapy or macrolide/quinolone dual therapy regimens should not be used for the treatment of MAC-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
- Antibiotic treatment for MAC-pulmonary disease should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion. (Grade D)

Good practice points

- Individuals with clarithromycin-resistant MAC-pulmonary disease should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.
- Individuals with a history of treatment intolerance or treatment failure should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.

SECTION 12B: WHAT ANTIBIOTIC REGIMEN SHOULD BE USED TO TREAT M. KANSASII-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Recommendations

- Rifampicin-sensitive M. kansasiipulmonary disease should be treated with rifampicin, ethambutol and isoniazid or a macrolide (clarithromycin or azithromycin) using a daily oral regimen. (Grade D)
- Rifampicin-resistant M. kansasiipulmonary disease should be treated with a three-drug regimen guided, but not dictated by, drug susceptibility test results using a daily oral regimen. (Grade D)
- Antibiotic treatment for M. kansasiipulmonary disease should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion. (Grade D)

Good practice points

- Individuals with rifampicin-resistant M. kansasiipulmonary disease should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.
- Individuals with a history of treatment intolerance or treatment failure should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.

SECTION 12C: WHAT ANTIBIOTIC REGIMEN SHOULD BE USED TO TREAT M. MALMOENSE-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Recommendations

- M. malmoense-pulmonary disease should be treated with rifampicin, ethambutol and a macrolide (clarithromycin or azithromycin) using a daily oral regimen. (Grade D)
- An injectable aminoglycoside (amikacin or streptomycin) should be considered in individuals with severe M. malmoense-pulmonary disease (ie, acid-fast bacilli (AFB) smear-positive respiratory tract samples, radiological evidence of lung cavitation/severe infection or severe symptoms/signs of systemic illness). (Grade D)
- Nebulised amikacin may be considered in place of an injectable aminoglycoside when intravenous/intramuscular administration is impractical, contraindicated or longer term treatment with an aminoglycoside is required in the treatment of M. malmoense-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
- Antibiotic treatment for M. malmoense-pulmonary disease should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion. (Grade D)

Good practice points

- Individuals with a history of treatment intolerance or treatment failure should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.

SECTION 12D: WHAT ANTIBIOTIC REGIMEN SHOULD BE USED TO TREAT M. XENOPI PULMONARY DISEASE?

Recommendations

- M. xenopi-pulmonary disease should be treated with a four-drug regimen (where tolerated) comprising rifampicin, ethambutol and a macrolide (clarithromycin or azithromycin), with either a quinolone (ciprofloxacin or moxifloxacin) or isoniazid. (Grade D)
- An injectable aminoglycoside (amikacin or streptomycin) should be considered in individuals with severe M. xenopi-pulmonary disease (ie, AFB smear positive respiratory tract samples, radiological evidence of lung cavitation/severe infection or severe symptoms/signs of systemic illness). (Grade D)
- Nebulised amikacin may be considered in place of an injectable aminoglycoside when intravenous/intramuscular administration is impractical, contraindicated or longer term treatment with an aminoglycoside is required in the treatment of M. xenopi-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
- Antibiotic treatment for M. xenopi-pulmonary disease should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion. (Grade D)

Good practice points

- Individuals with a history of treatment intolerance or treatment failure should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.

SECTION 12E: WHAT ANTIBIOTIC REGIMEN SHOULD BE USED TO TREAT M. ABSCESSUS-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Recommendations

- M. abscessus-pulmonary disease treatment should comprise an initial phase antibiotic regimen (including intravenous and oral antibiotics) followed by a continuation phase antibiotic regimen (including inhaled and/or oral antibiotics). (Grade D)
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Initial phase
► For individuals with *M. abscessus* isolates that are clarithromycin-sensitive or demonstrate inducible macrolide resistance (see tables 7 and 8), the initial phase antibiotic regimen should include at least 4-week course of intravenous amikacin, intravenous tigecycline, and (where tolerated) intravenous imipenem, and (where tolerated) oral clarithromycin or oral azithromycin. (Grade D)
► For individuals with *M. abscessus* complex isolates that demonstrate constitutive macrolide resistance (see tables 7 and 8), the initial phase antibiotic regimen should include a minimum 4-week course of intravenous amikacin, intravenous tigecycline and (where tolerated) intravenous imipenem. (Grade D)
► The duration of intravenous treatment should be influenced by the severity of infection, treatment response and tolerance of the regimen. (Grade D)
► To reduce the likelihood of treatment-related nausea and vomiting, antiemetic medication such as ondansetron (note potential for QT interval prolongation) and/or aprepitant should be prescribed to individuals receiving tigecycline and/or imipenem. (Grade D)
► Nebulised amikacin may be considered in place of intravenous amikacin when intravenous administration is impractical, contraindicated or longer term treatment with an aminoglycoside is required in individuals with *M. abscessus*-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
► In the context of amikacin-resistant *M. abscessus* (ie, MIC >64 mg/L or the isolate is known to have a 16S rRNA gene mutation conferring constitutive amikacin resistance), intravenous/nebulised amikacin should be substituted with an alternative intravenous/oral antibiotic. (Grade D)

Continuation phase
► For individuals with *M. abscessus* isolates that are clarithromycin-sensitive or demonstrate inducible macrolide resistance (see tables 7 and 8), the continuation phase antibiotic regimen should include nebulised amikacin and a macrolide (oral azithromycin or clarithromycin), in combination with one to three of the following oral antibiotics guided by drug susceptibility and patient tolerance: clofazimine, linezolid, minocycline or doxycycline, moxifloxacin or ciprofloxacin, and co-trimoxazole. (Grade D)
► For individuals with *M. abscessus* complex isolates that demonstrate constitutive macrolide resistance (see tables 7 and 8), the continuation phase antibiotic regimen should include nebulised amikacin in combination with two to four of the following oral antibiotics guided by drug susceptibility and patient tolerance: clofazimine, linezolid, minocycline or doxycycline, moxifloxacin or ciprofloxacin, and co-trimoxazole. (Grade D)
► In the context of amikacin-resistant *M. abscessus* (ie, MIC >64 mg/L or the isolate is known to have a 16S rRNA gene mutation conferring constitutive amikacin resistance), nebulised amikacin should be substituted with an alternative oral antibiotic. (Grade D)
► Antibiotic treatment for *M. abscessus*-pulmonary disease should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion. However, individuals who fail to culture-convert may benefit from a long-term suppressive antibiotic regimen. (Grade D)

Good practice point
✔ Individuals with *M. abscessus*-pulmonary disease should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.

SECTION 13: IS THERE A ROLE FOR ADJUVANT THERAPIES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF NTM-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Recommendations
► Interferon gamma is not recommended as adjuvant therapy in individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease without a defined immunodeficiency affecting intrinsic interferon gamma signalling. (Grade D)
► *M. vaccae* is not recommended as adjuvant therapy in individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

SECTION 14: WHAT INVESTIGATIONS SHOULD BE PERFORMED DURING TREATMENT OR FOLLOWING TREATMENT FOR NTM-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Microbiological outcomes

Recommendations
► Sputum samples should be sent for mycobacterial culture every 4–12 weeks during treatment and for 12 months after completing treatment to assess the microbiological response. (Grade D)
► If there is doubt about persisting NTM infection despite negative sputum cultures, a CT-directed bronchial wash should be performed to assess the microbiological response to treatment. (Grade D)
► In individuals who are unable to expectorate sputum, a CT scan followed by a CT-directed bronchial wash after 6 and 12 months of treatment can be used to assess the microbiological response to treatment. (Grade D)

Radiological outcomes

Recommendation
► A CT scan should be performed shortly before starting NTM treatment and at the end of NTM treatment to document the radiological response to treatment. (Grade D)

Good practice point
✔ During the course of treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease, more frequent radiological monitoring may be indicated in selected individuals.

Clinical outcomes

Recommendation
► A detailed assessment of pulmonary and systemic symptoms should be recorded at each clinical review. (Grade D)

Good practice point
✔ A more detailed clinical assessment may include measurements of body weight, spirometry and systemic inflammatory markers (ESR and CRP).
Therapeutic drug monitoring

Recommendations

▶ Therapeutic drug monitoring (other than for aminoglycosides) should not be performed routinely in individuals’ prescribed antibiotic therapy for NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

▶ When aminoglycosides are administered, serum levels and the serum creatinine must be monitored and aminoglycoside dosing adjusted according to local policies. (Grade D)

Good practice point

✓ Therapeutic drug monitoring can be considered in individuals in whom gastrointestinal malabsorption, drug–drug interactions or suboptimal adherence may be adversely affecting treatment response.

Monitoring for drug toxicity

Recommendations

▶ When aminoglycosides are administered serum levels and the serum creatinine must be monitored and aminoglycoside dosing adjusted according to local policies. (Grade D)

▶ Audiometry should be considered before starting aminoglycosides and intermittently during treatment (frequency according to perceived risk and symptoms). Patients should be informed to stop aminoglycoside treatment immediately and to inform the prescriber if they develop tinnitus, vestibular disturbance or hearing loss. (Grade D)

▶ Assess visual acuity and colour vision before starting ethambutol and advise patients to stop treatment immediately and inform the prescriber if changes in visual acuity or colour vision occur. (Grade D)

▶ Serum ethambutol levels should be measured in patients with renal dysfunction. (Grade D)

Good practice points

✓ The frequency/type of toxicity monitoring required during NTM treatment is dependent on the drug regimen. Treatment-related adverse events and suggested toxicity monitoring protocols are outlined in the NTM antibiotic treatment monograph (section 18).

✓ Audiometry should be considered before starting azithromycin or clarithromycin and intermittently during treatment (frequency according to perceived risk and symptoms) and advise individuals to stop treatment immediately and inform the prescriber if they develop tinnitus, vestibular disturbance or hearing loss.

✓ Perform an ECG before, and 2 weeks after, starting drugs (such as azithromycin or clarithromycin) that are known to prolong the QT interval.

SECTION 16: WHAT IS THE ROLE OF SURGERY
IN THE TREATMENT OF NTM-PULMONARY
DISEASE?

Recommendations

▶ The role of lung resection surgery in the management of NTM-pulmonary disease should be considered at the time of diagnosis and revisited in individuals who develop refractory disease. (Grade D)

▶ Lung resection surgery for NTM-pulmonary disease may be indicated in individuals with localised areas of severe disease. (Grade D)

▶ Lung resection surgery for NTM-pulmonary disease should only be performed following expert multidisciplinary assessment in a centre experienced in managing individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

▶ Individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease should be established on antibiotic treatment prior to lung resection surgery and should continue treatment for 12 months after culture conversion. (Grade D).

▶ Following resection of a solitary NTM nodule in an individual with no other features of NTM-pulmonary disease, antibiotic treatment is not usually required. (Grade D)

Good practice points

✓ Individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease in whom lung resection surgery is being considered should have a comprehensive assessment of cardiopulmonary status in line with current guidance for lung cancer resection.

✓ Nutritional status should be optimised prior to lung resection surgery.

SECTION 17: DOES NTM INFECTION AFFECT AN INDIVIDUAL’S SUITABILITY FOR LUNG
TRANSPLANTATION?

Recommendations

▶ Individuals being considered for lung transplantation referral should be assessed for evidence of NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

▶ Isolation of NTM organisms including M. abscessus in potential lung transplant candidates should not preclude referral and assessment for lung transplantation. (Grade D)

▶ Potential lung transplant candidates with evidence of NTM-pulmonary disease should be treated whenever possible prior to listing to either eradicate the organism or lower bacterial load. (Grade D)

▶ Individuals with previous or current M. abscessus infection or disease who are listed for lung transplantation should be counselled about the high postoperative risk of developing invasive and disseminated NTM disease that causes significant morbidity and necessitates prolonged treatment with a multidrug antibiotic regimen. (Grade D)

Good practice points

✓ Individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease should demonstrate an ability to tolerate optimal antibiotic therapy before listing for lung transplantation.

✓ Progressive NTM-pulmonary disease despite optimal antibiotic therapy is likely to be a contraindication to listing for lung transplantation.

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

Background

Since the publication of the British Thoracic Society (BTS) Guideline on the ‘Management of opportunistic mycobacterial infections’ in 2000, our understanding of the epidemiology, microbiology and management of non-tuberculous mycobacterial-pulmonary disease (NTM-PD) has advanced.¹ The incidence and prevalence of NTM-PD are increasing and are most likely explained by improved clinician awareness and enhanced detection methods, as well as a variety of changing environmental, mycobacterial and host factors. Technological advances in molecular microbiology have revolutionised our understanding of NTM taxonomy, and it is now appreciated that species and subspecies often differ in their pathogenicity and treatment response. While there remains a dearth of contemporary randomised controlled trial data to inform practice, the Guideline Development Group has sought to combine the best available evidence with clinical experience to create a pragmatic management guideline.

Target audience for the guideline

This guideline is aimed at healthcare practitioners who are involved in the care of individuals with NTM-PD, which will include hospital specialists in respiratory medicine, infectious diseases, paediatrics, microbiology immunology and radiology.

Groups covered within the guideline

a) individuals without pre-existing lung disease (de novo NTM infection)
b) individuals with COPD and other chronic inflammatory lung diseases
c) individuals with bronchiectasis
d) individuals with cystic fibrosis (CF)
e) individuals with a primary or secondary immunodeficiency
f) individuals being considered for and following lung transplantation.

groups not covered

► patients with extrapulmonary NTM disease
► neonates (birth to 28 days) and infants (1–12 months)
► patients with HIV infection.

Scope of the guideline

1) epidemiology—incidence, prevalence and risk factors
2) microbiology—types of samples, detection and specification
3) definition of NTM-PD and indications for treatment
4) antibiotic treatment regimens for specific NTM species
5) role of drug susceptibility testing (DST)
6) non-antibiotic treatment— interferon gamma, M. vaccae
7) investigation of individuals suspected of having NTM-PD and investigations to be undertaken during and after treatment
8) role of thoracic surgery
9) impact of NTM on lung transplant eligibility.

Clinical questions and literature search

Clinical questions were structured in the PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome) format (online supplementary appendix 1) to define the scope of the guideline and inform the literature search.

Systematic electronic database searches were conducted in order to identify potentially relevant studies for inclusion in the guideline. For each topic area the following databases were searched: Ovid MEDLINE (including MEDLINE In Process), Ovid EMBASE and the Cochrane Library (including the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects) from 1980.

The searches were first run in November 2012 and updated in June 2015 (see online supplementary appendix 1 for search strategy). Searches included a combination of indexed terms and free text terms and were limited to English-language publications only. The initial search identified 7186 potential abstracts and the second search 1687 abstracts.

Appraisal of literature

Appraisal was performed to be compliant with the AGREE collaboration. Two individuals (CSH, RAF) read the title and abstract of each article retrieved by the literature searches and decided whether the paper was definitely relevant, possibly relevant or not relevant to the project. Criteria formulated for categorising the abstracts into these three groups were the following:

► whether the study addressed the clinical question
► whether the appropriate study type was used to produce the best evidence to answer the clinical question
► review articles were excluded
► abstract was in English
► abstracts were not rejected on the basis of the journal of publication, country in which the research was performed or published, nor the date of publication.

The screened abstracts were allocated to the relevant section(s) of the guideline and two group members allocated to each guideline section. The full paper was obtained for all relevant or possibly relevant abstracts.

The first screening process identified 3443 of the initial 7186 reference abstracts to be definitely or possibly relevant to the guideline. Two guideline reviewers per section independently reviewed the abstracts to identify papers to be appraised for the guideline. The two reviewers for each section then independently appraised each paper assigned to them using the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) critical appraisal checklists. The reliability of the evidence in each individual study was graded using the SIGN critical appraisal checklists and is shown in the evidence tables (+ +, + or −). The body of evidence for each recommendation was summarised into evidence statements and graded using the SIGN grading system (see table 1).

Disagreements were resolved by discussion with the section partner. The second literature search in June 2015 yielded 1687 abstracts. Of these, 159 were identified as definitely or possibly relevant to the guideline. However, all of the pertinent ones from this search had been identified by the Guideline Development Group in the meantime and already incorporated.

Considered judgement and grading of evidence

The Guideline Development Group used the evidence tables to judge the body of evidence and grade recommendations for this guideline. Evidence tables (online supplementary appendix 2) are available online. Where evidence was lacking to answer
the formulated clinical questions, expert opinions were obtained through consensus. The following were considered in grading of the recommendations:

- the available volume of the body of evidence
- how applicable the obtained evidence was in making recommendations for the defined target audience of this guideline
- whether the evidence was generalisable to the target population
- whether there was a clear consistency in the evidence obtained to support recommendations
- what the implications of recommendations would be on clinical practice in terms of resources and skilled expertise
- cost-effectiveness was not reviewed in detail as in-depth economic analysis of recommendations falls beyond the scope of this guideline.

Recommendations were graded from A to D as indicated by the strength of the evidence as shown in Table 2. In line with SIGN guidance, ‘minus’ evidence was considered in context but in the absence of other ‘plus’ supporting evidence, it was discussed among the GDG regarding that point and any recommendation hence made was Grade D. Important practical points lacking any research evidence nor likely to be research evidence in the future were highlighted as ‘Good Practice Points’ (GPP).

### Drafting the guideline

The Guideline Development Group corresponded regularly by email, and meetings of the full group were held in May and July 2012, July and September 2013, January, April and November 2014, and June 2015, as well as a number of teleconferences. The Guideline Development Group was asked if they agreed or disagreed with the draft recommendations and GPP in an anonymous electronic survey administered by the BTS project coordinator in Spring 2016. The Guideline Development Group had agreed at the start of the guideline development process that 80% or more agreement would be the threshold for acceptance. Although not always unanimous, 80% or greater agreement was achieved for all recommendations and GPPs in the first round of voting.

The BTS SOCC reviewed the draft guideline in November 2016. The draft guideline was made available online in February 2017 for public consultation and circulated to all the relevant stakeholders. The BTS SOCC reviewed the revised draft guideline in June 2017 and final SOCC approval for publication was granted in July 2017.

This BTS Guideline will be reviewed within 5 years from publication date.
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### Stakeholder organisations

The following organisations were consulted during the public consultation period:

- Association of Respiratory Nurse Specialists
- Association of Chartered Physiotherapists in Respiratory Care
- British Infection Association
- British Lung Foundation
- British Paediatric Respiratory Society
- Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh
- Royal College of Physicians, London.

### Table 1: Key to evidence statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1++</td>
<td>High-quality meta-analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs or RCTs with a very low risk of bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1+</td>
<td>Well-conducted meta-analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs or RCTs with a low risk of bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1−</td>
<td>Meta-analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs or RCTs with a high risk of bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2++</td>
<td>High-quality systematic reviews of case-control or cohort studies, or high-quality case-control or cohort studies with a very low risk of confounding, bias or chance, and a high probability that the relationship is causal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+</td>
<td>Well-conducted case-control or cohort studies with a low risk of confounding, bias or chance, and a moderate probability that the relationship is causal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2−</td>
<td>Case-control or cohort studies with a high risk of confounding, bias or chance, and a significant probability that the relationship is not causal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Non-analytic studies, for example, case reports, case series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expert opinion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Grades of recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Type of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>At least one meta-analysis, systematic review or RCT rated as 1++ and directly applicable to the target population or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A systematic review of RCTs or a body of evidence consisting principally of studies rated as 1+ directly applicable to the target population and demonstrating overall consistency of results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>A body of evidence including studies rated as 2++ directly applicable to the target population and demonstrating overall consistency of results or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 1++ or 1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>A body of evidence including studies rated as 2+ directly applicable to the target population and demonstrating overall consistency of results or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 2++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Evidence level 3 or 4 or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Important practical points for which there is no research evidence, nor is there likely to be any research evidence. The guideline committee wishes to emphasise these as good practice points.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION 3: EPIDEMIOLOGY OF NTM-PULMONARY DISEASE

Background

The term non-tuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) refers to mycobacterial species other than the Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (M. bovis, M. africanum, M. microti, M. canetti, M. caprae, M. pinnipedii, M. suricattae and M. mungi) and those organisms causing leprosy (M. leprae and M. lepromatosis). NTM are ubiquitous environmental organisms mostly found in soil and water and cause lung, sinus, lymph node, joint, CNS, and catheter-related and disseminated infections in susceptible individuals. NTM can cause progressive inflammatory lung damage, a condition termed ‘NTM pulmonary disease’ (NTM-PD; described in section 5). However NTM can also transiently, intermittently or permanently reside within the lungs of individuals without causing NTM-PD, representing asymptomatic infection and creating considerable difficulties in deciding who and when to treat (see section 11).

NTM-PD can be broadly characterised as being either ‘fibro-cavitary’, (which is commonly mistaken for M. tuberculosis infection or malignancy, seen most often in current/ex-smokers, and often associated with smear-positive samples), or as ‘nodular bronchiectatic’ (most often seen in women with no previously identified lung disease where paucibacillary samples frequently cause diagnostic uncertainty). National differences in reported gender ratios for NTM-PD are probably driven by differing proportions of these two types of lung disease. Thus, the USA, with more nodular-bronchiectatic than fibrocavitary disease, report more women than men with NTM-PD, while in Europe the situation is reversed. NTM are divided into slow-growing and rapid-growing species. The most common species causing lung infection are the slow-growing M. avium complex (MAC; consisting of M. avium, M. intracellulare and M. chimaera), M. kansasi, M. malmoense and M. xenopi, and the rapid-growing M. abscessus (consisting of M. a. abscessus, M. a. massilense, M. a. bolletii subspecies), M. chelonae and M. fortuitum. These species vary in distribution between countries, within countries and across different latitudes and water sources. Species also differ in their pathogenic potential. Thus, isolation of M. malmoense or M. abscessus is frequently indicative of NTM-driven inflammatory lung damage, whereas M. gordonae is rarely pathogenic and usually reflects sample contamination or transient colonisation.

Epidemiology

Rates of NTM lung infection (which usually do not distinguish between individuals with NTM-positive cultures and those with defined NTM-PD) increase with age but vary considerably between countries. Most studies also report a rise in prevalence over the last four decades. Estimates from the USA suggest that the prevalence of NTM-positive cultures is currently between 1.4 and 6.6/100 000, while recent data from the UK suggest that the incidence of pulmonary NTM-positive cultures increased from 4.0/100 000 in 2007 to 6.1/100 000 in 2012. Although improved detection methods and enhanced physician awareness could explain some of the observed increase in NTM-positive cultures, a number of strands of evidence suggests a real underlying increase: a report from Canada demonstrated a 5-year increase in prevalence of NTM-pulmonary disease of 29.3 cases/100 000 in 1998–2002 to 41.3/100 000 in 2006–2010 (p<0.0001), and found that improved laboratory methods did not explain this; a number of CF studies (eg, ref 31) showed year-on-year increases in NTM-positive cultures with no change in surveillance intensity or culture methodology; an increase over time in rates of skin test reactivity to NTM antigens in US population-based studies, most likely indicating increasing exposure to NTM (see below).

Possible causes driving a real increase in NTM infection rates include declining rates of M. tuberculosis infection potentially reducing population immunity to mycobacteria; increases in environmental exposure to NTM through more permissive temperature settings of home water heaters and more contact with shower aerosols; increased long-term antibiotic usage in inflammatory lung diseases; potentially creating a more favourable lung niche for NTM; greater use of medications that might impair host immunity to NTM (see below); and the potential impact of person-to-person transmission of certain NTM species in some patient cohorts (eg, in CF).

Risk factors for NTM-pulmonary disease

Most defined risk factors for NTM-PD can be grouped into those that influence either NTM exposure or host susceptibility and are summarised below.

Exposure

Studies have suggested that, for any given level of host susceptibility, there might be a threshold exposure level for NTM associated with the development of disease. Thus, some, but not all, studies show associations with activities potentially increasing exposure to NTM in water (swimming), soils (gardening) and aerosols (showering, hot tubs). In a study from Queensland, researchers were able to match NTMs isolated from soil and water in the home to clinical isolates from infected patients, underpinning the likely importance of the local environment.

The wide variation in NTM rates across different US states correlated with different levels of evapotranspiration (the process of converting surface water to atmospheric water vapour) and the area covered by surface water, while other studies have shown geographical associations of NTM infection with lower lying areas, greater levels of precipitation, the source of potable water, and greater mean, maximum and minimum temperatures.

Host susceptibility

Pre-existing lung disease

NTM infection is more common in individuals with chronic lung diseases such as asthma, COPD, alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency, pneumonia, primary ciliary dyskinesia and allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis, which may predispose to NTM infection by causing chronic epithelial cell inflammation and impaired mucociliary clearance. A recent study has suggested that NTM-infected individuals with no obvious pre-existing lung condition may have quantitatively impaired ciliary function. NTM infection is also more common in individuals heterozygous for CFTR mutations, suggesting that subtle changes in control of airway surface liquid may also be critical in determining host susceptibility.

Lady Windermere syndrome

Many studies, predominantly US-based, have described a series of characteristic features of patients with nodular-bronchiectatic...
NTM-PD who were more likely to be white, postmenopausal, thin, tall women with pectus excavatum and mitral valve prolapse who develop predominantly middle lobe and lingula bronchiectasis; a cluster of features described as ‘Lady Windermere Syndrome’,10–67 after the eponymous heroine of the Oscar Wilde play. These individuals do not have pre-existing lung disease and are usually non-smokers. Recently, whole exome sequencing has begun to define genetic predispositions for this type of presentation,58 highlighting genes involved in immune regulation, cilial function and connective tissue.

Other comorbidities
A number of other comorbidities have been suggested to potentially contribute to NTM acquisition, including the presence of gastro-oesophageal reflux disease,68–69 rheumatoid arthritis,70–72 low vitamin D,73 74 low body mass index (BMI) and malnutrition.12 64 66 73–78

Immunodeficiency
A number of immunodeficiencies have been associated with NTM infection,79 80 including inherited disorders of IFNγ-IL12 pathway (eg, IFNγR1 mutations),81 other cytokine signalling (eg, STAT mutations),82 and macrophage and dendritic cell function (eg, GATA2,83 NRAMP184), as well as acquired immunodeficiencies including HIV-AIDS85 and functional anti-interferon gamma antibodies.86 Although frequently presenting with disseminated NTM infection, immunodeficiencies should also be considered in individuals with recurrent, persistent or severe pulmonary infection, particularly with NTM species that are normally non-pathogenic, as well as in those presenting with NTM disease in the absence of structural lung disease, or in those presenting at a young age. In these cases referral to a clinical immunologist is recommended.

Medications
Immunosuppression
A number of different immunosuppressive drugs have been associated with acquisition of NTM infection: oral as well as inhaled corticosteroids,45 49 87 anti-tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α therapy,88 (consistent with its known effects on host immunity to mycobacteria), combination immunosuppression used in solid organ transplantation89 and immunosuppression associated with cancer chemotherapy.89

Azithromycin
In a single-centre study of adults with CF, Renna et al reported increases in annual rates of NTM infection associated with chronic azithromycin use, suggesting through in vitro and mouse infection studies that azithromycin, at therapeutic doses, could block autophagic killing of NTM within macrophages.31 While supported by epidemiological findings from a previous case–control in Israel,82 and a recent European CF Society Patient Registry study,83 other large retrospective studies have shown no such association, potentially highlighting the complex relationship between the antibiotic and immunomodulatory properties of azithromycin during NTM infection.90–95

Inhaled antibiotics
Several studies of individuals with CF have shown an association of inhaled antibiotic use with NTM infection,96–98 suggesting that other bacterial species may, in the absence of inhaled antibiotics, outcompete NTM for suitable lung niches.

Proton pump inhibitors
The impact of proton pump inhibitors (PPI) is unclear. PPI use has been reported to be associated with the development of MAC-pulmonary disease99 and may promote gastrointestinal survival of NTM and subsequent lung infection through gastric aspiration.

SECTION 4: WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE FOR TRANSMISSION OF NTM BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS?

Evidence summary
Person-to-person transmission of NTM has traditionally been considered unlikely. During the HIV epidemic, typing of MAC isolates indicated that individuals acquired their infection from environmental sources rather than from each other. Similarly, extensive work on M. avium infection indicates environmental point sources rather than animal to human transmission as the likely mechanism of acquisition.96–98 Within people with CF, two separate studies (based on data from 1990s and 2000s), showed that patients, even siblings living in the same household for more than 10 years, had unique strains of NTM,99 100 suggesting a lack of person–person transmission.

However, a case report from the University of Washington, Seattle, USA, described a possible outbreak of M. a. massiliense in five individuals with CF101 with potential transmission occurring during synchronous clinic visits. More recently, whole genome sequencing, detailed epidemiology and antimicrobial susceptibility testing performed on 168 consecutive isolates of M. abscessus from 31 patients attending an adult CF centre in the UK revealed frequent, probably indirect, transmission of M. a. massiliense between individuals with CF (and, in one case, an individual with non-CF bronchiectasis) despite conventional cross-infection prevention measures.40 Whole genome sequencing of the Seattle centre outbreak confirmed the presence of near-identical isolates shared between patients.102 A larger, multinational whole genome sequence analysis of over 1000 clinical isolates of M. abscessus from individuals with CF103 indicates widespread patient-to-patient transmission of M. abscessus with evidence of transcontinental spread of dominant circulating clones, which may be associated with worse clinical outcome and are more virulent when tested experimentally. Although a small study from the UK has recently identified genetically distinct M. abscessus from individuals attending a single centre,104 many of these isolates fall within international dominant circulating clones and thus arose through transmission.41 The mechanism of transmission remains unclear. Epidemiological analysis suggests direct person-to-person spread is unlikely40 and indicates that environmental soiling through the generation of long-lived infectious aerosols and contaminated fomites (promoted by the inherent desiccation- and detergent-resistance of M. abscessus) may be responsible for transmission. In response to these findings, infection control policies in the USA104 and UK105 have been revised, but their impact remains to be determined.

Evidence statements
Person-to-person transmission may be an important mechanism for the acquisition of M. abscessus, at least within people with CF. (Evidence level 2++)

There is no published evidence suggesting person-to-person transmission of other NTM species.

Recommendation
▶ Adequate infection control policies need to be implemented in both inpatient and outpatient settings to minimise risks of
SECTION 5: HOW SHOULD THE LUNG DISEASE ATTRIBUTABLE TO NTM INFECTION BE DEFINED?

Evidence summary
As NTM are ubiquitous organisms that are frequently found in drinking water, the culture of NTM from a respiratory tract culture does not necessarily indicate the presence of lung disease attributable to NTM infection. Thus to determine the clinical relevance of a positive NTM culture, it is essential to distinguish transient or persistent colonisation from infection, the latter indicating tissue invasion and the potential to develop progressive lung disease.

The term NTM-pulmonary disease (NTM-PD) is commonly used to make this distinction and was defined in the ATS/IDSA statement on the Diagnosis, Treatment and Prevention of Nontuberculous Mycobacterial Diseases published in 2007. Unlike TB where one positive culture is usually sufficient to define infection, to meet the ATS/IDSA criteria for NTM-PD a patient must have characteristic symptoms, compatible radiology, and two or more positive sputum samples of the same NTM species or one positive bronchial wash/lavage or compatible histopathological findings with one positive culture. Other potential causes of pulmonary disease must also be excluded. The microbiological criteria are based on the findings of an observational study from Japan that involved patients with chronic respiratory disease and one or more sputum cultures positive for MAC. Only 2% of patients with a single positive culture developed progressive radiological change compared with 98% of patients with two or more positive cultures. Subsequent studies confirm that the risk of developing NTM-PD in the context of only one NTM positive culture following initial investigation is between 4% and 14%, but the risk is likely to be higher in specific patient groups such as CF. The ATS/IDSA clinical criteria (symptoms and radiology) for NTM-PD are based on clinical experience derived largely from managing patients with MAC, M. abscessus complex and M. kansasii. While these diagnostic criteria for NTM-PD have not been validated in any patient group or for any specific organism, they have been widely adopted in clinical practice, in research and in clinical trials relating to NTM infection.

Evidence statement
A single NTM isolate from sputum, which is not isolated again on repeated culture, is usually of no clinical relevance. (Evidence level 3)

Individuals with two or more isolates of the same NTM from repeated sputum cultures are more likely to develop radiological evidence of disease. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendation
► In the absence of robust evidence to support an alternative definition and due to the clinical and research benefits of having a uniform definition, use of the ATS/IDSA 2007 definition of NTM-pulmonary disease is recommended (see box 1). (Grade D)

Good practice point
✓ The management of coexisting lung conditions/infections should be optimised before ascribing clinical decline to NTM-pulmonary disease.

Box 1 Clinical and microbiological criteria for diagnosing non-tuberculous mycobacterial lung disease (modified with permission from Griffith et al)

Clinical (both required)
1. Pulmonary symptoms, nodular or cavitory opacities on chest radiograph, or a high-resolution CT scan that shows multifocal bronchiectasis with multiple small nodules.
   and
2. Appropriate exclusion of other diagnoses.

Microbiological
1. Positive culture results from at least two separate expectorated sputum samples; if the results are non-diagnostic, consider repeat sputum AFB smears and cultures.
   or
2. Positive culture results from at least one bronchial wash or lavage.
   or
3. Transbronchial or other lung biopsy with mycobacterial histopathological features (granulomatous inflammation or AFB) and positive culture for NTM or biopsy showing mycobacterial histopathological features (granulomatous inflammation or AFB) and one or more sputum or bronchial washings that are culture-positive for NTM.

SECTION 6: WHAT SAMPLES SHOULD BE USED TO DETECT PULMONARY NTM INFECTION?

Evidence summary
Currently sputum, induced sputum, bronchial washings and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid are used to detect pulmonary NTM infection. There have been no systematic comparisons of these methods of NTM detection. Transbronchial biopsies may reveal NTM (on microscopy or culture) and may demonstrate granulomatous inflammation (supporting NTM disease rather than transient colonisation), although clearly have an associated procedural risk which needs to be considered. Tracheal aspirates, pleural fluid and tissue samples, and lung biopsies, have all been used to detect NTM infection and may be useful in the appropriate clinical setting. Oropharyngeal swabs can fail to detect NTM infection since they frequently do not obtain sufficient lower respiratory tract material for culture. There is currently no supporting evidence for the culture of gastric aspirates, faecal specimens or urine to detect NTM infection in HIV-negative patients. Laboratory processing of samples should ideally be performed within 24 hours of collection to avoid bacterial overgrowth, which can reduce NTM viability and prevent successful decontamination. Studies have shown that refrigeration of samples may improve mycobacterial detection from sputum samples and should be considered if delays longer than 24 hours in processing are anticipated.

Antigen skin testing has been used to detect NTM exposure, but has not been shown to be a valid detection method for NTM infection. Serological testing has been examined in a number of studies as a detection method for NTM
infection. In one study from Romania, NTM serodiagnosis correlated well with MAC culture results, while the use of IgA serodiagnosis in Japan was found to have a sensitivity of 84% and specificity of 100% for MAC infection. To date these (and other serological tests) have not been sufficiently validated in different settings and in different patient cohorts to fully understand their utility and therefore recommend their routine use.

**Evidence statement**

Sputum, induced sputum, bronchial washings or bronchoalveolar lavage samples and transbronchial biopsies can be used to evaluate individuals suspected to have NTM-pulmonary disease. (Evidence Level 3)

Delays in sample processing can lead to reduced recovery of NTM from sputum. (Evidence Level 3)

Oropharyngeal swabs can fail to detect NTM pulmonary infection. (Evidence Level 3)

NTM serology has not been sufficiently validated to confirm or exclude NTM-pulmonary disease. (Evidence Level 3)

**Recommendations**

- Sputum, induced sputum, bronchial washings, bronchoalveolar lavage or transbronchial biopsy samples can be used to evaluate individuals suspected to have NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
- Whenever possible, less invasive sampling should be attempted first to minimise procedural risks. (Grade D)
- Respiratory samples should be processed within 24 hours of collection (or refrigerated at 4°C if delays are anticipated). (Grade D)
- Oropharyngeal swab culture or serology testing should not be used to diagnose NTM pulmonary infection. (Grade D)

**Good practice points**

- Respiratory specimens should be collected with appropriate infection control precautions, including personal protective equipment, given the frequent differential diagnosis of *M. tuberculosis* infection.
- If sputum cultures are negative but clinical suspicion of NTM infection is high, consider preforming CT-directed bronchial washings to obtain targeted samples.
- If individuals undergoing diagnostic evaluation for NTM infection are taking antibiotics that may impair NTM growth (such as aminoglycosides, macrolides, tetracyclines, co-trimoxazole, linezolid), consider discontinuing these antibiotics 2 weeks prior to collecting samples.

**SECTION 7: WHAT MICROBIOLOGICAL TESTS SHOULD BE USED TO DETECT NTM IN RESPIRATORY SAMPLES?**

**Evidence summary**

There are a number of methods that can be used to detect NTM from respiratory samples, including microscopy, culture and molecular techniques.

**Rapid detection**

**Microscopy**

Microscopy allows the direct evaluation of bacterial burden and may reveal false-negative culture results caused by excessive sample decontamination or overgrowth of conventional bacteria. However, its sensitivity is greatly influenced by sample quality, mycobacterial species and laboratory expertise, and therefore should not be used as the only indicator of bacterial load. Microscopy cannot reliably distinguish NTM from *M. tuberculosis*. It should be noted that the limited available data on *M. abscessus* suggest that, in contrast to TB where smear-positive people cause most transmission, smear-negative individuals may still contribute to cross-infection and should be considered potentially infectious to susceptible contacts. Nevertheless, microscopy provides a useful adjunct to culture and should be routinely carried out using auramine-phenol staining rather than the Ziehl-Neelsen method due to enhanced sensitivity.

**Direct molecular detection**

Although molecular techniques to detect NTM in respiratory specimens are now commercially available, they are costly and remain less sensitive than conventional acid-fast bacilli (AFB) culture. Examples of methods available for direct NTM detection include PCR restriction analysis, sputum rpoB gene analysis, and the GenoType Mycobacteria Direct test. To date, clinical validation of these tests in different patient cohorts and for different NTM species is incomplete and therefore their role in routine clinical practice remains to be determined. However one very useful application of direct molecular detection is to rapidly differentiate *M. tuberculosis* complex from NTM in smear-positive samples.

**Mycobacterial culture**

The most sensitive method to detect NTM from respiratory samples is by culture. Although guidelines for NTM culture have been currently published in both the UK and USA, the optimal methods for decontamination, type of medium, duration and temperature of cultures have yet to be fully determined. Optimal results may require the use of multiple media types and incubation temperature. Prior to inoculation for mycobacterial culture, decontamination of non-sterile specimens contaminated with commensal flora is required to prevent overgrowth of mycobacterial cultures. A number of protocols may be used: N-acetyl L-cysteine (Nalc)-sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 2%, oxalic acid and Nalc-NaOH 1%. Since enhanced decontamination protocols adversely impact on NTM viability in samples ideally for NTM isolation, a two-step approach to sample processing should be adopted. Virtually all European clinical microbiology laboratories currently use an Nalc-NaOH decontamination step prior to mycobacterial culture. The use of a second decontamination step using oxalic acid has been shown to permit the recovery of NTM from persistently contaminated samples, with reduced with sensitivity.

There are two main methods of culture in general use: automated liquid culture systems (usually Mycobacteria Growth Indicator Tube (MGIT); BD Biosciences, Sparks, Maryland, USA), which are more rapid and sensitive than solid media (usually Löwenstein-Jensen or Middlebrook 7H10 and 7H11 media), although more recently agar designed for *Burkholderia cepacia* complex culture has been successfully used. RGM (‘rapid growing mycobacteria’) media has compared favourably with MGIT liquid culture for the detection of NTM. The major advantages of solid culture are that colony morphology can be evaluated, mixed infections can be identified and NTM can be detected despite incomplete sample decontamination. Combination of liquid and solid media gives rise to the greatest recovery rates: MGIT, Bactec 460 and solid media recovered 85%, 72% and 62% of MAC, respectively, while some mycobacteria will grow in one but not another system.
Culture of NTM can be difficult and may not be routinely optimised even in mycobacterial reference laboratories. Routinely solid and liquid culture is performed at 35°C (the optimal recovery temperature for M. tuberculosis), but many NTM species have optimum growth at 28°C–30°C (such as M. abscessus) or 45°C (such as M. xenopi). Some NTM species require supplemented media (such as M. genavense and M. haemophilum) or extended duration of incubation (such as M. malmoense). Indeed some NTM species have yet to be successfully cultured (such as M. tilburgii). The duration of both liquid and solid culture methods has not been extensively tested, but the vast majority of pathogenic NTM will grow by 6 weeks. The current UK recommendation is to culture for 8 weeks extending to 12 weeks if necessary.142

Evidence statements
Auramine-phenol staining on liquefied and concentrated specimens is the method of choice for microscopic detection of mycobacteria as this is more sensitive and quicker than other available methods. (Evidence level 2++)
Microscopy alone cannot reliably differentiate NTM from M. tuberculosis complex. (Evidence level 2++)
Decontamination of non-sterile specimens is required prior to culture for mycobacteria to prevent bacterial overgrowth. The best method for decontamination of respiratory specimens varies with the clinical and epidemiological context. (Evidence level 2−)
Sample culture on both solid and liquid media is the most sensitive detection method currently available for NTM from respiratory samples. (Evidence level 2+)

Recommendations
► A validated rapid method should be used to detect NTM in respiratory samples. (Grade D)
► All respiratory samples should be stained using auramine-phenol after liquefaction and concentration and then examined by microscopy. (Grade B)
► Respiratory tract samples should be cultured (following decontamination) on solid and liquid media in a ISO15189-accredited clinical laboratory for 8 weeks extending to 12 if necessary. (Grade D)
► Routine use of non-culture-based detection methods is not recommended at the present time. (Grade D)

Good practice point
✓ If there is high clinical suspicion of NTM infection but negative sample cultures, consider discussing with a mycobacterial reference laboratory about (1) the possibility of culture on alternative media, at different temperatures, and/or for extended durations or (2) the utility of molecular detection methods.

SECTION 8: WHAT MICROBIOLOGICAL TESTS SHOULD BE USED TO SPECIATE AND TYPE NTM FROM RESPIRATORY SAMPLES?

Evidence summary
Correct species identification of NTM isolates is clinically important since NTM species differ in their potential to cause clinical disease in humans143 and in their response to specific antibiotics. In the case of M. abscessus, subspeciation into M. a. abscessus, M. a. bolletii and M. a. massiliense may predict treatment response144 and potentially permit targeted therapy.145 M. a. massiliense harbours a partial erm41 gene deletion preventing inducible macrolide resistance144 146 and leads to more successful outcomes with macrolide-based antibiotic regimens than in infections with M. a. abscessus (which has a full length, functional erm41 gene).144

Over recent years clinical laboratory methods of speciation have moved from biochemical to molecular techniques. Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry has shown considerable promise in providing rapid speciation of NTM.147–151 However, the optimal method for protein extraction from mycobacteria and the exact discriminatory power of this method have yet to be fully established. In a recent report of M. abscessus subtyping compared with multilocus sequence typing (MLST), MALDI-TOF showed good discrimination in 94% of isolates.152 153

Of the molecular techniques available, line probe assays (eg, Hain CM and AS) are in widespread use in the UK allowing reasonable discrimination and identification of common species of NTM, more recently, subspeciation and selected antibiotic resistance of M. abscessus.154 155 An alternative method, PCR product restriction analysis, in which amplified gene fragments are restriction-digested to yield different-sized fragments which are then resolved by gel electrophoresis and correlate with specific species,156 is mostly used in low-resource settings and is at least comparable to the line probe assays.157 The final technique is (partial) gene sequencing, which permits a higher level of discrimination, often to subspecies level, but is only available in laboratories with access to sequencing facilities. The choice of the optimal sequencing strategy is not straightforward. Although partial 16S rRNA gene sequencing provides insufficient discrimination, particularly between M. abscessus and M. chelonae,160 a number of other gene sequences (such as partial hsp65 and rpoB gene sequences) have been successfully used.161–163 For subspeciation of M. abscessus, an MLST approach has recently been validated.162 164 165 An alternative strategy to subspeciation is to measure erm gene-associated inducible macrolide resistance by phenotypic DST. This does not distinguish accurately between different M. abscessus subspecies but does determine the key factor of whether or not there is inducible macrolide resistance.

Molecular typing
The exact role for molecular typing in NTM infection is currently unclear. Given recent reports of likely person-to-person transmission of M. abscessus between individuals with CF and, in one case, non-CF bronchiectasis,160 it is becoming evident that molecular typing of M. abscessus may have important roles in epidemiology, postoutbreak surveillance and in validation of new infection control measures.165 The optimal method is also in evolution with 65 kDa heat shock protein analysis, multilocus sequence typing, MALDI-TOF and next-generation sequencing all likely to have roles. However, in light of the slow mutation rates of M. abscessus, only whole genome sequencing can provide the molecular discrimination to definitively identify person-to-person transmission.40 41

Evidence statements
Different NTM species have varying potential to cause clinical disease in humans. (Evidence level 2++)
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry is more discriminatory than Hain CM/AS for distinguishing between NTM and between M. abscessus subspecies. (Evidence level 2++)
Detection of person-to-person transmission of M. abscessus requires whole genome sequencing. (Evidence level 3)
Recommendations

- All NTM isolates from respiratory samples should be identified to at least species level using validated molecular or mass spectrometry techniques. (Grade B)
- Isolates of *M. abscessus* should be subspecies using appropriate molecular techniques. (Grade C)
- If person-to-person transmission of *M. abscessus* is suspected, isolates should be typed, preferably using whole genome sequencing (Grade C).

SECTION 9: DOES *IN VITRO* DST PREDICT RESPONSE TO ANTIBIOTIC TREATMENT IN PEOPLE WITH NTM PULMONARY INFECTION?

Evidence summary

The clinical value of *in vitro* DST in the treatment of infection requires consistent correlation between *in vitro* susceptibility to a drug by a defined method to clinically achievable drug concentrations at the site of infection and good outcome to treatment with that drug. The value of DST for pulmonary NTM infection is mostly uncertain.

In considering how to treat NTM infections with combinations of antimicrobials, factors such as antimicrobial synergy, indifference and antagonism should be considered, as well as other potential drug interactions and toxicities. The enthusiasm to ‘do something’ and the perception that ‘more is better’ should be tempered by the need to avoid harm. In North America insurance companies require NTM sensitivity testing to be carried out to guide therapy. This may have the benefit of encouraging research into this field, but also may encourage NTM sensitivity testing where the evidence for its utility is limited. Although the European Committee on Antibiotic Susceptibility Testing has presently no guidelines for DST of NTM, the US CLSI guidelines recommend testing using broth microdilution and provide breakpoint concentrations to interpret minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) as ‘susceptible’ or ‘resistant’. However these cut-offs have had very limited clinical validation. Moreover, whereas limited pharmacokinetic data are now available for MAC lung disease to support breakpoint concentrations, there are no representative pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamic data to guide treatment of other NTM infections.

Slow-growing mycobacteria

Breakpoints for clarithromycin susceptibility of MAC have been validated in HIV-related disseminated MAC disease and in retrospective series of MAC lung disease. Since the presence of macrolide resistance predicts worse clinical outcomes and requires augmented treatment, susceptibility to macrolides should be tested on isolates prior to treatment initiation and during treatment in refractory cases such as those individuals who (1) fail to culture-convert after 6–12 months of NTM treatment; (2) reculture MAC after initial culture conversion while on NTM treatment; or (3) reculture MAC after completion of NTM treatment.

A recent study has shown that amikacin MICs >64 mg/L are found only in MAC isolates that have mutations associated with amikacin resistance, that is, in the 16S rRNA gene. These strains are cultured from patients with significant aminoglycoside exposure, such as patients with CF, and for disease caused by these strains, amikacin is unlikely to have any beneficial effect.

Rifampicin, ethambutol and clofazimine susceptibility results did not predict outcome of monotherapy for MAC infection in HIV-positive individuals.

For *M. kansasii* infection rifampicin ‘resistance’ correlates best with treatment failure and ‘resistance’ to isoniazid or ethambutol may occur, often associated with rifampicin resistance. For rifampicin-resistant infections further testing may be recommended, but interpretation of results should be made with caution.

For *M. simiae*, the role of DST is unknown, although the generally poor outcomes of treatment have been correlated with a lack of synergistic activity between rifampicin and ethambutol, an *in vitro* observation that still awaits clinical validation.

Rapid-growing mycobacteria

For rapidly-growing mycobacteria including *M. abscessus*, clinical validation has only been performed in series of extrapulmonary disease and only for cefoxitin, aminoglycosides and co-trimoxazole. In series of *M. abscessus* lung disease, the outcomes of macrolide-based treatment are generally poor and do not correlate well with *in vitro* susceptibilities, potentially due to *erm*(41)-dependent inducible macrolide resistance and relative short duration of adequate regimens, which were often interrupted because of toxicity. Indeed, in the absence of a functional *erm*(41) gene, response to macrolide-containing treatments has been good. The CLSI has recommended routine testing for inducible macrolide resistance by performing extended incubation of isolates in the presence of clarithromycin as inducible resistance may predict treatment failure. Some molecular methods to assess drug susceptibility exist, but are not yet routinely available. For example, sequencing of the 16S rRNA and 23S rRNA genes can reveal mutations associated with high-level resistance to aminoglycosides and macrolides, respectively, in *M. abscessus* and other NTM species.

Evidence statements

In *in vitro* resistance to macrolides and amikacin is associated with treatment failure in MAC infection. (Evidence level 2+ +)

In *in vitro* resistance to rifampicin is associated with treatment failure in *M. kansasii* infection. (Evidence level 2+ +)

In *in vitro* resistance to macrolides is associated with treatment failure in *M. abscessus* pulmonary infection. (Evidence level 2+ +)

In *in vitro* resistance to cefoxitin, amikacin and co-trimoxazole is associated with treatment failure in extrapulmonary *M. abscessus* infection. (Evidence level 2+ +)

Recommendations

- Drug susceptibility testing and reporting should follow the CLSI guidelines. (Grade D)
- For MAC, clarithromycin and amikacin susceptibility testing should be performed on an isolate taken prior to initiation of treatment and on subsequent isolates if the patient fails to respond to treatment or recultures MAC after culture conversion (Grade C).
- Macrolide-resistant MAC isolates should be tested against a wider panel of antibiotics to guide, but not dictate, treatment regimens. (Grade D).
- For *M. kansasii*, rifampicin susceptibility testing should be performed on an isolate prior to initiation of treatment and on subsequent isolates if the patient fails to respond to treatment or recultures *M. kansasii* after culture conversion. (Grade D)
- Rifampicin-resistant *M. kansasii* isolates should be tested against a wider panel of antibiotics to guide, but not dictate, treatment regimens. (Grade D)
Susceptibility testing for *M. abscessus* should include at least clarithromycin, cefoxitin and amikacin (and preferably also tigecycline, imipenem, minocycline, doxycycline, moxifloxacin, linezolid, co-trimoxazole and clofazimine if a validated method is available) to guide, but not dictate, treatment regimens. (Grade D)

**Good practice points**

- Susceptibility testing should only be carried out on isolates where there is clinical suspicion of disease (to avoid unnecessary cost and conserve laboratory resources).
- Reporting of MIC and critical concentration rather than susceptible or resistant may be more appropriate in the belief that a drug that has a very high MIC is unlikely to be active *in vivo*, whereas one just above a putative ‘critical concentration’ may have some activity, especially if combined with additive or synergistic agents.

**SECTION 10: WHAT INVESTIGATIONS SHOULD BE PERFORMED IN INDIVIDUALS SUSPECTED OF HAVING NTM-PULMONARY DISEASE?**

**Evidence summary**

In individuals with compatible symptoms, the ATS/IDSA microbiological and radiological criteria must be met before the diagnosis of NTM-PD is made. While there are no prospective controlled studies indicating which microbiological and radiological investigations should be performed or how they should be interpreted, several case series and other studies provide some insights (figure 1).

### Respiratory tract cultures

#### Sputum

In a retrospective observational study of Japanese patients with MAC, 98% of patients with two or more positive sputum cultures went on to develop chest X-ray changes indicative of progressive disease. In contrast, just 2 of 114 patients from whom only a single positive sputum culture was obtained developed progressive radiological change during follow-up of at least 12 months.

In a retrospective study of patients with CF in the USA and at least one positive NTM culture, >60% of subjects had transient or persistent infection and did not meet the ATS/IDSA definition of NTM-PD.

In a study from Taiwan of patients with a single isolate of MAC, *M. chelonae/abscessus* complex, *M. kansasii* or *M. fortuitum* from three or more sputum samples collected within 1 month and who had at least 1 year of follow-up data, 44/202 (22%) had subsequent cultures of the same NTM species, but only 8/202 (4%) developed NTM-PD.

In a study from South Korea, involving 190 patients with an initial single positive sputum culture of either MAC, *M. abscessus*...
complex or *M. kansasii*, 26 patients (14%) had an additional positive culture of the same NTM species and met the ATS/IDSA criteria for NTM-PD a median of 30 (IQR 15–46) months after the first positive sputum culture.\(^{108}\)

NTM can be isolated from induced sputum samples,\(^ {184} \)\(^ {185} \) but there are no data comparing the yield of NTM from spontaneously expectorated versus induced sputum samples.

**Evidence statements**

A single NTM isolate from sputum, which is not isolated again on repeated culture, is usually of no clinical relevance. (Evidence level 3)

Individuals with two or more isolates of the same NTM from repeated sputum cultures are more likely to develop radiological evidence of disease. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendation**

- A minimum of two sputum samples collected on separate days should be sent for mycobacterial culture when investigating an individual suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

**Bronchoscopy**

In a prospective study evaluating the role of sputum culture, bronchial washings and transbronchial lung biopsy in 26 patients (4 male and 22 female) with a mean age of 62 years and CT changes compatible with NTM-PD (bronchiectasis, tree-in-bud opacity and nodules), 15/26 patients cultured NTM, 8 (53%) of whom only cultured NTM from the bronchial wash.\(^ {111} \) The bronchial wash sample was culture-positive for NTM in all patients in whom transbronchial biopsy yielded granulomas. Similar findings were also reported in a number of retrospective case series.\(^ {112} \)\(^ {116} \)\(^ {187} \)

**Evidence statements**

CT-directed bronchial washings are more sensitive than spontaneously expectorated sputum samples for isolating NTM in individuals with nodular bronchiectatic disease. (Evidence level 3)

Bronchial washings can be used to identify NTM in individuals who are unable to expectorate sputum. (Evidence level 3)

Bronchial washings frequently culture NTM in individuals with histological evidence of granulomatous inflammation on transbronchial biopsy. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendations**

- Individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease whose sputum samples are consistently culture-negative for mycobacteria should have CT-directed bronchial washings sent for mycobacterial culture. (Grade D)

- Individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease who are unable to expectorate sputum should have CT-directed bronchial washings sent for mycobacterial culture. (Grade D)

- Transbronchial biopsies should not be performed routinely in individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

**Good practice points**

- Sputum induction should be considered in individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease who are unable to spontaneously expectorate sputum and in whom CT-directed bronchial washings are considered inappropriate.

**Radiology**

**Chest X-ray**

In a retrospective analysis, 258 of 271 (95%) patients with *M. kansasii* had cavity disease on chest X-ray, and only one patient converted to sputum culture-negative after 2 weeks of treatment.\(^ {188} \) In the same study, 173 of 226 (77%) patients with MAC had cavity disease on chest X-ray, of whom 110 remained culture-positive after 2 weeks of treatment. Of the 66 patients with either *M. kansasii* or MAC who did not have cavities on chest X-ray, 43 (65%) became sputum culture-negative after 2 weeks of antimycobacterial chemotherapy or treatment with airway clearance.

In a prospective non-comparative trial of thrice-weekly antibiotic treatment for MAC-pulmonary disease, having non-cavitary compared with cavitary disease was associated with a fourfold increase in culture response.\(^ {189} \)

In a retrospective study of 180 patients receiving standard therapy for nodular/bronchiectatic MAC lung disease, change in semiquantitative culture results from baseline to month 2 of treatment was significantly associated with improvements in radiological scores during the same time period.\(^ {185} \)

**Evidence statement**

In individuals with positive cultures for *M. kansasii* or MAC, chest X-ray evidence of lung cavitation is indicative of disease and is associated with worse outcomes following treatment. (Evidence level 3)

In individuals receiving treatment for nodular bronchiectatic MAC-pulmonary disease, improvements in radiological appearances are indicative of a positive microbiological response to treatment. (Evidence level 3)

**Computed tomography**

Features commonly identified by CT in patients with NTM-PD include bronchiectasis (particularly affecting the middle lobe and/or lingula), centrilobular nodules, tree-in-bud opacities, consolidation, cavitary and pre-existing lung disease such as emphysema.\(^ {190} \)\(^ {198} \) While these changes are associated with NTM infection and often indicate the need for further investigation, they are not specific for NTM infection\(^ {111} \) and cannot distinguish between different species of NTM or between TB and NTM.\(^ {159} \)\(^ {190} \)\(^ {199} \)

Patterns of disease seen on CT correlate with response to treatment and prognosis. In a prospective non-comparative trial of antibiotic treatment for MAC-pulmonary disease, patients with non-cavitary disease on CT showed more favourable early responses to treatment compared with patients with cavitary disease.\(^ {180} \) These findings are supported by case series in which patients with cavitary disease and/or consolidation had worse outcomes than those with predominantly nodular/bronchiectatic changes without cavitation.\(^ {200} \)\(^ {208} \) However, those with cavitary disease may be more likely to have other factors associated with an unfavourable prognosis such as a history of COPD or TB,
heavier tobacco use, sputum smear positivity, more dyspnoea and chronic pulmonary aspergillosis.205

A subgroup of mainly middle-aged/elderly female patients with no history of pre-existing lung disease appear predisposed to developing MAC (and possibly other NTM) infection centred mainly, but not exclusively, in the middle lobe and/or lingula.62 187 190 The chest X-ray may be relatively normal, but the CT can reveal clusters of small nodules, tree-in-bud opacification and bronchiectasis. Sputum expectoration is characteristically minimal or absent and diagnostic confirmation of NTM infection may require bronchoscopy and bronchial washings.

Evidence statements

CT features of NTM-pulmonary disease include centrilobular nodules, tree-in-bud opacity, bronchiectasis (particularly affecting the middle lobe and/or lingula), consolidation and cavi
tation. (Evidence level 3)

Abnormalities seen on CT cannot reliably distinguish between infections caused by TB and NTM, or between infections caused by different species of NTM. (Evidence level 3)

Individuals with CT evidence of cavitary disease and/or consolidation have a worse prognosis and a poorer response to antimycobacterial treatment than those showing predominantly nodular/bronchiectatic changes without cavitation. (Evidence level 3)

MAC-pulmonary disease in white postmenopausal women without a history of pre-existing lung disease is frequently associated with CT evidence of bronchiectasis, nodules and tree-in-bud opacity in the middle lobe and lingula. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendation

► A CT scan should be performed in individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

OTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Serology

Several studies have evaluated the role of serology in the diagnosis of MAC-pulmonary disease by measuring serum IgA antibody against glycopeptidolipid core antigen, a cell surface antigen that is found in MAC, but not M. tuberculosis or M. kansasi. A multicentre study in Japan showed the ELISA had a sensitivity of 84% and specificity of 100%,211 and a study in Korea reported a sensitivity of 85% and specificity of 100%.206 However, a study performed in the USA reported a sensitivity of 52% and a specificity of 94%,207 and similar results were reported in a study performed in Taiwan.208 In addition to the low sensitivity in some settings, the clinical utility of the assay might also be affected by cross-reactivity with some rapidly growing mycobacteria including M. abscessus complex.206

An assay measuring serum antibody against the mycobacterial antigen A60 found it to be both sensitive (87%) and specific (95%) for the diagnosis of M. abscessus complex infection in people with CF, with IgG titres being sixfold higher in 15 patients with M. abscessus complex compared with 144 NTM-negative controls.212 The authors suggested that the assay had clinical utility in (1) supporting initiation of microbiological investigation when there is a suspicion of M. abscessus complex-PD, (2) to assess disease activity of documented M. abscessus complex-PD and (3) to monitor disease activity while on treatment for M. abscessus complex-PD. Similar findings were reported in a more recent CF study, in which patients with M. abscessus complex-PD had median anti-M. abscessus complex IgG levels sixfold higher than patients with no history of infection, and the sensitivity and specificity of the test were 95% (95% CI 74% to 99%) and 73% (95% CI 67% to 78%), respectively.209

Skin testing and interferon gamma release assays

Neither purified protein derivative (PPD) tuberculin skin testing nor interferon gamma release assays can reliably distinguish between infection caused by TB and MAC.210 211 Skin testing using PPD-B is relatively sensitive, but has poor specificity for NTM and its use in practice is limited by problems with standardisation and bioequivalence of antigens.210

Positron emission tomography

Positron emission tomography was used to assess disease activity and therapeutic response by comparing pretreatment and post-treatment F-FDG uptake in peripheral lung nodules caused by MAC (n=22) and TB (n=25). 212 F-FDG uptake significantly decreased during or following treatment in all 14 patients with follow-up scans.

Investigations for underlying immunodeficiencies

Although frequently presenting with disseminated NTM infection, immunodeficiencies should also be considered in individuals with recurrent, persistent or severe pulmonary infection, particularly with NTM species that are normally non-pathogenic, as well as in those presenting with NTM disease in the absence of structural lung disease, or in those presenting at a young age. In these cases referral to a clinical immunologist is recommended.

Evidence statement

Serological testing has clinical utility in the diagnosis of NTM-pulmonary disease and in monitoring response to treatment in some populations, but this is not a consistent finding. (Evidence level 3)

Positron emission scanning, skin testing and interferon gamma release assays are not sufficiently sensitive and/or specific for use in evaluating individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations

► There is insufficient evidence to recommend the routine use of serological testing for diagnosis and monitoring of individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

► Positron emission scanning, skin testing and interferon gamma release assays should not be used in the evaluation of individuals suspected of having NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

SECTION 11: WHAT FACTORS INFLUENCE WHEN NTM TREATMENT SHOULD BE STARTED?

Evidence summary

There are no randomised controlled trial data that address when NTM treatment should be started. However, several case series have identified clinical characteristics that are associated with progressive NTM disease.

Microbiology

Clinical outcomes differ between mycobacterial species. In patients from Denmark, M. xenopi was associated with a worse prognosis than MAC after controlling for comorbidity,28 and in the BTS-sponsored randomised controlled treatment trials
patients with M. xenopi had a higher mortality than those with MAC or M. malmoense.\textsuperscript{213, 214} Within the Netherlands, there were marked differences in clinical relevance between NTM species, with M. malmoense, M. xenopi, M. szulgai, M. kansasii, M. celatum and M. genavense being more frequently associated with ATS/IDSA-defined NTM-PD than other species.\textsuperscript{15} In France, patients with CF and positive cultures for M. abscessus complex or MAC were more likely to fulfil ATS/IDSA criteria for NTM-PD than patients with other NTM species.\textsuperscript{215} Furthermore, the clinical relevance of individual species can vary geographically, both within countries and internationally.\textsuperscript{15}

Subspecies within the same complex can be associated with different microbiological and clinical outcomes following treatment. For example, within the M. abscessus complex patients with M. massiliense tend to have better treatment responses than those with M. abscessus,\textsuperscript{76, 144, 216, 217} and within the MAC, clinical relapse/reinfection is more common with M. avium and M. chimaera than with M. intracellulare in the USA,\textsuperscript{218} whereas in Korea disease due to M. avium was associated with a worse prognosis than that attributable to M. intracellulare.\textsuperscript{219} Outcomes may also vary according to mycobacterial genotype.\textsuperscript{220–222}

Clinical outcomes differ according to the number of positive NTM cultures and mycobacterial burden. An observational study from Japan showed that the number of MAC-positive cultures was related to the likelihood of radiographical progression, with only 2% of patients with a single positive culture developing progressive radiological change compared with 98% of patients with two or more positive cultures.\textsuperscript{106} Patients with smear-positive disease are also more likely to have a poor outcome and less likely to spontaneously culture-convert.\textsuperscript{223} Similarly, the number of mycobacterial colonies correlates with disease progression in untreated patients with MAC.\textsuperscript{200}

**Clinical characteristics**

Clinical characteristics that appear to confer a worse prognosis have been reported in many retrospective studies. The largest involving 634 patients with MAC\textsuperscript{201} demonstrated male gender, age, comorbidity, non-nodular bronchiectatic features, BMI <18.5, anaemia, low albumin and ESR >50 to be associated with all-cause mortality.\textsuperscript{202} Similar findings relating to low BMI,\textsuperscript{197, 220} low ESP,\textsuperscript{198} and aspergillus coinfection\textsuperscript{198} were reported in smaller studies involving patients with NTM-PD.

**Serology**

A variety of biomarkers have been evaluated as diagnostic tests for NTM-PD and as measures of disease activity. For example, IgA against the glycopeptidolipid core antigen showed higher values in patients with MAC-pulmonary disease than controls\textsuperscript{224} and correlated with radiographical changes,\textsuperscript{225} and anti-A60 IgG antibodies were higher in patients with CF with M. abscessus complex that fulfilled the ATS microbiological criteria for disease compared with those that did not.\textsuperscript{121}

However, none of the serological data are sufficiently robust to support widespread implementation into clinical practice at the present time.

**Summary**

The decision to start treatment is related to, but is distinct from, the ATS/IDSA definition of NTM-PD.\textsuperscript{1} Patients in whom NTM treatment is required will in almost all cases fulfil the ATS/IDSA criteria for NTM-PD, but fulfilling the criteria does not necessarily imply that treatment should be started, as patients can remain stable without antibiotic treatment.\textsuperscript{201}

The identification of progressive pulmonary disease attributable to NTM provides a stronger case for treatment. Microbiological features indicating disease progression include an increased frequency of positive versus negative cultures, the development of smear positivity and reduced time to MGIT positivity. CT features indicating disease progression include increased size and/or number of pulmonary nodules, new or worsening lung cavitation, new foci of consolidation/tree-in-bud opacity and worsening extent and/or severity of bronchiectasis. Thus, careful longitudinal assessment may be helpful in determining an individual patient’s treatment requirements.

In practice, the decision to offer NTM treatment is based on the amalgamation of patient-related and mycobacterial factors. Patient-related factors include the severity and rate of progression of symptoms and radiological change, the underlying lung disease, the presence of comorbidity, current treatment requirements (eg, immunosuppressive agents such as TNF-α inhibitors) and likely future treatment requirements (eg, lung transplantation). Mycobacterial factors include the pathogenicity of the individual species and the bacterial load. The aim of treatment will also influence when to start treatment. For example, achieving NTM eradication or slowing disease progression may require earlier intervention than treatment directed at symptom control alone.

**Evidence statements**

The following patient-related factors are frequently associated with progressive NTM-pulmonary disease: severe symptoms, low BMI, lung caviation and comorbidity (Evidence level 3).

The following mycobacterial factors are frequently associated with progressive NTM-pulmonary disease: smear positivity, two or more positive mycobacterial cultures of the same organism and particular mycobacterial species (Evidence level 3).

**Recommendations**

- The decision to start treatment should be influenced by the severity of NTM-pulmonary disease, the risk of progressive NTM-pulmonary disease, the presence of comorbidity and the goals of treatment. (Grade D)

- Individuals may require a period of longitudinal assessment (symptoms, radiological change and mycobacterial culture results) to inform NTM treatment decisions. (Grade D)

**Good practice point**

- The views of the affected individual should be sought on the potential risks and benefits of starting NTM treatment versus observation (ie, longitudinal assessment of symptoms, radiological change and mycobacterial culture results).

**SECTION 12: WHAT ANTIBIOTIC REGIMES SHOULD BE USED TO TREAT NTM-PD?**

Treatment recommendations are presented for the NTM species that most commonly fulfil the ATS/IDSA microbiological criteria for NTM-PD within the UK, namely MAC, M. kansasii, M. malmoense, M. xenopi and M. abscessus complex.\textsuperscript{226}

**SECTION 12A: WHAT ANTIBIOTIC REGIMES SHOULD BE USED TO TREAT MAC-PULMONARY DISEASE?**

**Evidence summary**

Five randomised controlled trials and several non-comparator studies involving individuals (not known to be HIV-positive) with MAC were identified in the literature search.
BTS sponsored two randomised controlled treatment trials involving patients with *M. malmoense*, *M. xenopi* and MAC.213 214 Patients were treated for 2 years and then followed up for a further 3-year period. The first trial included 75 patients with MAC and those randomised to rifampicin, ethambutol and isoniazid had a failure/relapse rate of 16% compared with 41% of patients randomised to rifampicin and ethambutol (p=0.033). There was no difference in mortality.213 The second trial randomised 170 patients with MAC to receive either ciprofloxacin or clarithromycin, in combination with rifampicin and ethambutol.214 Some patients were also randomised to receive either *M. vaccae* or no immunotherapy, but no differences in outcomes were found. The results of the antibiotic trial showed that 13% of patients in the clarithromycin group failed treatment/relapsed compared with 23% in the ciprofloxacin group, but the all-cause mortality was higher in clarithromycin-treated patients (48% vs 30%). The clarithromycin-containing regimen was better tolerated than the ciprofloxacin-containing regimen (p=0.05). A comparison of all treatments evaluated in the two BTS-sponsored RCTs was attempted by the authors, but limited by the different study designs, the small number of participants, the lack of statistical analysis for some outcomes and complex endpoints.214

In a multicentre RCT involving 146 HIV-negative patients with MAC-pulmonary disease, intramuscular streptomycin (15 mg/kg) administered three times weekly for the first 3 months of therapy improved sputum conversion rates at the end of 2 years of treatment compared with placebo (71.2% vs 50.7%, p<0.05), with rifampicin, ethambutol and clarithromycin as the companion drugs.227 However, there was no difference in symptoms, radiological response or adverse events, and a third of patients in each group experienced sputum relapse. Four open studies supported a benefit of including streptomycin at the start of treatment.173 228–230

The fourth RCT involved 27 patients and demonstrated no difference between gatifloxacin and clarithromycin as companion drugs to rifampicin and ethambutol.231 This study was unblinded and was likely underpowered to detect a difference.

The final RCT involved 119 patients with MAC-pulmonary disease and no previous treatment who were randomised to receive a two-drug (ethambutol and clarithromycin) or three-drug (rifampicin, ethambutol and clarithromycin) regimen.232 There was no significant difference in sputum conversion at 1 year between the two groups (33/40 receiving two drugs and 24/32 receiving three drugs converted in the per-protocol arms). However, the study was unblinded and there were a significant number of dropouts in both arms. Additionally the macrolide doses were below standard levels (200 mg three times a day).

Several non-comparator studies have reported outcome data for a variety of drug regimens used to treat cavitary and/or nodular bronchietatic MAC-pulmonary disease. The majority used macrolide-containing regimens and reported culture conversion rates of 13%–86%.173 189 231–238 A large retrospective case series involving 180 patients with nodular bronchietatic MAC-pulmonary disease reported outcomes using a three-drug predominantly intermittent (3×/week) regimen (clarithromycin or azithromycin with rifampicin and ethambutol).237 No patient developed macrolide resistance with this regimen and there were no differences in outcome between patients treated with azithromycin versus clarithromycin. While 86% of patients had culture-converted following 12 months of treatment, 14% recultured MAC during treatment and 48% after treatment had ceased. Genotyping subsequently revealed that almost 75% of isolates were due to reinfection rather than treatment failure. When true relapse occurred it was most commonly in the first 6 months after treatment ceased. A second large retrospective case series that involved 217 patients with nodular bronchiectatic MAC-pulmonary disease, all of whom had not previously received treatment and had clarithromycin-sensitive isolates, reported outcomes using a three-drug regimen prescribed either daily (n=99) or 3×/week (n=118).216 Modification of the initial regimen was more common in the patients prescribed the daily regimen (46%) versus the intermittent regimen (21%) (p<0.001). Treatment was changed most commonly because of visual disturbance on ethambutol and gastrointestinal intolerance on clarithromycin. Rates of culture conversion were 76% in the daily group versus 67% in the intermittent group (p=0.15), and there were no differences in rates of symptomatic or radiographical improvement. Of the 39 (33%) who failed to convert in the intermittent group, 20 patients were changed to a daily regimen of the same three antibiotics, and of these 6 (30%) became culture-negative.219 While intermittent regimens appear equally effective (accepting that these studies were not RCTs) and better tolerated than daily regimens in patients with nodular bronchiectatic MAC-pulmonary disease,217 218 a large multicentre study utilising an intermittent three-drug regimen reported a culture conversion rate of only 4% after 12 months of treatment in patients with cavitary MAC-pulmonary disease, suggesting that a three-drug regimen should not be used in these patients.219

Further observations have been made in the literature based on retrospective, non-comparative data. Sputum conversion may be more successful with higher dose macrolide treatment,240–242 but very high doses (clarithromycin 1 g twice daily and azithromycin 600 mg daily) are poorly tolerated.243 244 Rifabutin is less well tolerated than rifampicin, particularly at higher doses.245 Development of clarithromycin resistance on treatment is more likely with monotherapy or when given with a quinolone alone.173 246 Rifampicin and rifabutin decrease clarithromycin (but not azithromycin) serum levels by liver enzyme induction, but this has not been shown to affect outcomes and studies have reported similar outcomes with either macrolide.173 246 247 248

Failure rates appear higher if patients have had prior treatment249 and in those with macrolide resistance.174 246 If sputum conversion has not occurred after 6 months of treatment, it is unlikely to occur subsequently.248 249 Second-line drugs including those chosen on antibiotic sensitivities may not improve outcome and are often poorly tolerated.250–252 One retrospective, uncontrolled study demonstrated 12/41 refractory patients converted their sputum with the addition of moxifloxacin 400 mg once daily.253 Other drugs that have been used in a number of studies include clofazimine, linezolid, bedaquiline254–257 and nebulised amikacin. The latter has been shown to be beneficial in a proportion of patients with refractory MAC-pulmonary disease in small retrospective case series258 259 and more recently in a phase II RCT evaluating a liposomal formulation of amikacin (study published after guideline completion).260 A phase III RCT evaluating nebulised liposomal amikacin in patients with refractory MAC-pulmonary disease is ongoing. As *in vitro* data showed synergy between clofazimine and amikacin in 100% of MAC isolates tested, this treatment combination may be beneficial in patients with refractory MAC-pulmonary disease.261
Evidence statements
Treatment with rifampicin, ethambutol and isoniazid reduces the treatment failure/relapse rate compared with rifampicin and ethambutol in individuals with MAC-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 1–)

Treatment with rifampicin, ethambutol and clarithromycin or azithromycin has demonstrated good outcomes in individuals with MAC-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)

The addition of intramuscular streptomycin to rifampicin, ethambutol and clarithromycin or azithromycin have equivalent outcomes, but the intermittent (3× per week) regimen is better tolerated. (Evidence level 3)

Intermittent (3× per week) antibiotic treatment is associated with poor outcomes in individuals with cavitary MAC-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)

Clarithromycin monotherapy and clarithromycin/quinolone dual therapy regimens for MAC-pulmonary disease are associated with the development of clarithromycin resistance. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations
► Clarithromycin-sensitive MAC-pulmonary disease should be treated with rifampicin, ethambutol and clarithromycin or azithromycin using an intermittent (3× per week) or daily oral regimen. The choice of regimen should be based on the severity of disease (as defined in table 4) and treatment tolerance. (Grade D)
► An intermittent (3× per week) oral antibiotic regimen should not be used in individuals with severe MAC-pulmonary disease (as defined in table 4) or in individuals with a history of treatment failure. (Grade D)
► An injectable aminoglycoside (amikacin or streptomycin) should be considered in individuals with severe MAC-pulmonary disease (as defined in table 4). (Grade D)
► Clarithromycin-resistant MAC-pulmonary disease should be treated with rifampicin, ethambutol and isoniazid or a quinolone, and consider an injectable aminoglycoside (amikacin or streptomycin). (Grade D)
► Nebulised amikacin may be considered in place of an injectable aminoglycoside when intravenous/intramuscular administration is impractical, contraindicated or longer term treatment with an aminoglycoside is required for the treatment of MAC-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
► Macrolide monotherapy or macrolide/quinolone dual therapy regimens should not be used for the treatment of MAC-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
► Antibiotic treatment for MAC-pulmonary disease should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion. (Grade D)

Good practice points
✓ Individuals with clarithromycin-resistant MAC-pulmonary disease should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.
✓ Individuals with a history of treatment intolerance or treatment failure should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.

Table 3  Suggested antibiotic regimens for adults with M. avium complex-pulmonary disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M. avium complex-pulmonary disease</th>
<th>Antibiotic regimen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-severe MAC-pulmonary disease</strong></td>
<td>Rifampicin 600 mg 3× per week and Ethambutol 25 mg/kg 3× per week or Azithromycin 500 mg 3× per week or clarithromycin 1 g in two divided doses 3× per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Severe MAC-pulmonary disease</strong></td>
<td>Rifampicin 600 mg daily and Ethambutol 15 mg/kg daily and Azithromycin 250 mg daily or clarithromycin 500 mg twice daily and consider intravenous amikacin for up to 3 months or nebulised amikacin Antibiotic treatment should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clarithromycin-resistant MAC-pulmonary disease</strong></td>
<td>Rifampicin 600 mg daily and Ethambutol 15 mg/kg daily and Isoniazid 300 mg (+pyridoxine 10 mg) daily or moxifloxacin 400 mg daily and consider intravenous amikacin for up to 3 months or nebulised amikacin Antibiotic treatment should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 12B: WHAT ANTIBIOTIC REGIMEN SHOULD BE USED TO TREAT M. KANSASII-PULMONARY DISEASE?
Evidence summary
No randomised controlled trials involving individuals with M. kansasii were identified in the literature search. However, four prospective observational studies and several retrospective observational studies reporting detailed antibiotic regimens and associated outcomes were identified.

The four prospective observational studies included 18–173 patients who were treated for 9–18 months with regimens comprising 2–3 drugs. The largest of the prospective studies carried out by the Research Committee of BTS looked at treatment of 173 patients with rifampicin and ethambutol for 9 months of therapy.262 There was one treatment failure (positive sputum cultures at 7 and 8 months of treatment) and relapse occurred in 15 (9.7%) patients at a median of 23 months following treatment cessation. Pretreatment bacteriology showed that none of the isolates were resistant to rifampicin or ethambutol, but all were resistant to isoniazid and pyrazinamide. Poor adherence and reinfection were thought to be relevant in some of the cases that relapsed. The next largest prospective study looked at 40 patients treated with isoniazid, rifampicin and ethambutol for 12 months with streptomycin twice weekly for the first 3 months.263 There were no treatment failures and relapse occurred in one patient (2.5%) 6 months postchemotherapy. Mean follow-up in this study was 2.6 years. The third prospective study included 28 patients who were treated with isoniazid, rifampicin and ethambutol for either 12 or 18 months’ duration.264 There were no treatment failures and one (3.5%) relapse in a patient treated for 12 months. Mean follow-up in this study was 1.5 years. The fourth study reviewed the outcomes of 18 patients treated with...
thrice-weekly clarithromycin, rifampicin and ethambutol for 12 months.\textsuperscript{263} There were no treatment failures or relapse following treatment completion. Mean follow-up in the 14 patients that completed treatment was 3.8 years.

The retrospective studies included 35–256 patients who were treated with different multidrug regimens for variable durations of therapy with comparison of treatment failure and relapse rates following treatment. The largest retrospective study involving 256 patients showed higher rates of sputum culture conversion within 4 months of starting treatment and no post-treatment relapses in patients treated with rifampicin-containing regimens compared with those that did not.\textsuperscript{266} A similar finding was reported in a study of 162 patients in which there was a more rapid rate of sputum culture conversion in rifampicin-containing regimens.\textsuperscript{267} The smaller retrospective studies reported successful treatment with two and three drug regimens of variable duration with no treatment failure and low rates of relapse.\textsuperscript{268–272}

**Evidence statement**

Treatment with a rifampicin-based antibiotic regimen is associated with more rapid culture conversion and lower relapse rates in individuals with *M. kansasii*-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)

Treatment with rifampicin, ethambutol and either isoniazid or a macrolide given for at least 12 months may have lower relapse rates than rifampicin and ethambutol given for 9 months in individuals with *M. kansasii*-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendations**

- Rifampicin-sensitive *M. kansasii*-pulmonary disease should be treated with rifampicin, ethambutol and isoniazid or a macrolide (clarithromycin or azithromycin) using a daily oral regimen. (Grade D)
- Rifampicin-resistant *M. kansasii*-pulmonary disease should be treated with a three-drug regimen guided, but not dictated by, DST results using a daily oral regimen. (Grade D)
- Antibiotic treatment for *M. kansasii*-pulmonary disease should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion. (Grade D)

**Good practice points**

- Individuals with rifampicin-resistant *M. kansasii*-pulmonary disease should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.
- Individuals with a history of treatment intolerance or treatment failure should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease (see table 4).

**Table 4** Suggested antibiotic regimen for adults with *Mycobacterium kansasii*-pulmonary disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>M. kansasii</em>-pulmonary disease</th>
<th>Antibiotic regimen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rifampicin-sensitive <em>M. kansasii</em>-pulmonary disease</td>
<td>Rifampicin 600 mg daily and Ethambutol 15 mg/kg daily and Isoniazid 300 mg (with pyridoxine 10 mg) daily or Azithromycin 250 mg daily or Clarithromycin 500 mg twice daily</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidence summary**

Two randomised controlled trials and four case series involving individuals with *M. malmoense* were identified in the literature search.

The first trial involved 106 patients randomised to receive rifampicin, ethambutol and isoniazid or rifampicin and ethambutol for 2 years.\textsuperscript{215} There were no differences in outcome identified between the treatment groups, with the failure of treatment/relapse rates being low (9%–12%). However, the number that completed the allocated treatment and were known to be alive and cured at 5 years was only 38%–44%.

The second trial involved 167 patients randomised to receive rifampicin, ethambutol and clarithromycin or rifampicin, ethambutol and ciprofloxacin for 2 years.\textsuperscript{216} In addition, some patients were also randomised to receive *M. vaccae*, but it appeared to have no treatment effect and so the two antibiotic treatment groups were compared irrespective of whether participants received *M. vaccae* immunotherapy. There were no differences in outcome identified between the antibiotic treatment groups, with the failure of treatment/relapse rate being low (5%). However, the number that completed the allocated treatment and were known to be alive and cured at 5 years was only 38% in the clarithromycin group versus 20% in the ciprofloxacin group.

The non-comparator studies (that involved between 14 and 34 patients) support a treatment effect with three drug regimens (generally, rifampicin and ethambutol in combination with clarithromycin or ciprofloxacin or isoniazid).

**Evidence statement**

In individuals with *M. malmoense*, the most effective and best-tolerated antibiotic regimen appears to be rifampicin, ethambutol and clarithromycin. (Evidence level 1–)

**Recommendations**

- *M. malmoense*-pulmonary disease should be treated with rifampicin, ethambutol and a macrolide (clarithromycin or azithromycin) using a daily oral regimen. (Grade D)
- An injectable aminoglycoside (amikacin or streptomycin) should be considered in individuals with severe *M. malmoense*-pulmonary disease (ie, AFB smear-positive respiratory tract samples, radiological evidence of lung cavitation/severe infection or severe symptoms/signs of systemic illness). (Grade D)
- Nebulised amikacin may be considered in place of an injectable aminoglycoside when intravenous/intramuscular administration is impractical, contraindicated or longer term treatment with an aminoglycoside is required in the treatment of *M. malmoense*-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
- Antibiotic treatment for *M. malmoense*-pulmonary disease should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion. (Grade D)

**Good practice points**

- Individuals with a history of treatment intolerance or treatment failure should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease (table 5).
Table 5  Suggested antibiotic regimens for adults with
*Mycobacterium malmoense*-pulmonary disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M. malmoense-pulmonary disease</th>
<th>Antibiotic regimen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-severe <em>M. malmoense</em>-pulmonary disease (ie, AFB smear-negative respiratory tract samples, no radiological evidence of lung cavitation or severe infection, mild-moderate symptoms, no signs of systemic illness)</td>
<td>Rifampicin 600 mg daily and Ethambutol 15 mg/kg daily and Azithromycin 250 mg daily or clarithromycin 500 mg twice daily Antibiotic treatment should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe <em>M. malmoense</em>-pulmonary disease (ie, AFB smear-positive respiratory tract samples, radiological evidence of lung cavitation/severe infection or severe symptoms/signs of systemic illness)</td>
<td>Rifampicin 600 mg daily and Ethambutol 15 mg/kg daily and Azithromycin 250 mg daily or clarithromycin 500 mg twice daily and consider intravenous amikacin for up to 3 months or nebulised amikacin Antibiotic treatment should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 SECTION 12D: WHAT ANTIBIOTIC REGIMEN SHOULD BE USED TO TREAT M. XENOPI-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Evidence summary

Two randomised controlled trials, one systematic review and eight case series involving individuals with *M. xenopi* were identified in the literature search.

The first trial involved 42 patients randomised to receive rifampicin, ethambutol and isoniazid or rifampicin and ethambutol for 2 years. There were no significant differences in outcome identified between the treatment groups. The failure of treatment/relapse rate was 18% with the two-drug regimen and 5% with the three-drug regimen; and the number that completed the allocated treatment and were known to be alive and cured at 5 years was 23% and 10%, respectively. These inconsistent results likely reflect the small number of patients in the study.

The second trial involved 34 patients randomised to rifampicin, ethambutol and clarithromycin or rifampicin, ethambutol and ciprofloxacin for 2 years. In addition, some patients were also randomised to receive *M. raccae*, but it appeared to have no treatment effect and so the two antibiotic treatment groups were compared irrespective of whether participants received *M. raccae* immunotherapy. There were no differences in outcome identified between the treatment groups. The failure of treatment/relapse rate was 24% with clarithromycin-treated patients and 6% with ciprofloxacin-treated patients; and the number that completed the allocated treatment and were known to be alive and cured at 5 years was 18% and 12%, respectively.

The systematic review involved 188 subjects in whom 34 distinct drug regimens were used. No single drug was found to be superior to another, but quinolone-containing regimens included various drug regimens (generally, rifampicin ethambutol and isoniazid; other drugs used were clarithromycin, ciprofloxacin, pyrazinamide, aminoglycosides). Rates of culture conversion and sustained culture negativity were variable, with the largest study reporting that 33/80 (41%) patients treated with a four-drug regimen remained culture-negative after 3 years of follow-up.

**Evidence statement**

In individuals with *M. xenopi*-pulmonary disease, improved outcomes may be achieved using a four-drug antibiotic regimen. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendations**

► *M. xenopi*-pulmonary disease should be treated with a four-drug regimen (where tolerated) comprising rifampicin, ethambutol and a macrolide (clarithromycin or azithromycin), with either a quinolone (ciprofloxacin or moxifloxacin) or isoniazid. (Grade D)

► An injectable aminoglycoside (amikacin or streptomycin) should be considered in individuals with severe *M. xenopi*-pulmonary disease (ie, AFB smear-positive respiratory tract samples, radiological evidence of lung cavitation/ severe infection or severe symptoms/signs of systemic illness). (Grade D)

► Nebulised amikacin may be considered in place of an injectable aminoglycoside when intravenous/intramuscular administration is impractical, contraindicated or longer term treatment with an aminoglycoside is required in the treatment of *M. xenopi*-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

► Antibiotic treatment for *M. xenopi*-pulmonary disease should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion. (Grade D)

**Good practice points**

✓ Individuals with a history of treatment intolerance or treatment failure should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease (table 6).

Table 6  Suggested antibiotic regimens for adults with
*Mycobacterium xenopi*-pulmonary disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M. xenopi-pulmonary disease</th>
<th>Antibiotic regimen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-severe <em>M. xenopi</em>-pulmonary disease (ie, AFB smear-negative respiratory tract samples, no radiological evidence of lung cavitation or severe infection, mild-moderate symptoms, no signs of systemic illness)</td>
<td>Rifampicin 600 mg daily and Ethambutol 15 mg/kg daily and Azithromycin 250 mg daily or clarithromycin 500 mg twice daily and Moxifloxacin 400 mg daily or isoniazid 300 mg (+pyridoxine 10 mg) daily Antibiotic treatment should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe <em>M. xenopi</em>-pulmonary disease (ie, AFB smear-positive respiratory tract samples, radiological evidence of lung cavitation/severe infection, or severe symptoms/signs of systemic illness)</td>
<td>Rifampicin 600 mg daily and Ethambutol 15 mg/kg daily and Azithromycin 250 mg daily or clarithromycin 500 mg twice daily and Moxifloxacin 400 mg daily or isoniazid 300 mg (+pyridoxine 10 mg) daily and consider intravenous amikacin for up to 3 months or nebulised amikacin Antibiotic treatment should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AFB, acid-fast bacilli.
SECTION 12E: WHAT ANTIBIOTIC REGIMEN SHOULD BE USED TO TREAT M. ABSCESSUS-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Evidence summary

No randomised controlled trials involving individuals with M. abscessus were identified in the literature search. However, five case series reporting detailed antibiotic regimens and associated outcomes were identified.

A study from South Korea evaluated outcomes with a standardised antibiotic regimen in 65 HIV-negative patients with ATS-defined M. abscessus-PD and evidence of progression during 6–12 months of observation. Patients received intravenous amikacin and cefoxitin for the first 4 weeks of treatment in combination oral clarithromycin, ciprofloxacin and doxycycline for a median of 12 months. Cefoxitin was poorly tolerated with 39 (60%) having to discontinue it after a median of 22 days due to adverse events including neutropoenia and thrombocytopeania. Fifty-four (83%) patients reported an improvement in symptoms and 48 (74%) showed improved radiological appearances. Thirty-eight (58%) culture-converted and remained culture-negative for >12 months and 32 (49%) completed antibiotic therapy and were followed for a median of 12 months without relapse. Rates of long-term culture negativity were significantly lower in patients with clarithromycin-resistant isolates. A subsequent analysis showed that culture conversion and maintenance of negative cultures occurred in 88% of patients with M. a. massilense compared with only 25% of patients with M. a. abscessus (p<0.001). The difference in outcome is most likely explained by M. a. abscessus isolates having a functional erm(41) gene that confers inducible macrolide resistance. Further data indicated that clarithromycin might be a stronger inducer of erm(41) than azithromycin, but this has not been a consistent finding.

A study from the USA reported treatment outcomes in 69 patients with ATS-defined M. abscessus-PD that were prescribed ATS/IDSA guidelines-based antibiotic treatment. Patients were followed for a median of 34 (2-82) months during which 20 (29%) remained culture-positive, 16 (23%) culture-converted but relapsed, 33 (48%) culture-converted and did not relapse, and 13 (19%) remained culture-negative after cessation of antibiotic treatment for at least 1 year. Patients who underwent surgical resection in addition to medical therapy had higher rates of sustained culture conversion (57% vs 28%, p=0.022).

A study from South Korea reported outcomes in 41 patients with M. abscessus-PD treated with a multidrug regimen containing a macrolide with intravenous amikacin, or a macrolide with intravenous amikacin and cefoxitin or imipenem. The median duration of treatment with intravenous amikacin was 230 (60–601) days, with cefoxitin or imipenem 83 (25-288) days, and total antibiotic treatment 511 (164–1249) days. All patients were completed antibiotic therapy and were followed for a median of 230 (60–601) days. These encouraging results may reflect that of the M. abscessus isolates tested, almost all were sensitive to the antibiotics prescribed. There was no difference in treatment success or relapse rates between the surgically and non-surgically treated patients. One patient with an isolate resistant to both clarithromycin and amikacin failed to culture-convert. A subsequent study from the same research group using the same treatment approach showed that although the duration of parenteral antibiotic treatment was shorter in patients with M. a. massilense than in those with M. a. abscessus (4.7 months vs 7.4 months, p=0.006), the treatment success rate was higher in the M. a. massilense group (95.5% vs 42.3%, p<0.001).

A case series reported use of intravenous tigecycline as part of a multidrug regimen in patients with M. abscessus and M. chelonae infections. More than 60% of patients showed clinical improvement, but treatment was associated with adverse events in more than 90% of patients, nausea and vomiting being the most common.

Nebulised amikacin was effective in a proportion of patients with refractory M. abscessus-PD in a small retrospective case series, and data from an RCT evaluating the effects of inhaled liposomal amikacin in this patient group are awaited (study published after guideline completion).

Other antibiotics prescribed for patients with M. abscessus-PD include clofazimine (noting the synergy between clofazimine and amikacin in vitro), linezolid, cotrimoxazole and bedaquiline.

M. abscessus produces a broad-spectrum β-lactamase BlaBla4, which is the major determinant of β-lactam resistance. In the zebrafish model of M. abscessus infection, avibactam, a non-β-lactam β-lactamase inhibitor, increased survival and decreased abscess formation in zebrafish larvae treated with amoxicillin. These data suggest that avibactam (which is Food and Drug Administration-approved as a fixed drug combination with ceftazidime for the treatment of adults with complicated intra-abdominal infections) could enhance the effectiveness of β-lactam treatment in patients with M. abscessus-PD.

In summary, these case series suggest that symptom and radiological improvement trend to occur with intravenous treatment; prolonged intravenous treatment appears to result in better clinical and microbiological outcomes, although toxicity leading to withdrawal of one or more antibiotics is common, and rates of sustained culture conversion appear to be dependent on macrolide susceptibility. It remains unclear whether macrolides should be used to treat isolates demonstrating macrolide resistance, particularly constitutive resistance due to a 23S ribosomal RNA point mutation, which confers high-level macrolide resistance, which cannot be overcome in vitro by drug concentrations achievable in man. Furthermore, it is possible that macrolide antibiotics could be deleterious in patients with constitutive macrolide-resistant M. abscessus, as preclinical studies in mice showed that azithromycin treatment may worsen infection, potentially through inhibition of autophagic killing. Due to the poorer response rates in patients with inducible or constitutive clarithromycin-resistant isolates and the greater efficacy of antibiotics administered through the intravenous route, extending the duration of intravenous antibiotic therapy to 3–6 months in those that can tolerate it may be the most appropriate treatment strategy in this subgroup of patients.

Evidence statements

Treatment with a multidrug antibiotic regimen including intravenous and oral antibiotics can result in improved symptoms, radiological appearances and microbiological outcomes.
in individuals with *M. abscessus*-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)

Individuals with macrolide-resistant isolates of *M. abscessus* may have worse microbiological outcomes than patients with macrolide-sensitive isolates. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendations**

► *M. abscessus*-pulmonary disease treatment should comprise an initial phase antibiotic regimen (including intravenous and oral antibiotics) followed by a continuation phase antibiotic regimen (including inhaled and/or oral antibiotics). (Grade D)

**Initial phase**

► For individuals with *M. abscessus* isolates that are clarithromycin-sensitive or demonstrate inducible macrolide resistance (see tables 7 and 8), the initial phase antibiotic regimen should include at least a 4-week course of intravenous amikacin, intravenous tigecycline, and (where tolerated) intravenous imipenem, and (where tolerated) oral clarithromycin or oral azithromycin. (Grade D)

► For individuals with *M. abscessus* complex isolates that demonstrate constitutive macrolide resistance (see tables 7 and 8), the initial phase antibiotic regimen should include a minimum 4-week course of intravenous amikacin, intravenous tigecycline and (where tolerated) intravenous imipenem. (Grade D)

► The duration of intravenous treatment should be influenced by the severity of infection, treatment response and tolerance of the regimen. (Grade D)

► To reduce the likelihood of treatment-related nausea and vomiting, antiemetic medication such as ondansetron (note potential for QT interval prolongation) and/or aprepitant should be prescribed to individuals receiving tigecycline and/or imipenem. (Grade D)

► Nebulised amikacin may be considered in place of intravenous amikacin when intravenous administration is impractical, contraindicated or longer term treatment with an aminoglycoside is required in individuals with *M. abscessus*-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

► In the context of amikacin-resistant *M. abscessus* (ie, MIC >64 mg/L or the isolate is known to have a 16S rRNA gene mutation conferring constitutive amikacin resistance), nebulised amikacin should be substituted with an alternative oral antibiotic. (Grade D)

► Antibiotic treatment for *M. abscessus*-pulmonary disease should continue for a minimum of 12 months after culture conversion. However, individuals who fail to culture-convert may benefit from a long-term suppressive antibiotic regimen. (Grade D)

**Good practice point**

✔ Individuals with *M. abscessus*-pulmonary disease should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease.

**SECTION 13: IS THERE A ROLE FOR ADJUVANT THERAPIES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF NTM-PULMONARY DISEASE?**

**Evidence summary**

Data relating to three randomised controlled trials of immunotherapy in individuals with NTM-PD were identified.

In the BTS-sponsored randomised controlled trial, patients were randomised to receive *M. vaccae* (0.1 mL intradermally every 2 months for up to 6 months, n=84) or no *M. vaccae* (n=86), in addition to rifampicin, ethambutol, clarithromycin or ciprofloxacin for 2 years. No differences in outcome were identified between the immunotherapy and placebo groups.

In a randomised, double-blind, controlled trial performed in the USA, patients with MAC-pulmonary disease were randomised to receive nebulised interferon gamma or placebo, in addition to a standardised antibiotic regimen. Interim analysis revealed no differences in outcomes between the immunotherapy and placebo groups and the trial was terminated early.

In a randomised controlled trial performed in Cuba, 32 patients with predominantly MAC-pulmonary disease were randomised to receive intramuscular interferon gamma (1×10⁸ IU) or placebo daily for 4 weeks, followed by thrice weekly administration for up to 6 months, in addition to a standardised antibiotic treatment for up to 6 months, in addition to a standardised antibiotic regimen.

**Table 7** Interpretation of extended clarithromycin susceptibility results for *Mycobacterium abscessus*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clarithromycin susceptibility days 3–5</th>
<th>Clarithromycin susceptibility day 14</th>
<th>Genetic implication</th>
<th><em>M. abscessus</em> subspecies</th>
<th>Macrolide susceptibility phenotype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susceptible</td>
<td>Susceptible</td>
<td>Dysfunctional erm(41) gene</td>
<td><em>M. a. massiliense</em></td>
<td>Macrolide susceptible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susceptible</td>
<td>Resistant</td>
<td>Functional erm(41) gene</td>
<td><em>M. a. abscessus</em></td>
<td>Inducible macrolide resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resistant</td>
<td>23S ribosomal RNA point mutation</td>
<td><em>Any</em></td>
<td>High-level constitutive macrolide resistance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence statement

Intramuscular interferon gamma resulted in a significant improvement in a novel composite clinical/bacteriological/radiological endpoint in individuals with predominantly MAC-pulmonary disease receiving a standardised antibiotic regimen of daily oral azithromycin, rifampicin, ethambutol and ciprofloxacin. (Evidence level 1–)

Nebulised interferon gamma and subcutaneous *M. vaccae* do not improve outcomes in individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 1–)

Recommendations

- Interferon gamma is not recommended as adjuvant therapy in individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease without a defined immunodeficiency affecting intrinsic interferon gamma signalling. (Grade D)
- *M. vaccae* is not recommended as adjuvant therapy in individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

SECTION 14: WHAT INVESTIGATIONS SHOULD BE PERFORMED DURING TREATMENT OR FOLLOWING TREATMENT FOR NTM-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Evidence summary

There are no prospective controlled trials evaluating which investigations should be performed during treatment or following treatment for NTM-PD. However, a variety of outcome measures have been used to assess the efficacy, safety and tolerability of treatment within the randomised controlled trials and non-comparator studies involving patients with NTM-PD.

Microbiological outcomes

The conventional microbiological outcomes are smear status, culture conversion and relapse (box 2). In a recent retrospective study of 180 patients receiving standard therapy for nodular bronchiectatic MAC lung disease, a reduction in a semiquantitative sputum culture score from baseline to month 2 of treatment was highly predictive of subsequent sputum culture conversion and significantly correlated with symptom response (cough, fatigue, fever, haemoptysis) and radiographical improvement. 185

In a prospective randomised controlled treatment trial, deaths attributable to the NTM infection were more frequent in those who remained culture-positive after 12 months’ treatment.214

---

**Table 8** Suggested antibiotic regimens for adults with *Mycobacterium abscessus*-pulmonary disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>M. abscessus</em></th>
<th>Antibiotic regimen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clarithromycin sensitive isolates or inducible macrolide-resistant isolates</strong></td>
<td>Initial phase: ≥1 month† intravenous amikacin 15 mg/kg daily or 3× per week† and intravenous tigecycline 50 mg twice daily and where tolerated intravenous imipenem 1 g twice daily and where tolerated oral clarithromycin 500 mg twice daily or oral azithromycin 250–500 mg daily <strong>Continuation phase</strong>: nebulised amikacin† and oral clarithromycin 500 mg twice daily or azithromycin 250–500 mg daily and 1–3 of the following antibiotics guided by drug susceptibility results and patient tolerance: oral clofazimine 50–100 mg daily§ oral linezolid 600 mg daily or twice daily oral minocycline 100 mg twice daily oral moxifloxacin 400 mg daily oral co-trimoxazole 960 mg twice daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constitutive macrolide-resistant isolates</strong></td>
<td>Initial phase: ≥1 month† intravenous amikacin 15 mg/kg daily or 3× per week† and intravenous tigecycline 50 mg twice daily and where tolerated intravenous imipenem 1 g twice daily <strong>Continuation phase</strong>: nebulised amikacin† and 2–4 of the following antibiotics guided by drug susceptibility results and patient tolerance: oral clofazimine 50–100 mg daily§ oral linezolid 600 mg daily or twice daily oral minocycline 100 mg twice daily oral moxifloxacin 400 mg daily oral co-trimoxazole 960 mg twice daily</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Due to the poorer response rates in patients with inducible or constitutive macrolide-resistant isolates and the greater efficacy of antibiotics administered through the intravenous route, extending the duration of intravenous antibiotic therapy to 3–6 months in those that can tolerate it may be the most appropriate treatment strategy in this subgroup of patients.

§Start clofazimine during the initial phase of treatment if tolerated as steady-state serum concentrations may not be reached until ≥30 days of treatment.

 regimen.291 The primary composite endpoint (incorporating an improvement in symptoms, radiology and microbiology) was achieved by 13/18 (72%) participants receiving Interferon gamma versus 5/14 (36%) receiving placebo (p=0.037) after 6 months of treatment and the improvement was maintained for 12 months following treatment cessation. While these results are encouraging, the use of a novel composite endpoint suggests that further supporting data are required before this treatment approach can be recommended.

No studies were identified that evaluate whether vitamin D supplementation enhances host immunity and improves outcomes in patients with NTM-PD.

No studies were identified that evaluate whether nutritional supplementation improves outcomes in nutritionally depleted patients with NTM-PD.

**Box 2 Definitions for microbiological outcomes**

- **Culture conversion:** three consecutive negative mycobacterial sputum cultures collected over a minimum of 3 months, with the time of conversion being the date of the first of the three negative mycobacterial cultures. In patients unable to expectorate sputum, a single negative mycobacterial culture of a CT-directed bronchial wash is indicative of culture conversion.
- **Recurrence:** two positive mycobacterial cultures following culture conversion. If available, genotyping may help distinguish relapse from reinfection.
- **Refractory disease:** failure to culture-convert after 12 months of non-tuberculous mycobacterial treatment.
Evidence statement

Deaths attributable to NTM infection are more frequent in patients who remain culture-positive despite 12 months of NTM treatment. (Evidence level 3)

A reduction in a semiquantitative sputum culture score from baseline to month 2 of treatment is predictive of subsequent treatment success in patients receiving standard therapy for nodular bronchiectatic MAC-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations

► Sputum samples should be sent for mycobacterial culture every 4–12 weeks during treatment and for 12 months after completing treatment to assess the microbiological response. (Grade D)

► If there is doubt about persisting NTM infection despite negative sputum cultures, a CT-directed bronchial wash should be performed to assess the microbiological response to treatment. (Grade D)

► In individuals who are unable to expectorate sputum, a CT scan followed by a CT-directed bronchial wash after 6 and 12 months of treatment can be used to assess the microbiological response to treatment. (Grade D)

Good practice point

✓ In individuals who are unable to spontaneously expectorate sputum and in whom CT-directed bronchial washings are not feasible, induced sputum samples should be sent for mycobacterial culture every 4–12 weeks during treatment and for 12 months after completing treatment to assess the microbiological response.

Radiological outcomes

Chest X-rays and CT images can be used to evaluate change in bronchiectasis (severity and distribution), bronchial wall thickening, mucus plugging, tree-in-bud opacity, consolidation, nodular change and cavitation (number, size, wall thickness, intracavity debris). While there are no prospective studies indicating which radiological features are most informative during and following treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease, a large retrospective case series involving patients on treatment for MAC-pulmonary disease showed that patients that culture-converted demonstrated significantly greater improvements in chest X-ray and CT scores than non-converters, and change in semiquantitative culture scores correlated with improvement in chest X-ray and CT scores during the early phase of therapy.

Abnormalities on plain chest X-ray, including the persistence of cavities, have been reported in up to 75% of patients at the end of treatment, even among those who had shown a satisfactory clinical response and culture-converted.

Evidence statement

In individuals receiving treatment for MAC-pulmonary disease, patients who culture-converted demonstrated significantly greater improvements in chest X-ray and CT scores than non-converters. (Evidence level 3)

Individuals in whom satisfactory clinical progress and sputum culture conversion have been demonstrated may still have radiological evidence of lung cavitation after completing treatment. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendation

► A CT scan should be performed shortly before starting NTM treatment and at the end of NTM treatment to document the radiological response to treatment. (Grade D)

Good practice point

✓ During the course of treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease, more frequent radiological monitoring may be indicated in selected individuals.

CLINICAL OUTCOMES

While there are no prospective studies indicating which clinical endpoints are most informative during and following treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease, a large retrospective case series involving patients on treatment for MAC-pulmonary disease provides some insights. Almost all patients presented with cough, sputum production and fatigue, and patients whose cough improved while prescribed NTM treatment were more likely to culture-convert (p<0.001). Furthermore, the presence of fatigue, haemoptysis and fever was significantly correlated with semiquantitative culture results when evaluated monthly throughout the follow-up period (p<0.003, correlation coefficient range 0.1–0.2).

There are no specific quality of life tools that have been developed specifically for patients with NTM-PD. However, in a study conducted in Japan in patients with MAC-pulmonary disease, stepwise multiple regression analysis showed that CT scan findings (consolidation, cavitation and lobar volume decrease) correlated with the St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) total score, suggesting that the SGRQ may be appropriate for use in patients with NTM-PD associated with COPD or bronchiectasis.

Deaths due to mycobacterial disease and a number of composite clinical outcomes were used in the BTS-sponsored randomised controlled trials. In practice these endpoints are challenging due to the difficulty of confidently ascribing causation in the context of frequent comorbidity.

Evidence statement

Changes in semiquantitative culture score and symptom response (particularly cough) are significantly correlated in individuals receiving antibiotic treatment for nodular bronchiectatic MAC-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendation

► A detailed assessment of pulmonary and systemic symptoms should be recorded at each clinical review. (Grade D)

Good practice point

✓ A more detailed clinical assessment may include measurements of body weight, spirometry and systemic inflammatory markers (ESR and CRP).

THERAPEUTIC DRUG MONITORING

In a retrospective single-centre study of patients receiving a standard three-drug regimen for MAC-pulmonary disease, there was no association between low plasma clarithromycin concentrations and treatment outcomes. Although clarithromycin levels in plasma were below the target of 2 μg/mL in 97%–100% of cases depending on the frequency of drug administration, 74% of patients who completed at least 12 months of treatment culture-converted, 79% showed symptomatic improvement and appearances on high-resolution CT improved in 66%. The apparent discrepancy in these results may reflect that drug concentrations achieved within tissues and alveolar macrophages are much higher than those achieved in plasma.

In a retrospective single-centre study of patients undergoing treatment for MAC-pulmonary disease, peak serum concentrations achieved within tissues and alveolar macrophages are much higher than those achieved in plasma.
concentrations below the target range were frequent for ethambutol (48%), clarithromycin (56%) and azithromycin (35%). Concurrent administration of rifampicin led to 68%, 23% and 10% decreases in peak serum concentrations of clarithromycin, azithromycin and moxifloxacin, respectively, whereas rifabutin increased azithromycin levels. Similar effects of rifampicin on clarithromycin concentrations were reported in a small prospective study examining the pharmacokinetic interactions of drugs commonly prescribed to treat MAC-pulmonary disease.294

Evidence statement
Drug-drug interactions frequently occur between drugs prescribed to treat NTM-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)
Although rifampicin reduces the peak serum concentration of clarithromycin, this effect has not been shown to influence treatment outcome. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations
► Therapeutic drug monitoring (other than for aminoglycosides) should not be performed routinely in individuals’ prescribed antibiotic therapy for NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
► When aminoglycosides are administered, serum levels and the serum creatinine must be monitored and aminoglycoside dosing adjusted according to local policies. (Grade D)

Good practice point
✔ Therapeutic drug monitoring can be considered in individuals in whom gastrointestinal malabsorption, drug–drug interactions or suboptimal adherence may be adversely affecting treatment response.

MONITORING FOR DRUG TOXICITY
Aminoglycosides can result in permanent auditory, vestibular and renal toxicity. While the risk of adverse events is greatest when aminoglycoside levels exceed recommended levels, the risk of toxicity is also likely to vary according to the aminoglycoside prescribed, duration of exposure, route of administration and host susceptibility. In a prospective randomised study of two aminoglycoside dosing regimens (15 mg/kg per day or 25 mg/kg three times per week with doses adjusted to target drug concentrations), the size of dose or frequency of administration was not associated with adverse events.295 However, the risk of ototoxicity (found in 32/87 participants) was associated with older age, duration of treatment and cumulative dose. Vestibular toxicity (found in 8/87 participants) usually resolved and renal toxicity (found in 13/87 participants) was mild and reversible in all cases. Of amikacin, kanamycin and streptomycin, the later was least associated with hearing loss. Mutations in mitochondrial DNA may confer greater risk of aminoglycoside ototoxicity,296 although there is currently no evidence that prescribing practice based on the presence/absence of mitochondrial DNA mutations reduces the risk of aminoglycoside-related adverse events in patients with NTM-PD.

Ethambutol can cause optic neuritis and retrobulbar neuritis that present with blurred vision, decreased acuity, central scotomas, impaired red-green colour discrimination and peripheral visual field defects.297 The risk of developing ethambutol-related ocular toxicity is greater with NTM than TB treatment as the duration of treatment is longer. In a retrospective analysis, ethambutol-related ocular toxicity was diagnosed in 8/139 (6%) patients receiving daily therapy (25 mg/kg for the first 2 months followed by 15 mg/kg for the remainder of therapy) compared with 0/90 cases in patients prescribed intermittent therapy (ethambutol 25 mg/kg 3× per week).297 As ethambutol is largely excreted unchanged by the kidneys, clearance is reduced and the risk of toxicity is increased in patients with renal impairment,298 thus dosing needs to be adjusted in these circumstances.299

Adverse effects occur commonly in patients treated with macrolide antibiotics. In a non-randomised prospective study of predominantly elderly patients prescribed azithromycin 600 mg per day for 4–6 months to treat MAC-pulmonary disease or M. abscessus complex-PD, 82% experienced gastrointestinal side effects and 26% developed hearing impairment.247 Adverse effects were associated with higher drug serum levels and dose reduction to 300 mg daily resulted in resolution of most adverse effects. More recently, concerns have been raised about cardiac side effects in patients treated with azithromycin that relate to potential prolongation of the QT interval,246 although this specific adverse event has not been reported in NTM treatment studies to date.

A comprehensive list of NTM treatment related adverse events is found within the NTM drug monograph (section 18).

Evidence statements
Aminoglycosides used to treat NTM-pulmonary disease can result in auditory, vestibular and renal side effects. (Evidence level 3)
Ethambutol used to treat NTM-pulmonary disease can result in ocular toxicity, particularly with daily dosing. (Evidence level 3)
The excretion of ethambutol is reduced in patients with renal dysfunction. (Evidence level 3)
Azithromycin used to treat NTM-pulmonary disease can cause gastrointestinal side effects, tinnitus and hearing loss (particularly with higher doses in elderly patients). (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations
► When aminoglycosides are administered serum levels and the serum creatinine must be monitored and aminoglycoside dosing adjusted according to local policies. (Grade D)
► Audiometry should be considered before starting aminoglycosides and intermittently during treatment (frequency according to perceived risk and symptoms). Patients should be informed to stop aminoglycoside treatment immediately and to inform the prescriber if they develop tinnitus, vestibular disturbance or hearing loss. (Grade D)
► Assess visual acuity and colour vision before starting ethambutol and advise patients to stop treatment immediately and inform the prescriber if changes in visual acuity or colour vision occur. (Grade D)
► Serum ethambutol levels should be measured in patients with renal dysfunction. (Grade D)

Good practice points
✔ The frequency/type of toxicity monitoring required during NTM treatment is dependent on the drug regimen. Treatment-related adverse events and suggested toxicity monitoring protocols are outlined in the NTM antibiotic treatment monograph (section 18).
✔ Audiometry should be considered before starting azithromycin or clarithromycin and intermittently during treatment (frequency according to perceived risk and symptoms) and advise individuals to stop treatment immediately and inform the prescriber if they develop tinnitus, vestibular disturbance or hearing loss.
✔ Perform an ECG before, and 2 weeks after, starting drugs (such as azithromycin or clarithromycin) that are known to prolong the QT interval.
SECTION 15: ARE THERE DIFFERENCES IN OUTCOME BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS WITH NTM-PULMONARY DISEASE TREATED IN SPECIALIST VERSUS NON-SPECIALIST CARE SETTINGS?

Evidence summary
There are no randomised controlled trials that address whether there is a difference in outcome between individuals with NTM-PD treated in specialist versus non-specialist care settings. However one study has evaluated treatment approaches between specialists and non-specialists and another study evaluated whether there were differences in guideline-compliant antibiotic prescribing between physician specialties.

In a study performed in Canada and the USA, 46 Canadian respiratory physicians and 19 experts in NTM management were surveyed. Experts and non-experts agreed in many areas. However, non-experts estimated fewer patients with positive cultures had disease (30% vs 50%, p = 0.02), used intensive-guideline therapy less often in new cases (50% vs 79%, p = 0.02) and perceived a lower success rate with guidelines therapy (65% vs 75%, p = 0.047). Response ranges were also wider for non-experts, significantly so for selection of intensive-guidelines therapy in new (p = 0.01) and recurrent (p = 0.04) cases.

In a study performed in the USA, physicians involved in treating patients with NTM-PD were asked to extract medical record data on the last four patients they had treated with MAC or M. abscessus-PD. Three hundred forty-nine physicians provided data on 915 patients, including 744 (81%) with MAC, 174 (19%) with M. abscessus and 3 with both. Physicians treated 411 (55%) patients with MAC and 76 (44%) patients with M. abscessus. Only 13% of antibiotic regimens prescribed to patients with MAC were ATS/IDSA guideline-compliant, with 56% of regimens not including a macrolide and 30% associated with an increased risk of developing macrolide resistance. While more regimens prescribed to patients with MAC by respiratory specialists were more likely to be ATS/IDSA guideline-compliant (18%) compared with those prescribed by infectious diseases physicians (10%) or general practice/internal medicine physicians (9%), respiratory specialists also more frequently prescribed regimens associated with an increased risk of macrolide resistance (40%), versus infectious disease 23% or general practice/internal medicine physicians (23%). Among patients with M. abscessus, 64% of regimens did not include a macrolide and 18% associated with an increased risk of macrolide resistance.

Evidence statements
Experts are more likely than non-experts to make a diagnosis of NTM-pulmonary disease in patients with MAC-positive cultures. (Evidence level 3)

Experts are more likely than non-experts to use intensive guideline-based antibiotic regimens in new cases of NTM-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendation
► Individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease should be managed in collaboration with a physician experienced in managing NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)

SECTION 16: WHAT IS THE ROLE OF SURGERY IN THE TREATMENT OF NTM-PULMONARY DISEASE?

Evidence summary
Antimicrobial chemotherapy is the mainstay of treatment for NTM-PD, but even in expert centres and in the setting of controlled trials a significant proportion of patients will not achieve cure. Surgery for NTM-PD has been described by a number of centres internationally. Several retrospective case series have been published reporting surgical outcomes in patients with NTM-PD, the largest involving 236 patients. Surgical experience is greatest with MAC-pulmonary disease, but M. abscessus complex, M. kansasii and M. xenopi-PD have also been the subject of moderate-size studies (32, 35 and 57 patients, respectively). The available data suggest that surgery can be an important adjunct to antimicrobial treatment in carefully selected cases. The sputum culture conversion following surgery is in the range of 85%–100% and the long-term relapse rate is probably under 10%. However, the data also show that even in expert centres surgery can be associated with significant morbidity (including bronchopleural fistula, respiratory failure, sepsis, bleeding, reoperation, prolonged air leak and arrhythmia), indicating that the decision to proceed with surgery must be subject to a rigorous risk–benefit analysis within a multidisciplinary setting, preferably in an expert centre.

While there is no strong evidence base to guide patient selection, several factors have emerged from the literature that ought to be considered.

Microbiological
The main indications for surgery are culture positivity despite 6–12 months of treatment with an appropriate NTM antibiotic regimen or relapse after completing treatment. The potential impact of drug resistance and/or drug intolerance must be considered because of the requirement for ongoing antibiotic treatment following surgery.

Disease status
Surgery should be considered where there is cavitary disease that is limited in site and extent. Lobectomy and bilobectomy are the procedures of choice, although pneumonectomy is appropriate where there is unilateral destroyed lung and is described with varying success rates from different centres. Disease-related local complications such as significant haemoptysis or aspergilloma may also favour surgical intervention.

Cardiopulmonary fitness
The patient must have sufficient physiological reserve to tolerate lung resection. This is an important consideration given the likelihood of underlying chronic lung disease in this patient population. The assessment of patients for cardiothoracic surgery will likely vary according to local guidelines, but it has previously been suggested that the BTS/ACCP guidelines for consideration of lung cancer resection be followed in this setting.

Optimal assessment will likely include exclusion of significant cardiac disease, spirometry including lung volumes and gas transfer, cardiopulmonary exercise testing and ventilation perfusion scanning. Smoking cessation should be recommended and supported.

Nutrition
The authors of surgical case series frequently emphasise the importance of nutritional status to good surgical outcome. It is appropriate to measure and monitor patients’ BMI, to perform a thorough nutritional assessment (preferably by a trained dietitian) and to optimise nutritional status with dietary supplementation. Factors that may influence nutritional status such as tolerance of chemotherapy, gastro-oesophageal reflux disease, alcohol intake, smoking and recreational drug abuse should also be addressed.
Surgery and antitymbacterial antibiotic treatment

Multidrug antitymbacterial antibiotic treatment should be given prior to surgical intervention, but there is no evidence to guide optimal duration. In practice, antitymbacterial antibiotic treatment is usually prescribed for 1 year following surgery, if it is assumed that culture conversion occurred at the time of surgery. In the context of a solitary MAC nodule being removed, often following lung resection for possible neoplasia or during lung volume reduction surgery, experience suggests that the procedure may be curative and NTM antibiotic treatment is not necessary.324

Surgical experience

Increasing surgical experience reduces operative mortality in patients with NTM-PD, with operative mortality reducing from 7.1% to 0.6% between 1983 and 2006 in the largest case series to date.307 A detailed analysis of surgical approach and technique is outside the scope of this guideline. However, it is hoped that with the advent of minimally invasive procedures the option of lung resection surgery will become increasingly feasible for patients with NTM-PD.309 Given the risk of significant morbidity (15%–50%) associated with surgery304–325 and the relatively low case volume in the UK, patients should be referred to experienced regional or national centres. Given the requirement for ongoing medical input for these patients both on an inpatient and long-term outpatient basis, surgery should ideally be planned in an expert multidisciplinary environment and carried out in a centre with both medical and surgical expertise in the management of NTM-PD.

Evidence statements

Lung resection surgery in selected individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease can result in a high sputum conversion rate and a low relapse rate. (Evidence Level 3)

Lung resection surgery for NTM-pulmonary disease can be associated with significant morbidity and the complication rate is higher with more extensive resection/pneumonectomy. (Evidence level 3)

Increased operator/centre expertise in performing lung resection surgery for NTM-pulmonary disease is associated with reduced postoperative morbidity and mortality. (Evidence Level 3)

Recommendations

► The role of lung resection surgery in the management of NTM-pulmonary disease should be considered at the time of diagnosis and revisited in individuals who develop refractory disease. (Grade D)
► Lung resection surgery for NTM-pulmonary disease may be indicated in individuals with localised areas of severe disease. (Grade D)
► Lung resection surgery for NTM-pulmonary disease should only be performed following expert multidisciplinary assessment in a centre experienced in managing individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease. (Grade D)
► Individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease should be established on antibiotic treatment prior to lung resection surgery and should continue treatment for 12 months after culture conversion. (Grade D).
► Following resection of a solitary NTM nodule in an individual with no other features of NTM-pulmonary disease, antibiotic treatment is not usually required. (Grade D)

Good practice points

► Individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease in whom lung resection surgery is being considered should have a comprehensive assessment of cardiopulmonary status in line with current guidance for lung cancer resection.
► Nutritional status should be optimised prior to lung resection surgery.

SECTION 17: DOES NTM INFECTION AFFECT AN INDIVIDUAL’S SUITABILITY FOR LUNG TRANSPLANTATION?

Evidence summary

The risk of developing NTM infection is likely to be increased in lung transplant recipients due to the effects of powerful immunosuppression. NTM-PD or soft tissue/disseminated infection can arise either de novo or by resurgence of an organism that was present prior to surgery. Treatment of NTM-PD or soft tissue/disseminated infection after lung transplantation requires a complex regimen of intravenous and oral antibiotics, usually for a prolonged period of time, and requires careful monitoring due to the risk of drug–drug interactions.326 The current guidelines on selection of lung transplant candidates from the International Society of Heart and Lung Transplantation list ‘colonisation’ of a potential candidate with highly resistant mycobacteria as a relative contraindication to lung transplantation.327 However, the evidence base at the time of publication was very limited and more case series and cohort studies have since been published to inform decision-making.

In a single-centre cohort study of 237 lung transplant recipients, 53 (22%) isolated NTM.328 The the most common organism was MAC (70%), followed by M. abscessus (9%) and M. gordonae (8%). Overall mortality was no different in the NTM group compared with the non-NTM group and only 6/53 who isolated NTM required treatment. Of these, four developed persistent disease within the wound (three due to M. abscessus, one of whom died of disseminated infection), one did not isolate NTM following antibiotic treatment and one developed persistent infection but had no features of disease. Only five patients isolated NTM pretransplantation (four with MAC and one with M. scrofulaceum), three of whom did not grow NTM post-transplant.

In a study of 201 lung transplant recipients, 36 (18%) isolated NTM following the procedure,329 with 75% of isolations deemed to be infection only and 25% disease by ATS/IDSA criteria. NTM infection was associated with an increased risk of death (HR 2.61) in multivariate models, but the cause of death in this series was due to infections other than NTM. De novo NTM acquisition occurred in 14% of patients. Six of the 165 recipients in the non-NTM group had cultured NTM post-transplant, none of whom isolated NTM post-transplant.

In a large single-centre experience over a 13-year period, 20% of 146 patients with CF referred for lung transplantation had isolated NTM pretransplant.330 This group had a five times increased risk (OR 5.03) of culturing NTM after transplantation and a six times increased risk of developing invasive disease compared with recipients who had not isolated NTM before transplant. MAC and M. abscessus were the the most common organisms accounting for 45% and 41% of isolates, respectively. Twenty-five per cent of patients developed invasive disease, predominantly those with M. abscessus. Overall survival in recipients with NTM was similar to the non-NTM group and none of the patients who developed de novo NTM infection post-transplant developed invasive disease. Of the seven patients who isolated M. abscessus pre-treatment, five cultured...
the organism post-transplant, of whom two developed surgical wound infections that were treated successfully with prolonged courses of antibiotics.

In a survey of 31 lung transplant programmes with a collective experience of 5200 lung transplants, 17 patients with post-transplant *M. abscessus* infection were identified, three of whom had cultured the organism before transplant and the remainder isolated it de novo following lung transplant. The two reinfected patients developed extensive soft tissue infection and died 2 and 14 months post-transplant, respectively, but not from disseminated *M. abscessus*. Of the patients with post-transplant de novo infections, 66% eradicated *M. abscessus* following antibiotic therapy.

In a case series of five paediatric patients infected with *M. abscessus* prior to lung transplantation, three patients were infected with *M. a. abscessus*, one with *M. massiliense* and one with *M. bolletii*. The patients with *M. massiliense* and *M. bolletii* survived long term after transplant. However, all three patients with *M. a. abscessus* encountered complications with wound infections that required prolonged antibiotic treatment. One patient died 21 days following surgery and the remaining two lived to 30 months and more than 4 years, respectively. The authors suggested that postoperative risk could be stratified through subspeciating the *M. abscessus* complex and that the NTM load before transplant should be lowered with 6 months of antibiotic treatment prior to listing.

In a case series of four patients infected with *M. abscessus* prior to lung transplantation, three developed extensive local soft tissue and disseminated disease following transplantation and required prolonged treatment including intravenous antibiotics and immunoglobulin. When the series was reported these patients were alive at 3, 5 and 7 years post-transplant, showing that long-term survival with *M. abscessus* disease post-transplant can be achieved. The fourth patient did not grow *M. abscessus* again after transplant.

In a report from the Danish CF centre involving five smear-positive patients with *M. abscessus* disease prior to lung transplantation, two died early in the postoperative course due to non-NTM-related causes, two developed deep surgical wound infections due to *M. abscessus* and one remained culture-negative for a year following surgery and then reisolated *M. abscessus* but remained well.

An updated report from the Chapel Hill group described their cumulative experience with 13 patients with CF infected with *M. abscessus* prior to lung transplantation. Only three patients developed postoperative complications due to *M. abscessus* and all responded to prolonged antibiotic therapy. The overall survival in the whole cohort was 50% at 5 years and was not statistically different from a cohort of contemporaneous lung transplant recipients without *M. abscessus* infection.

**Evidence statements**

NTM are isolated from respiratory tract cultures in approximately 20% of individuals following lung transplantation. However, the majority of individuals do not develop NTM-pulmonary disease. (Evidence level 3)

Pretransplant isolation of *M. abscessus* is associated with an increased risk of post-transplant soft tissue infection and pulmonary infection/disease. (Evidence level 3)

The isolation of *M. abscessus* post-transplantation is associated with significant morbidity, but NTM-related mortality does not appear to be increased. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendations**

- **Individuals being considered for lung transplantation referral should be assessed for evidence of NTM-pulmonary disease.** (Grade D)
- **Isolation of NTM organisms including *M. abscessus* in potential lung transplant candidates should not preclude referral and assessment for lung transplantation.** (Grade D)
- **Potential lung transplant candidates with evidence of NTM-pulmonary disease should be treated whenever possible prior to listing to either eradicate the organism or lower bacterial load.** (Grade D)
- **Individuals with previous or current *M. abscessus* infection or disease who are listed for lung transplantation should be counselled about the high postoperative risk of developing invasive and disseminated NTM disease, which causes significant morbidity and necessitates prolonged treatment with a multidrug antibiotic regimen.** (Grade D)

**Good practice points**

- Individuals with NTM-pulmonary disease should demonstrate an ability to tolerate optimal antibiotic therapy before listing for lung transplantation.
- Progressive NTM-pulmonary disease despite optimal antibiotic therapy is likely to be a contraindication to listing for lung transplantation.
SECTION 18: NTM DRUG MONOGRAPH
The treatment of NTM-PD involves complex drug regimens that are commonly associated with intolerance and toxicity. The purpose of this monograph is to facilitate antibiotic prescribing in people with NTM-PD, but it should only be used in conjunction with, and not as a substitute for, local/national prescribing formularies. The monograph also provides guidance on the type and frequency of monitoring for drug toxicity, which must, however, be determined on a case-by-case basis, informed by patient symptoms at each clinical encounter and adjusted according to existing comorbidities.

The information in this section of the guideline is provided as an aid to monitoring adverse effects and is correct at the time of publication. Readers are advised to confirm the latest information with their pharmacy colleagues.

The NTM Drug Monograph section of the guideline is also available on the BTS website.

AMIKACIN—INTRAVENOUS
Please note amikacin is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage
For intravenous administration only.
Amikacin is usually administered daily or three times per week.
- adults: 15 mg/kg once daily or 7.5 mg/kg twice daily or 15–25 mg/kg three times per week
- Obesity: It has been suggested that markedly obese patients should have an adjusted dose using ideal body weight plus 40% of the excess weight. The adjusted dose is due to the decreased distribution of extracellular fluids in adipose tissues.
  - male ideal body weight (kg)=50 + (2.3 × height in cm above 152.4)/2.54
  - female ideal body weight (kg)=45.5 + (2.3 × height in cm above 152.4)/2.54
  Adjust dose and/or frequency according to serum amikacin concentration (see below).
- children: usually 15–30 mg/kg daily or 15–30 mg/kg three times per week

PREPARATIONS
- Parenteral: 100 mg/2 mL, 500 mg/2 mL injection.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
- ensure therapeutic dose
- ensures that accumulation is not occurring in renal impairment.

Target level
- trough: <5 mg/L
- peak: 25–35 mg/L (daily dosing) or 65–80 mg/L (three times per week dosing).

Timing of sample
- Predose.
- Take a level 90–120 min and 6 hours after the infusion ends. Then plot on semilogarithmic paper and extrapolate back to time=0 and use this as the peak level.

- Alternatively, taking a level of 60 min after infusion ends may be appropriate as a measure of the peak level, but may underestimate the true peak level.

Frequency of levels
- peak serum level in the first week, repeat if poor response
- trough serum levels weekly for 4 weeks; this can reduce to fortnightly when stable.

Suggested actions
- trough level: high—extend interval
- peak level: high—reduce dose; low—increase dose.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
- nephrotoxicity: accumulation if renal impairment
- ototoxicity: irreversible vestibulocochlear nerve damage.

Serious
- endocrine: hypocalcaemia, hypomagnesaemia and hypokalaemia
- neurological: neuromuscular blockade and respiratory paralysis (more common in neuromuscular disease; usually dose-related and self-limiting)
- audiological: ototoxicity—auditory > vestibular (higher with prolonged use and older age)
- renal: nephrotoxicity (higher with prolonged use).

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
Renal auditory and vestibular monitoring is essential.

Renal function
Monitor twice weekly during month 1, weekly during month 2, then fortnightly to the end of treatment. Consider increasing frequency of monitoring if there is evidence of renal impairment.

Auditory and vestibular monitoring
Loss of hearing usually occurs first and is detected by regular audiometric testing. Vertigo, loss of balance and auditory disturbances (tinnitus) are also signs of ototoxicity.

Otoxicity on audiogram is defined as a 20 dB loss from baseline at any one test frequency or a 10 dB loss at any two adjacent test frequencies. If this occurs, amikacin should be discontinued or dosing reduced in frequency to avoid further hearing loss, although the hearing loss that has occurred is likely to be permanent. Expert advice should be sought at this point to consider a regimen change. We recommend that patients have baseline audiometry and then monthly audiometry until treatment with aminoglycoside ceases. A final audiometry review should be offered 2 months after the final dose.

Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
- Diuretics: increased risk of ototoxicity if given with loop diuretics
- Bisphosphonates: increased risk of hypocalcaemia
Increased risk of nephrotoxicity if given with capreomycin, cephalosporins, ciclosporin, colistimethate sodium and tacrolimus

NB: There is no clinical benefit in prescribing amikacin AND capreomycin or kanamycin or streptomycin.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS

Contraindications

- Hypersensitivity: to amikacin or other aminoglycosides
- Myasthenia gravis: as amikacin may impair neuromuscular transmission
- Pregnancy: risk of vestibular or auditory nerve damage to fetus if used in second or third trimester.

Cautions

- Obese: Use ideal weight for height to calculate dose and monitor serum amikacin levels closely

- Elderly: Nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity common in the elderly; monitor and reduce dose if necessary
- Renal disease: use with caution; reduce the frequency of dosing and monitor serum concentrations.

LABORATORY INFORMATION

Please find up to date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider for contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.

Sample type: serum.
Volume required: 1–2 mL (min 0.1 mL).
Sample container: plain glass or plastic (non-SST).
Container type: any.
Availability: NS.

Turnaround time: telephoned same day if received 09:00–15:00 Mon to Friday. Written confirmation report will be sent by first class post.
AMIKACIN—NEBULISED
Please note amikacin is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage
Adults and children: 500 mg twice daily (nebulised). In cases of intolerance after an initial initiation period, a dose reduction may be considered to 250–500 mg once or twice daily (seek expert advice).

In the UK, the injectable preparation is given via the nebulised route, using a suitable nebuliser with filter attachment (eg, Side-Stream Plus with filter attachment, or Pari LC Plus with filter attachment). The 250 mg/mL injection should be used and made up to 4 mL with sodium chloride 0.9%.

Prior to administration the patient should receive a bronchodilator, for example, salbutamol, to reduce the risk of coughing and bronchospasm. This can be given nebulised or by their regular inhaler.

Amikacin for injection may only be mixed with sodium chloride 0.9%. It must not be nebulised as a mixture with other nebulised drugs (eg, salbutamol, dornase alfa or other nebulised antibiotics).

Preparations
► Parenteral: 100 mg/2 mL, 500 mg/2 mL injection.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
A trough amikacin level is recommended 1 week after starting nebulised amikacin.

Indications for monitoring
► ensures that accumulation is not occurring in renal impairment.

Target level
► trough: <5 mg/L.

Timing of sample
► predose.

Frequency of levels
► trough serum levels, taken if required.

Suggested actions
► trough level: high—extend interval.

ADVERSE EFFECTS:
Systemic adverse effects are less frequent when amikacin is given via the nebulised route, than via the intravenous route. However, respiratory adverse effects may be more frequent.

Common
► respiratory: bronchospasm, dysphonia, sore throat, sore mouth, increased cough, wheeze and breathlessness
► nephrotoxicity: accumulation if renal impairment
► ototoxicity: irreversible vestibulocochlear nerve damage.

Serious
► audiological: ototoxicity—auditory > vestibular (higher with prolonged use and older age)
► endocrine: hypocalcaemia, hypomagnesaemia and hypokalaemia
► neurological: neuromuscular blockade and respiratory paralysis (more common in neuromuscular disease; usually dose-related and self-limiting)
► renal: nephrotoxicity (higher with prolonged use).

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
Patients should have an initial supervised test dose with predose and postdose monitoring of lung function.

Renal function
Monthly.
Consider increasing frequency of monitoring if there is evidence of renal impairment.

Auditory and vestibular monitoring
Loss of hearing usually occurs first and is detected by regular audiometric testing. Vertigo, loss of balance and auditory disturbances (tinnitus) are also signs of ototoxicity (higher risk with intravenous amikacin).

Otoxicity on audiogram is defined as a 20 dB loss from baseline at any one test frequency or a 10 dB loss at any two adjacent test frequencies. If this occurs, amikacin should be discontinued or dosing reduced in frequency to avoid further hearing loss, although the hearing loss that has occurred is likely to be permanent. Expert advice should be sought at this point to consider a regimen change. We recommend that patients have baseline audiometry and then intermittently during treatment (frequency according to perceived risk and symptoms).

Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&E s, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM—pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► diuretics: increased risk of ototoxicity if given with loop diuretics
► bisphosphonates: increased risk of hypocalcaemia
► increased risk of nephrotoxicity if given with capreomycin, cephalosporins, ciclosporin, colistimethate sodium and tacrolimus.

NB: There is no clinical benefit in prescribing amikacin AND capreomycin or kanamycin or streptomycin.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS
Contraindications
► hypersensitivity: to amikacin or other aminoglycosides
► myasthenia gravis: as amikacin may impair neuromuscular transmission
► pregnancy: risk of vestibular or auditory nerve damage to fetus if used in second or third trimester.

Cautions
► admixtures: amikacin for injection may only be mixed with sodium chloride 0.9%; it must not be nebulised as a mixture with other nebulised drugs (eg, salbutamol, dornase alfa or other nebulised antibiotics)
► elderly: nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity common in the elderly; monitor and reduce dose if necessary
► renal disease: use with caution (higher risk with intravenous amikacin administration).
LABORATORY INFORMATION

Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider for contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.

Sample type: serum.
Volume required: 1–2 mL (min 0.1 mL).
Sample container: plain glass or plastic (non-SST).
Container type: any.
Availability: NS.
Turnaround time: telephoned same day if received 09:00–15:00 Monday to Friday. Written confirmation report will be sent by first class post.
AZITHROMYCIN

Please note azithromycin is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage

Adults

250–500 mg once daily (oral) or 500 mg three times per week (oral), depending on the NTM treatment regimen.

Children

Paediatric doses: (Note: Limited data on evidence for dosing in NTM. These doses are based on azithromycin dosing for respiratory tract infections in the latest BNF for children, September 2017 update.)

Child 6 months–17 years.

10 mg/kg once daily (maximum per dose 500 mg) (oral).

Child 6 months–17 years (body weight 15–25 kg): 200 mg once daily (oral).

Child 6 months–17 years (body weight 26–35 kg): 300 mg once daily (oral).

Child 6 months–17 years (body weight 36–45 kg): 400 mg once daily (oral).

Child 6 months–17 years (body weight 46 kg and above): 500 mg once daily (oral).

Preparations

 ► oral: 250 mg capsules; 250 mg tablets, 500 mg tablets; 200 mg in 5 mL suspension
 ► parenteral: 500 mg powder for solution for infusion.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING

Drug levels cannot currently be performed in the UK.

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING

ECG: baseline, 2 weeks and after the addition of any new medication that is known to prolong QT.

LFTs, U&Es and FBC should be monitored sporadically throughout treatment. No specific frequency recommendations.

Audiometry: baseline and intermittently during treatment (frequency according to perceived risk and symptoms).

Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions

 ► amiodarone: increased risk of QT prolongation
 ► antacids: reduced absorption; take 2 hours apart
 ► antiemetics: increased risk of QT prolongation (eg, domperidone, metoclopramide, 5HT3 antagonists)
 ► ciclosporin: possible raised ciclosporin levels (monitor ciclosporin levels)
 ► colchicine: possible increased colchicine levels and increased toxicity (monitor for nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, myopathy and pancytopenia)
 ► digoxin: increased digoxin levels may occur (monitor digoxin levels)
 ► disopyramide: increased risk of QT prolongation
 ► ergot derivatives: ergotism has been precipitated by coadministration of some macrolide
 ► methadone: possible increased risk of QT prolongation
 ► statins: azithromycin is not usually expected to interact with statins due to lack of CYP3A4 inhibition, however case reports have been published
 ► tacrolimus: case reports of raised tacrolimus concentrations (monitor tacrolimus levels)
 ► warfarin: possible potentiated anticoagulation.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS

Contraindications

 ► hypersensitivity: to azithromycin or other macrolides.

Cautions

 ► cardiovascular disease: risk of prolonged QT interval in patients: (1) with congenital or documented QT prolongation; (2) concomitant administration of drugs known to prolong QT interval; 3) electrolyte disturbances; and (4) cardiac rhythm disorders
 ► liver disease: use with caution in significant hepatic disease
 ► myasthenia gravis: pregnancy and breast feeding
 ► renal disease: severe renal impairment.

LABORATORY INFORMATION

Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider for contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.
**BEDAQUILINE**

Please note bedaquiline is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

There are limited data available on bedaquiline. Clinicians are advised to monitor patients closely to ensure the safe and effective use of this drug.

Patients should be advised that the following serious side effects can occur with bedaquiline: death, heart rhythm abnormalities and/or hepatitis. In addition, patients should also be advised about other potential side effects: nausea, joint pain, headache, increased blood amylase, haemoptysis, chest pain, anorexia and/or rash. Additional testing may be needed to monitor or reduce the likelihood of adverse effects.

**Dosage**

Adults (aged 18–64 years): 400 mg daily for the first 2 weeks, followed by 200 mg three times per week for the remaining 22 weeks (maximum duration = 6 months).

Children: not currently recommended in people aged less than 18 years.

Bedaquiline should be taken with food.

Patients should be advised to avoid alcohol while on bedaquiline.

There are no published case reports of the use of bedaquiline in children under 18 years for either the treatment of multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) or non-tuberculous mycobacteria. Phase II clinical trials are currently evaluating the safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics and antimycobacterial activity of bedaquiline in children and adolescents with MDR-TB, so no recommendations can currently be made. However there is anecdotal experience of using bedaquiline in children aged 12–18 years with MDR-TB at the same dose as adults.

**Preparations**

► oral: 100 mg tablets.

**DRUG LEVEL MONITORING**

► Drug levels need not be routinely measured.

**ADVERSE EFFECTS**

Report all suspected adverse drug reactions to the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency through the Yellow Card Scheme.

**Common**

► arthralgia

► chest pain

► gastrointestinal: nausea

► neurological: headache

► respiratory: haemoptysis.

**Serious**

► cardiovascular: QTc prolongation (more common in hypokalaemia, proarrhythmic conditions, in combination with other drugs that prolong the QT interval such as clofazimine, fluoroquinolones or macrolides)

► hepatic: increases in LFTs.

**ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING**

ECG: baseline, 2 weeks, then every month and after the addition of any new medication that is known to prolong QT.

► Discontinue bedaquiline and all other QT prolonging drugs if the patient develops:
  - clinically significant ventricular arrhythmia
  - A QTc interval of >500 ms (confirmed by repeat ECG)

► Monitor ECGs frequently to confirm that the QTc interval has returned to baseline.

► If syncope occurs, obtain an ECG to detect QT prolongation.

► LFTs: at baseline, and repeated monthly.

U&Es, calcium and magnesium: at baseline and repeated monthly and if QT prolongation is detected.

Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

**Interactions**

► antiarrhythmics: risk of prolonged QT interval (eg, amiodarone, sotalol, procainamide, disopyramide and quinidine)

► antiemetics: increased risk of QT prolongation (eg, domperidone, metoclopramide, 5HT3 antagonists)

► antiretrovirals: limited data

► antidepressants, tricyclic: risk of prolonged QT interval

► antipsychotics (thioridazine, haloperidol, chlorpromazine, trifluoperazine, percyline, prochlorperazine, fluphenazine, serindole and pimozide): risk of prolonged QT interval

► azole antifungals (eg, ketoconazole, voriconazole, itraconazole, fluconazole): increased exposure to bedaquiline; avoid coadministration for more than 14 days

► carbamazepine: accelerated metabolism of bedaquiline resulting in reduced effect; avoid coadministration

► chlo-roquine and hydroxychloroquine: risk of prolonged QT interval

► clofazimine: risk of prolonged QT interval

► CYP3A4 inducers: accelerated metabolism of bedaquiline resulting in reduced effect; avoid coadministration

► CYP3A4 inhibitors: reduced metabolism resulting in increased serum concentrations of bedaquiline; avoid prolonged coadministration for more than 14 days

► fluoroquinolones: risk of prolonged QT interval.

► ivacaftor: possible increased serum levels of bedaquiline — monitor for increased adverse effects.

► macrolides: risk of prolonged QT interval. Avoid co-administration for more than 14 days.

► Orkambi (lumacaftor/ivacaftor): accelerated metabolism of bedaquiline, avoid co-administration.

► phenytoin: accelerated metabolism of bedaquiline resulting in reduced effect. Avoid co-administration.

► rifampicin, rifabutin and rifapentine: accelerated metabolism of bedaquiline resulting in reduced effect; avoid coadministration

► statins: avoid coadministration.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please refer to the SPC or BNF for further information, or discuss with a pharmacist.

**CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS**

**Contraindications**

► Pregnancy and breast feeding: There are no adequate or well-controlled studies in pregnant women. It is not known whether bedaquiline or its metabolites are excreted in human milk.
HIV/TB co-infection: limited or no information on the use of bedaquiline.

Alcohol or substance use: limited or no information on alcohol or substance use in association with bedaquiline; however, manufacturer recommends avoiding alcohol while taking bedaquiline.

Liver disease: lack of data in severe liver disease; no dose adjustment required in mild to moderate hepatic impairment.

Renal disease: Use with caution in patients with severe renal impairment or end-stage renal disease requiring haemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis.

LABORATORY INFORMATION

Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider for contact details. Turnaround time is usually a few days to a week, but this can be reduced by calling ahead and informing the laboratory in advance.
CEFOXITIN
Please note cefoxitin is not licensed in the UK.

Dosage
Adults: 200 mg/kg/day in three divided doses (maximum 12 g/day) (intravenous infusion).
Children aged 1 month and above.
150 mg/kg/day in 3–4 divided doses (maximum 12 g/day) (intravenous infusion).
Cefoxitin doses over 2 g should be given by intravenous infusion (diluted in sodium chloride 0.9% or glucose 5%).

Preparations
► parenteral: 1 g, 2 g injection.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
► Drug levels cannot currently be performed in the UK.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
► allergic: maculopapular rash, urticaria
► cardiovascular: hypotension
► haematological: leucopenia, thrombocytopenia
► hepatic: transient increases in LFTs
► injection site reactions: thrombophlebitis or phlebitis
► investigations: interference with common assays (eg, Jaffé) measurements of creatinine concentrations, producing falsely high values.

Serious
► dermatological: urticaria, erythema multiforme, Stevens-Johnson syndrome
► haematological: leucopenia, neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, haemolytic anaemia, aplastic anaemia, haemorrhage
► hepatic: hepatic dysfunction including cholestasis, elevated bilirubin
► immunological: anaphylaxis
► infections: Pseudomembranous colitis
► neurological: seizures
► renal: acute renal failure, toxic nephropathy (rare).

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► aminoglycosides: increased risk of nephrotoxicity
► anticoagulants: increased INR with warfarin/pirfenidone
► furosemide: increased risk of nephrotoxicity
► probenicid: reduced renal excretion of cefoxitin, resulting in increased and prolonged serum levels.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINdications AND CAUTIONS
Contraindications
► hypersensitivity: to cefoxitin sodium and other cephalosporins.

Cautions
► CNS disease: low CSF concentrations
► gastrointestinal disease: especially ulcerative colitis, regional enteritis or antibiotic-associated colitis
► hypersensitivity: to beta-lactam antibiotics: clinical and laboratory evidence of partial cross-allergenicity
► pregnancy and breast feeding
► Renal disease: reduce dose.

LABORATORY INFORMATION
Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider for contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.
CIPROFLOXACIN
Please note ciprofloxacin is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage
Adults
Doses of 500–750 mg twice daily have been used (oral).

Children
Paediatric doses: (Note: Limited data on evidence for dosing in NTM. These doses are based on ciprofloxacin dosing for respiratory tract infections in the latest BNF for children, September 2017 update.)
Child: 20 mg/kg (max 750 mg) twice daily.
Neonate: 15 mg/kg twice daily.

Preparations
► oral: 250 mg, 500 mg, 750 mg tablets; 250 mg/5 mL granules and solvent for oral suspension
► parenteral: 200 mg, 400 mg intravenous infusion.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
► known or suspected malabsorption
► poor treatment response.

Target level
The target serum levels for ciprofloxacin are uncertain.
For doses of 750 mg twice daily, target levels have been suggested:
► trough level: 1.5 mg/L.
► peak level: 4.5 mg/L.

For doses of 500 mg twice daily, target levels have been suggested:
► trough level: 1 mg/L.
► peak level: 3 mg/L.

Timing of sample
► 2 hours postoral dose (1 hour post intravenous administration)
► repeat at 6 hours if suspect delayed absorption
► trough levels—taken immediately prior to a dose.

Frequency of levels
► no need for regular monitoring.

Suggested actions
The appropriate action in response to low levels is uncertain. A level under 1 mg/L, with poor clinical progression, may suggest inadequate dosing.

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
ECG: baseline, 2 weeks and after the addition of any new medication that is known to prolong QT.
Blood glucose: should be monitored regularly in patients with diabetes (risk of hypoglycaemia).
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► aluminium: reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, aluminium-containing preparations)
► antacids: reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, antacids)
► anticoagulants: enhanced anticoagulant effects of vitamin K antagonists (eg, warfarin, acenocoumarol, phenprocoumon or fluindione)
► antiemetics: increased risk of QT prolongation (eg, domperidone, metoclopramide, 5HT3 antagonists)
► calcium: reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, calcium-containing preparations)
► ciclosporin: increased risk of nephropathy
► cinacalcet: possible increased cinacalcet levels (monitor parathyroid hormone and serum calcium levels)
► clozapine: increased clozapine serum levels (monitor for toxicity)
► dairy products or mineral-fortified drinks alone (eg, milk, yoghurt, calcium-fortified orange juice): reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (avoid concurrent administration)
► drugs known to prolong the QT interval: use with caution in patients taking class IA and III arrhythmics, tricyclic antidepressants, macrolides, antipsychotics
► duloxetine: increased serum levels of duloxetine expected
► iron: reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, iron-containing preparations)
► lidocaine: reduced clearance of intravenous lidocaine (usually well tolerated, but monitor for increased side effects)
► magnesium: reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, magnesium-containing preparations)
► methotrexate: increased methotrexate serum concentrations (increased risk of toxicity)

PREPARATIONS
► oral: 250 mg, 500 mg, 750 mg tablets; 250 mg/5 mL granules and solvent for oral suspension
► parenteral: 200 mg, 400 mg intravenous infusion.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
► known or suspected malabsorption
► poor treatment response.

Target level
The target serum levels for ciprofloxacin are uncertain.
For doses of 750 mg twice daily, target levels have been suggested:
► trough level: 1.5 mg/L.
► peak level: 4.5 mg/L.

For doses of 500 mg twice daily, target levels have been suggested:
► trough level: 1 mg/L.
► peak level: 3 mg/L.

Timing of sample
► 2 hours postoral dose (1 hour post intravenous administration)
► repeat at 6 hours if suspect delayed absorption
► trough levels—taken immediately prior to a dose.

Frequency of levels
► no need for regular monitoring.

Suggested actions
The appropriate action in response to low levels is uncertain. A level under 1 mg/L, with poor clinical progression, may suggest inadequate dosing.

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
ECG: baseline, 2 weeks and after the addition of any new medication that is known to prolong QT.
Blood glucose: should be monitored regularly in patients with diabetes (risk of hypoglycaemia).
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► aluminium: reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, aluminium-containing preparations)
► antacids: reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, antacids)
► anticoagulants: enhanced anticoagulant effects of vitamin K antagonists (eg, warfarin, acenocoumarol, phenprocoumon or fluindione)
► antiemetics: increased risk of QT prolongation (eg, domperidone, metoclopramide, 5HT3 antagonists)
► calcium: reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, calcium-containing preparations)
► ciclosporin: increased risk of nephropathy
► cinacalcet: possible increased cinacalcet levels (monitor parathyroid hormone and serum calcium levels)
► clozapine: increased clozapine serum levels (monitor for toxicity)
► dairy products or mineral-fortified drinks alone (eg, milk, yoghurt, calcium-fortified orange juice): reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (avoid concurrent administration)
► drugs known to prolong the QT interval: use with caution in patients taking class IA and III arrhythmics, tricyclic antidepressants, macrolides, antipsychotics
► duloxetine: increased serum levels of duloxetine expected
► iron: reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, iron-containing preparations)
► lidocaine: reduced clearance of intravenous lidocaine (usually well tolerated, but monitor for increased side effects)
► magnesium: reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, magnesium-containing preparations)
► methotrexate: increased methotrexate serum concentrations (increased risk of toxicity)
mycophenolate: modest reduction in mycophenolate concentrations may occur (unlikely to be clinically important, but in transplant patients monitor for graft rejection)

phenytoin: may result in increased or reduced serum levels of phenytoin (monitor serum phenytoin levels)

phosphate binders (eg, sevelamer, lanthanum carbonate): reduced absorption of ciprofloxacin (take ciprofloxacin at least 1–2 hours before, or 4 hours after, phosphate binders)

pirfenidone: increased pirfenidone levels (consider pirfenidone dose reduction)

probenecid: reduced renal excretion of ciprofloxacin (increased serum levels)

ropinirole: increased serum levels of ropinirole (monitor for increased side effects)

sildenafil: increased sildenafil serum levels (use with caution)

theophylline: increased serum levels of theophylline leading to increased risk of convulsions; reduce dose of theophylline and monitor levels

tizanidine: increased tizanidine serum concentrations (potentiates hypotensive and sedative effect).

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

LABORATORY INFORMATION

Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider for contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.

Sample type: serum.

Volume required: 1–2 mL (min 0.1 mL).

Sample container: plain glass or plastic (non-SST).

Container type: any.

Availability: NS.

Turnaround time: telephoned same day if received 09:00–15:00 Monday to Friday. Written confirmation report will be sent by first class post.
**BTS guideline**

**CLARITHROMYCIN**

Please note clarithromycin is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

**Dosage**

For all patients over 12 years old.

**By intravenous infusion**

- 500 mg twice a day given through a large proximal vein.

**By mouth**

- 500 mg twice a day.

Paediatric doses: (Note: Limited data on evidence for dosing in NTM. These doses are based on clarithromycin dosing for respiratory tract infections in the latest BNF for children, December 2015 update.)

**By intravenous infusion into large proximal vein**

- Child 1 month–11 years: 7.5 mg/kg (max 500 mg) twice a day
- Child 12–18 years: 500 mg twice a day.

**By mouth**

- Child 1 month–11 years
  - body weight under 8 kg: 7.5 mg/kg twice a day
  - 8–11 kg: 12.5 mg/kg twice a day
  - 12–19 kg: 125 mg twice a day
  - 20–29 kg: 187.5 mg twice a day
  - 30–40 kg: 250 mg twice a day.

- Child 12–18 years: 500 mg twice a day.

**Preparations**

- oral: 250 mg, 500 mg tablets.
  - 125 mg/5 mL, 250 mg/5 mL suspension.
- parenteral: 500 mg powder for solution for injection.

**DRUG LEVEL MONITORING**

- Drug levels need not be routinely measured.

**ADVERSE EFFECTS**

**Common**

- gastrointestinal: abdominal pain (2%), diarrhoea (3%–6%), nausea (3%), vomiting (6%) and taste perversion (3%–19%)
- neurological: headache (2%).

**Serious**

- cardiovascular: QTc prolongation (very rare)
- dermatological: (rare): anaphylaxis, leukocytoclastic vasculitis, toxic epidermal necrolysis and Stevens-Johnson syndrome
- hepatic: hepatomegaly, hepatic dysfunction and hepatic failure (rare)
- immunological: anaphylaxis
- infective: Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhoea and colitis
- ototoxicity: hearing loss and tinnitus reported in association with long-term use.

**ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING**

- ECG: baseline, 2 weeks and after the addition of any new medication that is known to prolong QT
- audiometry: baseline and repeat if symptomatic
- routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

**INTERACTIONS**

**Use with caution with antivirals**

- increased plasma concentrations of atazanavir, efavirenz, nevirapine, telaprevir, tipranavir, and possibly maraviroc, rilpivirine
- increased clarithromycin concentrations with atazanavir, ritonavir, telaprevir, tipranavir
- reduced clarithromycin concentrations with efavirenz, nevirapine
- increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias with saquinavir and telapre vir.

Increased plasma concentrations of

- antiepileptics: carbamazepine, phenytoin (monitor plasma concentrations)
- ciclosporin (avoid clarithromycin, or monitor ciclosporin plasma concentrations)
- coumarins, for example, warfarin (increased anticoagulant effect)
- ivabradine (avoid use)
- linezolid (consider drug level monitoring)
- rifabutin (requires rifabutin dose reduction)
- sirolimus (avoid clarithromycin, or monitor sirolimus plasma concentrations)
- statins (avoid use)
- tacrolimus (avoid clarithromycin, or monitor tacrolimus plasma concentrations)
- theophylline (reduce theophylline dose and monitor plasma concentrations)
- ticagrelor (avoid use).
- Orkambi (lumacaftor/ivacaftor): decreased plasma concentrations of clarithromycin. Consider switching to azithromycin. If Orkambi is initiated while a patient is taking clarithromycin, then the starting dose should be decreased to one tablet daily for the first week and then increased to two tablets twice daily thereafter as per SPC.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

**CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS**

**Contraindications**

- hypersensitivity: to macrolides
- use of other drugs that may prolong the QT interval
- renal and liver disease: avoid in patients with both severe renal and liver disease.

**Cautions**

- pregnancy and breast feeding
- renal disease: use with caution; reduce the dose
- myasthenia gravis: macrolides may aggravate myasthenia gravis
- cardiovascular disease: due to the risk for QT prolongation, clarithromycin should be used with caution in patients with coronary artery disease, severe cardiac insufficiency, hypomagnesaemia, bradycardia (<50 beats per minute) or when coadministered with other medicinal products associated with QT prolongation.

**LABORATORY INFORMATION**

Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider to discover contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.
CLOFAZIMINE

Please note clofazimine is not licensed in the UK.

Dosage

Adults: Recommend 100–200 mg once daily (oral).

Doses of 200 mg daily for 2 months, then 100 mg daily have been used. (Doses up to 300 mg once daily have been used in leprosy.)

Children: Limited data, WHO recommendations for MDR-TB and XDR-TB are based on experience and expert opinion, and suggest 3–5 mg/kg/day (maximum 100 mg/day). Close monitoring is recommended due to limited experience.

Clofazimine should be taken with meals or with milk to maximise absorption and reduce gastrointestinal adverse effects.

Preparations

► oral: 100 mg capsules (unlicensed medicine).

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING

► Drug levels need not be routinely measured.

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING

Risk of QT prolongation and ventricular tachyarrhythmias (thought to be Torsades de Pointes) has been highlighted in case reports

ECG: baseline, 2 weeks and after the addition of any new medication that is known to prolong QT.

Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions

► may reduce the absorption rate of rifampicin, but is unlikely to be clinically significant
► isoniazid may increase plasma and urinary concentrations of clofazimine and decrease skin concentrations
► Increased risk of prolonged QTc with other drugs that prolong QTc including fluoroquinolones and bedaquiline.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS

Contraindications

► hypersensitivity: to clofazimine
► hypersensitivity: to peanuts or soya, as clofazimine capsules contain soybean oil.

Cautions

► pregnancy and breast feeding
► renal disease: use with caution; dose reductions are not necessary
► liver disease: use with caution; metabolised by the liver, therefore may require dose adjustment in severe liver disease.

LABORATORY INFORMATION

Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider to discover contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced. Not currently available in the UK.
COTRIMOXAZOLE (TRIMETHOPRIM/SULFAMETHOXAZOLE)

Please note co-trimoxazole is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage

Adults: 960 mg twice daily (oral).
  - Adults: 1.44 g twice daily (intravenous).
  - Children: doses of 10–20 mg of trimethoprim/kg/dose twice daily have been used (oral/intravenous).

Preparations

- oral: 480 mg, 960 mg tablets; 240 mg/5 mL, 480 mg/5 mL suspension
- parenteral: 480 mg/5 mL intravenous infusion.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING

Indications for monitoring
- renal impairment.

Target level

Trough levels:
- sulfamethoxazole: <100 mg/L
- trimethoprim: 5–7 mg/L.

Timing of sample

- trough levels—taken immediately prior to a dose
- peak levels have been recommended for high dose co-trimoxazole as used in the treatment of PCP.

Frequency of levels
- no need for regular monitoring.

ADVERSE EFFECTS

Common
- dermatological: rash
- gastrointestinal: nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea
- infections: Candida
- metabolic: hyperkalaemia
- neurological: headache.

Serious
- dermatological: photosensitivity, Stevens-Johnson syndrome or toxic epidermal necrolysis (rare)
- endocrine: hyponaetraemia
- haematological: leucopenia, neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, agranulocytosis, megaloblastic anaemia, aplastic anaemia, haemolytic anaemia, methaemoglobinemia, eosinophilia, purpura, haemolysis in certain susceptible G-6-PD-deficient patients
- hepatic: cholestatic jaundice, hepatic necrosis
- immunological: serum sickness, anaphylaxis, allergic myocarditis, angioedema, drug fever, allergic vasculitis, systemic lupus erythematosus
- infections: Pseudomembranous colitis
- neurological: aseptic meningitis, convulsions
- renal: renal impairment, interstitial nephritis
- respiratory: pulmonary infiltrates and respiratory hypersensitivity.

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING

U&Es FBC, LFTs: monthly

Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions

- anticoagulants: potentiation of the anticoagulant activity of warfarin
- ciclosporin: increased risk of deterioration in renal function
- clozapine: increased risk of bone marrow suppression
- contraceptives (oral): risk of contraceptive failure
- dapsone: possible increased risk of dapsone toxicity (methaemoglobinemia)
- digoxin: trimethoprim may increase serum digoxin levels in some elderly people
- diuretics: (mainly thiazide): increased risk of thrombocytopenia with or without purpura
- methotrexate: increased methotrexate levels and increased antifolate effects
- phenytoin: reduced metabolism (monitor serum phenytoin levels)
- pyrimethamine: increased risk of megaloblastic anaemia
- tacrolimus: possible additive neurotoxicity or nephrotoxicity
- zidovudine: increased risk of haematological adverse reactions (monitor FBC).

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS

Contraindications

- breast feeding (where there is a risk of the infant developing hyperbilirubinaemia)
- hypersensitivity to sulfonamides, trimethoprim, or co-trimoxazole
- liver parenchymal damage
- megaloblastic anaemia due to folate deficiency
- pregnancy
- severe renal impairment.

Caution

- skin: discontinue immediately if blood disorders or rash develops
- elderly patients (increased susceptibility to adverse effects)
- glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency
- people at risk of hyperkalaemia
- porphyria
- renal disease: reduce dose
- serious haematological disorders
- severe allergy
- severe asthma.

LABORATORY INFORMATION

Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider for contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.

Sample type: serum.

Volume required: 1–2 mL (min 0.1 mL).

Sample container: plain glass or plastic (non-STT).

Container type: any.

Availability: NS.

Turnaround time: telephoned same day if received 09:00–15:00 Monday to Friday. Written confirmation report will be sent by first class post.
DOXYCYCLINE
Please note doxycycline is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage
Adults and children (12–17 years): 100 mg twice a day (oral). Take with a full glass of water to reduce risk of oesophagitis and oesophageal ulceration.

Paediatric doses: (Note: Limited data on evidence for dosing in NTM. These doses are based on doxycycline dosing for respiratory tract infections in the latest BNF for children, September 2017 update.)

Preparations
► oral: 50 mg, 100 mg capsules; 100 mg dispersible tablets
► oral: 40 mg modified release capsules (not recommended for use in NTM infections).

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
► Drug levels need not be routinely measured.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
► dermatological: photosensitivity, rash
► gastrointestinal: nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, dysphagia.

Serious
► dermatological: exfoliative dermatitis, erythema multiforme, Steven-Johnson syndrome, toxic epidermal necrolysis, photosensitivity skin reactions, photo-onycholysis
► gastrointestinal: oesophagitis and oesophageal ulcerations (take doxycycline with plenty of water, during meals while sitting or standing)
► haematological: haemolytic anaemia, thrombocytopenia, neutropaenia, porphyria and eosinophilia
► hepatotoxic: hepatitis, jaundice hepatic failure and pancreatitis
► immunological: anaphylaxis
► infections: Pseudomembranous colitis
► neurological: benign intracranial hypertension
► renal: renal dysfunction (lower risk with doxycycline than with other tetracyclines).

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► alcohol: reduced doxycycline serum levels in alcoholic patients, but not in moderate or even occasional heavy drinking patients (consider double-dose doxycycline)
► aluminium: reduced absorption of doxycycline (take doxycycline at least 2–3 hours before or after aluminium-containing preparations)
► antacids: reduced absorption of doxycycline (take doxycycline at least 2–3 hours before or after antacids)
► anticoagulants: prolonged prothrombin time in patients taking warfarin (monitor INR and reduce warfarin dose)
► antiepileptics: barbiturates, phenytoin or carbamazepine may reduce serum doxycycline level (consider double-dose doxycycline)
► calcium: reduced absorption of doxycycline (take doxycycline at least 2–3 hours before or after calcium-containing preparations)
► ciclosporin: increased plasma concentration of ciclosporin (monitor closely)
► contraceptives: reduced effect of oral contraceptives (loss of effect, breakthrough bleeding)
► ergot alkaloids: increased risk of ergotism
► iron: reduced absorption of doxycycline (take doxycycline at least 2–3 hours before or iron-containing preparations)
► lanthanum carbonate: reduced absorption of doxycycline (take doxycycline at least 2–3 hours before or after lanthanum)
► lithium: case reports of increased serum lithium levels (monitor levels)
► magnesium: reduced absorption of doxycycline (take doxycycline at least 2–3 hours before or after magnesium-containing preparations)
► retinoids: (eg, acitretin, isotretinoin): risk of pseudotumour cerebri (benign intracranial hypertension); avoid use
► rifampicin: reduced serum doxycycline level (avoid, or increase dose).

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS
Contraindications
► hypersensitivity: to doxycycline or to other tetracyclines
► children: up to the age of 12 years (due to risks of permanent teeth discolouration and enamel hypoplasia)
► pregnancy and breast feeding.

Cautions
► hepatic impairment, and patients using other potentially hepatotoxic drugs
► myasthenia gravis (potential for weak neuromuscular blockade)
► porphyria
► sunlight: avoid direct exposure to either extensive sunlight or UV irradiation (photosensitivity risk)
► systemic lupus erythematosus (risk of exacerbation).

LABORATORY INFORMATION
Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider for contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.
BTS guideline

ETHAMBUTOL
Please note ethambutol is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage
Adults: 15 mg/kg once daily (oral) or 25mg/kg three times per week (oral), depending on the NTM treatment regimen. (Round the dose up or down to the closest whole number of tablets.)

Note: Ethambutol should be dosed on lean body weight.

Male ideal body weight (kg)=50 + (2.3 x height in cm above 152.4)/2.54.
Female ideal body weight (kg)=45.5 + (2.3 x height in cm above 152.4)/2.54.
Children (1 month to 18 years): 20 mg/kg once daily (oral) (Doses should be rounded down to facilitate administration of suitable volumes of liquid or an appropriate strength of tablet.)

Preparations
► oral: 100 mg, 400 mg tablets
► suspension (as a manufactured ‘special’—unlicensed medicine)
► an intravenous preparation may be available from specialist importers.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
► known or suspected malabsorption
► renal impairment
► poor treatment response.
Target level: 2–6 mg/L (peak).

Timing of sample
► 2 hours postdose
► repeat at 6 hours if suspect delayed.

Frequency of levels
► Drug levels need not be routinely measured.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
► endocrine: hyperuricaemia
► gastrointestinal: nausea, vomiting.

Serious
► ophthalmic: optic neuritis (1%-6%; greatest risk at doses >2.5 mg/kg/day, or >2 months treatment), red/green colour blindness.

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
Ophthalmic: Visual acuity and colour discrimination testing at baseline and if symptoms are reported.
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► isoniazid: possible increased risk of optic neuropathy caused by ethambutol.
This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS
Contraindications
► hypersensitivity: to ethambutol
► ophthalmic: optic neuritis and poor vision unless clinical judgement determines that it may be used.

Cautions
► renal disease: reduce dose in severe renal impairment
► young children: due to difficulty in testing eyesight and obtaining reports on symptomatic visual changes
► elderly patients: due to the risks of ophthalmic adverse effects.

LABORATORY INFORMATION
Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider to discover contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.
Sample type: serum.
Volume required: 2 mL.
Sample container: plain (non-SST).
Container type: any.
Availability: office hours.
Turnaround time: 7 days.
**IMIPENEM**
Please note imipenem is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

**Dosage**
(Note: Limited data on evidence for dosing in NTM.)
- Adults (>50 kg): 1 g twice a day (intravenous). Doses of 750 mg three times daily (intravenous) have been used.
- Adults (<50 kg): 15 mg/kg twice a day (intravenous).
- Children: 20–40 mg/kg (max 2 g) three times a day (intravenous).
- In renal failure dose reduction may be necessary. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

**Preparations**
- Parenteral: 500/500 mg powder for solution for infusion.

**DRUG LEVEL MONITORING**
- Drug levels need not be routinely measured.

**ADVERSE EFFECTS**

**Common**
- Dermatological: rash and urticaria (3%), injection site pain
- Gastrointestinal: nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea
- Haematological: thrombophlebitis (3%), eosinophilia (4%)
- Hepatic: transient mild increases in LFTs
- Renal: transient increases in urea and/or serum creatinine concentrations (<2%).

**Serious**
- Immunological: anaphylaxis
- Infections: Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhoea and colitis
- Haematological: pancytopenia, neutropaenia, leucopenia, thrombocytopenia, thrombocytosis (rare): agranulocytosis
- Neurological: seizures
- Renal (rare): acute renal failure, oliguria/anuria, polyuria, urine discolouration.

**ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING**
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

**Interactions**
- Ganciclovir: increased risk of convulsions
- Valproate: reduced serum concentrations of valproate; avoid concomitant use.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

**CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS**

**Contraindications**
- Hypersensitivity: severe hypersensitivity to penicillins, carbapenems or cephalosporins
- Pregnancy.

**Cautions**
- Breast feeding
- Renal impairment: increased risk of seizures, reduce dose
- Liver disease: monitor LFTs (risk of increase in transaminases, hepatic failure and fulminant hepatitis).

**LABORATORY INFORMATION**
Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider to discover contact details. Turnaround time for tests is usually a few days to a week, but this can be reduced by calling ahead and informing the laboratory in advance.
ISONIAZID
Please note isoniazid is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage
Adults: 300 mg once a day (oral or intravenous). Consider 5 mg/kg once a day if low body weight (oral or intravenous).
Children: 10 mg/kg (max 300 mg) once a day (oral or intravenous).

Doses should be rounded up to facilitate administration of suitable volumes of liquid or an appropriate strength of tablet.
Isoniazid should be taken 30–60 min before food, or 2 hours after food.

Pyridoxine can be used to reduce the risk of peripheral neuropathy in all patients taking isoniazid. In particular it should be prescribed for those most at-risk, such as patients with diabetes, alcohol abuse or malnutrition.

Preparations
► oral: 100 mg capsules
► liquid (as a manufactured ‘special’—unlicensed medicine)
► Rifinah 300/150 tablets (rifampicin 300 mg, isoniazid 150 mg)
► Rifinah 150/100 tablets (rifampicin 150 mg, isoniazid 100 mg)
► parenteral: 50 mg/2 mL ampoules.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
► known or suspected malabsorption
► poor treatment response.
Target level: 3–5 mg/mL (peak).

Timing of sample
► 2 hours postdose
► repeat at 6 hours if suspect delayed absorption.

Frequency of levels
► Drug levels need not be routinely measured.

Adherence monitoring
INH strips can be used to measure adherence to isoniazid treatment.
► BBL Taxo INH Test Strips are absorbent paper strips that are in colour green, blue or purple in the presence ofisonicotinic acid (a metabolite of isoniazid).
► BBL Taxo INH Test Control is an isoniazid-impregnated disc that will yield a positive result in the test procedure.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
► neurological: peripheral neuropathy
► hepatic: transient increases in LFTs.

Serious
► dermatological: skin reactions, for example, urticaria (uncommon)
► haematological: agranulocytosis, megaloblastic anaemia, thrombocytopenia
► hepatic: hepatotoxicity (rare)
► immunological: drug-induced lupus (rare)
► musculoskeletal: arthralgia, rhabdomyolysis
► neurological: seizure, psychosis (rare).

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► Carbamazepine: increased plasma concentration of carbamazepine; increased risk of hepatotoxicity.
► Food: reduced absorption. Take isoniazid 30–60 min before food, or 2 hours after food.
► Food: Possible increased risk of headache, sweating, palpitations, flushing, hypotension when eating certain foods such as cheese, skipjack tuna or other tropical fish, or red wine. Usually, no dietary restrictions are required unless symptoms are experienced. This reaction is thought to be due to the high histamine or tyramine content of these foods and drink, resulting in an exaggerated histamine poisoning reaction due to inhibition of histamine metabolism by isoniazid, or the sympathomimetic action of tyramine due to inhibition of monoamine oxidase by isoniazid.
► Ivacaftor: increased plasma concentration of ivacaftor (avoid concomitant use with isoniazid).
This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS
Contraindications
► hypersensitivity: to isoniazid.

Cautions
► liver disease, alcohol abuse, hepatitis B coinfection: monitor LFTs closely
► malnutrition, HIV coinfection, diabetes mellitus and alcohol dependence: increased risk of peripheral neuropathy; prescribe prophylactic pyridoxine.

LABORATORY INFORMATION
Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider to discover contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.

Sample type: plasma.
Volume required: 2 mL.
Sample container: fluoride oxalate.
Container type: any.
Availability: office hours.
Turnaround time: 7 days.
LINEZOLID
Please note linezolid is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage
By mouth or intravenous infusion.
- Adults, and adolescents: 600 mg once a day or twice a day (oral or intravenous). Consider reducing to 300 mg once daily if serious adverse effects develop.
- Children (age 1 week – 12 years):
  - Based on WHO recommendations for drug-resistant TB:
    - children age 1 week to 9 years: 10 mg/kg twice a day (maximum 600 mg/day)
    - children age >10 years: 10 mg/kg once a day (maximum 600 mg/day). Doses of 300 mg once daily have been used.

PREPARATIONS
- oral: 600 mg tablets.
  - 100 mg/5 mL granules for oral suspension
- parenteral: 600 mg/300 mL solution for infusion.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
- known or suspected malabsorption
- poor treatment response.
  
  Target level: 12–24 mg/L (peak).
  
  Timing of sample
  - 2 hours postoral dose or 1 hour post intravenous infusion.

Frequency of levels
- no need for regular monitoring.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
- gastrointestinal: diarrhoea (4%), nausea (3%), vomiting
- neurological: headache (2%)
- infections: Candidiasis, particularly oral and vaginal (1%)
- hepatic: transient increases in LFTs.

Serious
- metabolic: lactic acidosis
- dermatological: urticaria, rash; (rare): bullous disorders such as Stevens-Johnson syndrome and toxic epidermal necrolysis
- haematological: myelosuppression
- neurological: peripheral neuropathy, seizure, serotonin syndrome

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
FBC: Weekly for the 2 months. Consider reducing to monthly if stable thereafter.

Note: Some papers in MDR-TB/XDR-TB suggest using a lower dose of 300 mg may be better tolerated in terms of myelosuppression.

Visual acuity and colour discrimination
Encourage patients to report any changes to their vision and consider performing visual acuity and colour discrimination testing (Snellen and Ishihara charts) monthly. Refer to ophthalmology if any changes.

Peripheral neuropathy
Encourage patients to report any symptoms suggestive of peripheral neuropathy and arrange nerve conduction studies should these arise.

Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
- Clarithromycin: increases linezolid serum levels with risk of toxicity (consider drug level monitoring).
- Patients should avoid consuming large amounts of tyramine-rich foods (such as mature cheese, yeast extracts, undistilled alcoholic beverages and fermented soya bean products). In addition, linezolid should not be given with another MAOI or within 2 weeks of stopping another MAOI. Unless close observation and blood pressure monitoring is possible, avoid in those receiving SSRIs, 5HT1 agonists (‘triptans’), tricyclic antidepressants, sympathomimetics, dopaminergics, buspirone, pethidine and possibly other opioid analgesics.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS
Contraindications
- Hypersensitivity: to linezolid.
- Monoamine oxidase inhibitors: Avoid concomitant use of other drugs that inhibit monoamine oxidases A or B (eg, phenelzine, isocarboxazid, selegiline, moclobemide) or within 2 weeks of taking any such medicinal product.
- Avoid in patients with uncontrolled hypertension, phaeochromocytoma, carcinoid tumour, thyrotoxicosis, thyrotoxicosis, bipolar depression, schizophrenia or acute confusional states.
- Breast feeding.

Cautions
- Pregnancy.
- Avoid consumption of large amounts of tyramine-rich foods.
- Epilepsy/history of seizures: increased risk of convulsions.
- Renal impairment: No dose adjustment is required. However two primary metabolites may accumulate in severe renal impairment, but the clinical significance of this is unknown. Use with caution and monitor for adverse effects closely (see above).
- Liver disease: No dose adjustment is required. However due to limited clinical data, use with caution and monitor for adverse effects closely (see above).
- Peripheral and optic neuropathy: Patients should be advised to report symptoms of visual impairment.

LABORATORY INFORMATION
Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider to discover contact details. Turnaround
time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.

Sample type: serum.
Volume required: 2 mL (min 0.1 mL).
Sample container: plain plastic (non-SST).
Container type: any.

Availability: NS.
Turnaround time: telephoned same day if received 09:00–15:00 Monday to Friday. Written confirmation report will be sent by first class post.
The sample must be heat-treated before dispatch if HIV-positive.
Please telephone at least 1 day in advance of the sample.
MINOCYCLINE
Please note minocycline is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage
Adults: 100 mg twice daily (oral).
Children (12–17 years): 100 mg twice daily (oral).
Paediatric doses: (Note: Limited data on evidence for dosing in NTM. These doses are based on minocycline dosing for respiratory tract infections in the latest BNF for children, September 2017 update.)

Preparations
► oral: 50 mg, 100 mg capsules, 50 mg, 100 mg tablets, 100 mg modified release capsules.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
► Drug levels need not be routinely measured.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
► there may be a higher incidence of adverse effects of minocycline than for doxycycline
► dermatological: photosensitivity, rash
► gastrointestinal: nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, dysphagia
► neurological: dizziness, headache.

Serious
► cardiac: pericarditis (rare)
► dermatological: exfoliative dermatitis, erythema multiforme, Steven-Johnson syndrome, toxic epidermal necrolysis, photosensitivity skin reactions, photo-onycholysis, skin hyperpigmentation
► gastrointestinal: oesophagitis and oesophageal ulcers (take minocycline with plenty of water, during meals while sitting or standing)
► haematological: haemolytic anaemia, thrombocytopenia, neutropenia, eosinophilia
► hepatotoxic: hepatitis, jaundice hepatic failure and pancreatitis
► immunological: anaphylaxis, lupus-like syndrome
► infections: Pseudomembranous colitis
► neurological: benign intracranial hypertension
► renal: renal dysfunction (lower risk with doxycycline than with other tetracyclines)
► respiratory: pulmonary infiltration, pulmonary eosinophilia.

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► aluminium: reduced absorption of minocycline (take minocycline at least 2–3 hours before or after aluminium-containing preparations)
► anticoagulants: prolonged prothrombin time in patients taking warfarin (monitor INR and reduce warfarin dose)
► calcium: reduced absorption of minocycline (take minocycline at least 2–3 hours before or after calcium-containing preparations)
► contraceptives: reduced effect of oral contraceptives (loss of effect, breakthrough bleeding)
► iron: reduced absorption of minocycline (take minocycline at least 2–3 hours before or iron-containing preparations)
► lithium: case reports of increased serum lithium levels (monitor levels)
► magnesium: reduced absorption of minocycline (take minocycline at least 2–3 hours before or after magnesium-containing preparations)
► retinoids: (eg, acitretin, isotretinoin); risk of pseudotumour cerebri (benign intracranial hypertension); avoid use
► zinc: reduced absorption of minocycline (take minocycline at least 2–3 hours before or after zinc-containing preparations). This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS
Contraindications
► hypersensitivity to minocycline, or to other tetracyclines
► children up to the age of 12 years (due to risks of permanent teeth discoloration and enamel hypoplasia)
► pregnancy and breast feeding
► systemic lupus erythematosus (risk of exacerbation).

Cautions
► sunlight: avoid direct exposure to either extensive sunlight or UV irradiation (photosensitivity risk)
► hepatic impairment and patients using other potentially hepatotoxic drugs
► myasthenia gravis (potential for weak neuromuscular blockade)
► oral contraceptives: risk of contraceptive failure if diarrhoea or breakthrough bleeding occurs.

LABORATORY INFORMATION
Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider for contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.
MOXIFLOXACIN

Please note moxifloxacin is not licensed to treat NTM in the UK.

Dosage
Adults: 400 mg once a day (oral or intravenous).
Children: 7.5–10 mg/kg once a day (oral).

Preparations
► oral: 400 mg tablets
► parenteral: 400 mg/250 mL solution for infusion.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
► known or suspected malabsorption
► poor treatment response.
Target level: 2.5–4 mg/L (peak).

Timing of sample
► 2 hours postdose
► repeat at 6 hours if suspect delayed absorption.

Frequency of levels
► no need for regular monitoring.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
► cardiovascular: QTc prolongation (more common in hypokalaemia, proarrhythmic conditions, in combination with other drugs that prolong the QT interval such as ondansetron)
► gastrointestinal: nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea
► hepatic: transient increases in LFTs
► other: dizziness, headache.

Serious
► cardiovascular: QTc prolongation (rare; more common in hypokalaemia, and predisposing cardiac conditions)
► dermatological: Stevens-Johnson syndrome or toxic epidermal necrolysis (rare)
► haematological: (uncommon) agranulocytosis, aplastic anaemia, haemolytic anaemia, thrombocytopenia
► hepatic: acute hepatitis (rare)
► immunological: anaphylaxis, immune hypersensitivity (uncommon)
► metabolic: hypoglycaemia (in patients on hypoglycaemic drugs, uncommon)
► musculoskeletal: tendon inflammation and rupture (see contraindications below)
► neurological: seizures (caution in patients with CNS disorders)
► renal: renal impairment (rare)
► respiratory: extrinsic allergic alveolitis (rare)
► other: serum sickness (rare).

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
ECG: baseline, 2 weeks and after the addition of any new medication that is known to prolong QT.

Blood glucose should be monitored regularly in patients with diabetes (risk of hypoglycaemia).

Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► antacids: reduced absorption of moxifloxacin
► antiarrhythmics: increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias with amiodarone or disopyramide
► antiemetics: increased risk of QT prolongation (eg, domperidone, metoclopramide, 5HT3 antagonists)
► antidepressants: increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias with tricyclics
► antimalarials: increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias with chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine, mefloquine, quinine
► antipsychotics: increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias with benperidol, droperidol, haloperidol, phenothiazines, pimozide and zuclopenthixol
► antiviral: increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias with saquinavir
► beta-blockers: increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias with sotalol
► ciclosporin: increased risk of nephropathy
► erythromycin: increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias when erythromycin given via intravenous route
► iron: reduced absorption of moxifloxacin
► NSAIDs: possible increased risk of convulsions
► pentamidine: increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias
► theophylline: increased risk of convulsions; reduce dose of theophylline and monitor levels
► zinc: reduced absorption of moxifloxacin
► drugs known to prolong the QT interval: use with caution in patients taking class IA and III antiarrhythmics, tricyclic antidepressants, macrolides, antipsychotics.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS
Contraindications
► Hypersensitivity: to moxifloxacin or other quinolones.
► Tendon damage: rarely reported but damage or rupture may occur within 48 hours of treatment and several months after stopping treatment. Increased risk in patients with a history of tendon disorders related to quinoline use, aged over 60 years, concomitant use of corticosteroids. Cease all quinoline treatment if tendinitis suspected.
► Pregnancy: avoid in pregnancy, animal studies have shown quinolones cause arthropathy.
► Breast feeding: avoid, present in milk in animal studies.
► Children: Moxifloxacin is contraindicated in the UK for use in children or growing adolescents. Use in TB with caution. Arthropathy has developed in weight-bearing joints in young animals.
► Cardiovascular: due to the risk of QT prolongation with moxifloxacin, it should not be used in patients with congenital or documented acquired QT prolongation, clinically relevant bradycardia, clinically relevant heart failure with reduced left ventricular ejection fraction, history of symptomatic arrhythmias, or electrolyte disturbances, particularly in uncorrected hypokalaemia.
► Liver disease: chronic liver disease, particularly Child-Pugh severity score C and in those patients with transaminase levels fivefold greater than the upper limit of normal. Consider using levofloxacin as an alternative in these patients.
► Concurrent use with other drugs that prolong the QT interval.
Cautions

► may impair performance of skilled tasks such as driving
► myasthenia gravis: risk of exacerbation
► G6PD deficiency: risk of haemolytic reactions when treated with quinolones
► sunlight: risk of photosensitivity reaction
► epilepsy/seizure activity: may induce convulsions in patients with or without history of convulsions, use with caution if epileptic or conditions predisposing seizures
► liver disease: cases of fulminant hepatitis potentially leading to liver failure (including fatal cases) have been reported
► serious bullous skin reactions: risk of Stevens-Johnson syndrome or toxic epidermal necrolysis
► peripheral neuropathy: sensorimotor polyneuropathy resulting in paraesthesias, hypoaesthesias, dyasaesthesias or weakness.

LABORATORY INFORMATION

Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider to discover contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.

Sample type: serum.
Volume required: 2mL (min 0.1mL).
Sample container: plain glass or plastic (non-SST).
Container type: any.
Availability: NS.

Turnaround time: telephoned same day if received 09:00–15:00 Monday Friday if advanced warning given. Written confirmation report will be sent by first class post.
The sample must be heat-treated before dispatch if HIV-positive.
Please telephone at least 1 day in advance of the sample.
RIFABUTIN

Dosage
Adult: 5 mg/kg once a day (oral). Usual dose is 300 mg, although doses of up to 450 mg are sometimes used.
   Children 12–17 years: 5 mg/kg once a day (oral).
   Children (1 month – 11 years): 5 mg/kg once a day (limited data).

Preparations
► Oral: 150 mg capsules.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
► known or suspected malabsorption
► poor treatment response.
   Target level: 0.3–0.9 mg/L (peak)

Timing of sample
► 3 hours postdose
► repeat at 7 hours if suspect delayed.

Frequency of levels
► Drug levels need not be routinely measured.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
► reddish discolouration of urine, sweat, sputum, tears
► haematological: neutropaenia
► gastrointestinal: anorexia, nausea, vomiting, heartburn
► hepatic: transient increases in LFTs
► ophthalmic: uveitis
► dermatological: rash.

Serious
► haematological: anaemia, neutropaenia, thrombocytopenia.

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► antiarrhythmics: accelerated metabolism of disopyramide
► anticoagulants: accelerated metabolism of coumarins (eg, warfarin)
► antidiabetics: accelerated metabolism of tolbutamide and sulfonylureas (reduced effect)
► antiepileptics: reduced plasma concentration of carbamazepine and phenytoin
► antifungals: increased serum concentration of rifabutin with fluconazole, posaconazole and voriconazole, and possibly itraconazole. Reduced serum concentrations of itraconazole, posaconazole and voriconazole. If benefit outweighs the risk, monitor antifungal serum concentrations (increase dose of voriconazole) and monitor for rifabutin adverse effects such as leucopenia and uveitis
► antipsychotics: possible reduced plasma concentration of aripiprazole
► antivirals: Please seek advice from an HIV physician before considering starting rifampicin in patients on antiretrovirals due to the frequency of drug interactions: increased serum concentration of rifabutin when given with amprenavir, fosamprenavir/ritonavir, lopinavir/ritonavir, ritonavir and tipranavir/ritonavir. Reduce dose of rifabutin; consider alternative protease inhibitor to ritonavir
► atovaquone: reduced plasma concentrations of both rifabutin and atovaquone
► contraceptives: accelerated metabolism of oestrogens and progestogens (reduced contraceptive effect)
► corticosteroids: possible accelerated metabolism of corticosteroids (reduced effect)
► hormone replacement therapy (HRT): rifampicin would be expected to reduce the efficacy of HRT
► ivacaftor: reduced plasma concentration of ivacaftor (avoid concomitant use)
► macrolides: increased risk of neutropaenia with azithromycin; increased plasma concentration of rifabutin when taken with clarithromycin and possibly erythromycin (reduce dose of rifabutin)
► Orkambi (lumacaftor/ivacaftor): reduced plasma concentration of ivacaftor and reduced plasma concentration of rifabutin (avoid concomitant use)
► P-aminosalicylic acid: reduced absorption of rifamycins; give 8–12 hours apart
► sirolimus: reduced in plasma concentration of sirolimus
► tacrolimus: reduced in plasma concentration of tacrolimus.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS
Contraindications
► hypersensitivity: to rifabutin or other rifamycins
► pregnancy
► breast feeding.

Cautions
► liver disease: use cautiously and monitor LFTs
► renal disease: reduce dose in severe renal impairment.

LABORATORY INFORMATION
Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider to discover contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.

Sample type: serum.
Volume required: 2mL.
Sample container: plain (non-SST).
Container type: any.
Availability: office hours.
Turnaround time: 7 days.
RIFAMPICIN

Dosage
Adults (<50 kg): 450 mg once a day (oral or intravenous).
Adults (50 kg+): 600 mg once a day (oral or intravenous).
Children: 15 mg/kg (max 450 mg if <50 kg; 600 mg if 50 kg+) once a day (oral or intravenous) (Doses should be rounded up to facilitate administration of suitable volumes of liquid or an appropriate strength of capsule.)
Rifampicin should be taken 30–60 min before food, or 2 hours after food.

Preparations
▸ oral: 150 mg, 300 mg capsules
▸ 100 mg/5 mL syrup
▸ Rifinah 300/150 tablets (rifampicin 300 mg, isoniazid 150 mg)
▸ Rifinah 150/100 tablets (rifampicin 150 mg, isoniazid 100 mg)
▸ parenteral: 600 mg powder for reconstitution.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
Indications for monitoring
▸ known or suspected malabsorption
▸ poor treatment response.
Target level: 8–24 mg/L (peak).

Timing of sample
▸ 2 hours postdose
▸ repeat at 6 hours if suspect delayed.

Frequency of levels
▸ Drug levels need not be routinely measured.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
▸ reddish discolouration of urine, sweat, sputum, tears
▸ gastrointestinal: anorexia, nausea, vomiting, heartburn
▸ hepatic: transient increases in LFTs
▸ flu-like syndrome.

Serious
▸ haematological: agranulocytosis (rare), haemolytic anaemia (rare, usually intermittent therapy), thrombocytopenia (rare, usually high-dose/intermittent therapy)
▸ hepatic: hepatotoxicity (rare)
▸ renal: nephrotoxicity (rare).

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
▸ analgesics: accelerated metabolism of opiates, resulting in reduced effect (eg, alfentanil, codeine, fentanyl, methadone, morphine and possibly oxycodeone)
▸ antacids: reduced absorption of rifampicin
▸ antiarrhythmics: accelerated metabolism of disopyramide
▸ antibacterials: reduced plasma concentrations of chloramphenicol, clarithromycin, dapsone, doxycycline, linezolid and trimethoprim
▸ anticoagulants: reduced plasma concentration of apixaban, dabigatran and rivaroxaban; accelerated metabolism of coumarins (eg, warfarin)
▸ antidiabetics: accelerated metabolism of tolbutamide and sulfonylureas (reduced effect); reduced effect of linagliptin, nateglinide and repaglinide
▸ antiepileptics: reduced plasma concentration of lamotrigine and phenytoin; phenobarbital possibly reduces plasma concentration of rifampicin
▸ antifungals: accelerated metabolism of ketoconazole, fluconazole, itraconazole, posaconazole, terbinafine and voriconazole (reduced plasma concentrations; avoid concomitant use of rifampicin with itraconazole or voriconazole); rifampicin initially increases then decreases caspofungin levels (consider increasing caspofungin dose)
▸ antimalarials: reduced plasma concentration of mefloquine (avoid use) and quinine
▸ antipsychotics: accelerated metabolism of haloperidol and possibly aripiprazole and clozapine
▸ antivirals: reduced plasma concentration of atazanavir, darunavir, fosamprenavir, lopinavir, nelfinavir, nevirapine, rifampirine, saquinavir and telaprevir (avoid concomitant use), and possibly abacavir, boceprevir, ritonavir and tipranavir; rifampicin also reduces plasma concentration of efavirenz (increase dose of efavirenz), maraviroc and raltegravir (consider increasing doses); accelerated metabolism of indinavir (avoid concomitant use)
▸ atovaquone: reduced plasma concentrations of atovaquone; increased plasma concentration of rifampicin (avoid concomitant use)
▸ bosentan: reduced plasma concentration of bosentan (avoid concomitant use)
▸ calcium channel blockers: accelerated metabolism of diltiazem, nifedipine, nimodipine and verapamil (significant reduction in plasma concentrations), and possibly isradipine and nicardipine
▸ ciclosporin: accelerated metabolism of ciclosporin (reduced plasma concentration)
▸ contraceptives: accelerated metabolism of oestrogens and progestogens (reduced contraceptive effect); avoid use of combined hormonal contraception (oral, patch or vaginal ring) and progestogen-only contraception (pill and implant); suitable alternatives include barrier methods, copper-bearing intrauterine system or progestogen-only injectable (depot medroxyprogesterone acetate, norethisterone enanthate or levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine system, which can be continued at the usual dose and dosing/replacement interval of 12 weeks, 8 weeks and 5 years, respectively)
▸ corticosteroids: accelerated metabolism of corticosteroids (reduced effect)
▸ diuretics: reduced plasma concentration of eplerenone (avoid concomitant use)
▸ HRT: rifampicin would be expected to reduce the efficacy of HRT
▸ ivacaftor: reduced plasma concentration of ivacaftor (avoid concomitant use)
▸ mycophenolate: reduced plasma concentration of active metabolite of mycophenolate
▸ Orkambi (lumacaftor/ivacaftor): reduced plasma concentrations of ivacaftor (avoid concomitant use)
▸ P-amino salicylic acid: reduced absorption of rifamycins; give 8–12 hours apart
BTS guideline

► ranolazine: reduced plasma concentration of ranolazine (avoid concomitant use)
► sirolimus: reduced in plasma concentration of sirolimus
► tacrolimus: reduced in plasma concentration of tacrolimus
► tadalafil: reduced plasma concentration of tadalafil (avoid concomitant use)
► theophylline: accelerated metabolism of theophylline (reduced plasma concentration)
► ticagrelor: reduced plasma concentration of ticagrelor.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS

Contraindications
► hypersensitivity: to rifampicin or other rifamycins
► liver disease: avoid if jaundiced
► drug interactions: avoid concomitant use with saquinavir or ritonavir.

Cautions
► liver disease: use cautiously and monitor LFTs; hyperbilirubinaemia may occur early in treatment in some patients due to competition between rifampicin and bilirubin for hepatic excretion.

LABORATORY INFORMATION

Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider to discover contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.

Sample type: serum.
Volume required: Please note that rifampicin binds to glass and plastics and therefore there may be a significant loss of drug if a small volume of serum is dispatched in a relatively large container. Please try and fill the container to 2/3–3/4 its capacity.
Sample container: plain glass or plastic (non-SST).
Container type: any.
Availability: office hours.
Turnaround time: telephoned same day if received 09:00–13:00 Monday to Friday if advanced warning given. Written confirmation report will be sent by first class post.
The sample must be heat-treated before dispatch if HIV-positive.
Please telephone at least 1 day in advance of the sample.
STREPTOMYCIN

Please note streptomycin is not licensed in the UK.

Preparations

► parenteral: 1 g powder for reconstitution for injection (unlicensed medicine).

DOSE

For intramuscular administration only. There is experience of using streptomycin as an intravenous infusion, but the prescriber should ensure the streptomycin preparation used is suitable for intravenous administration.

Streptomycin is usually given once daily for an initial period (usually 1 month), then the frequency may be reduced to two or three times weekly.

Adults: 15 mg/kg daily (usual maximum 1 g daily, but can be increased if necessary in large muscular adults). After initial period: 15 mg/kg three times per week.

Age >59 years: 10 mg/kg daily (maximum 750 mg daily). After initial period: 15 mg/kg three times per week.

Renal failure: 12–15 mg/kg two to three times a week. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

Obesity: Use ideal body weight plus 40% of the excess weight in markedly obese patients. The adjusted dose is due to the decreased distribution of extracellular fluids in adipose tissues.

► male ideal body weight (kg)=50 + (2.3 × height in cm above 152.4)/2.54

► female ideal body weight (kg)=45.5 + (2.3 × height in cm above 152.4)/2.54

Adjust dose and/or frequency according to serum streptomycin concentration (see below).

Children: 15 mg/kg daily (usual maximum 1 g daily). After initial period: 15 mg/kg three times per week.

Adjust dose and/or frequency according to serum streptomycin concentration (see below).

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING

Indications for monitoring

► ensure therapeutic dose

► ensure renal clearance, especially in at-risk patients (eg, renal impairment, elderly).

Target level: <5 mg/L (trough), 25–35 mg/L (peak).

Timing of sample

► predose

► 60 min after infusion ends.

Frequency of levels

► peak serum level in first week, repeat if poor response

► trough serum levels weekly for 4 weeks, fortnightly for 4 weeks, then monthly if stable.

ADVERSE EFFECTS

Common

► nephrotoxicity: accumulation if renal impairment

► ototoxicity: irreversible vestibulocochlear nerve damage

► hypersensitivity skin reactions: rashes, urticaria, erythoderma

► drug-induced eosinophilia (usually subsides with intermittent dosing).

Serious

► endocrine: hypocalcaemia, hypomagnesaemia and hypokalaemia

► immunological: anaphylaxis (uncommon)

► neurological: neuromuscular blockade and respiratory paralysis (more common in neuromuscular disease; usually dose-related and self-limiting)

► audiological: ototoxicity-auditory > vestibular (higher with prolonged use and older age)

► renal: nephrotoxicity (higher with prolonged use).

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING

Renal, auditory and vestibular monitoring is essential.

Renal function

► month 1=twice weekly

► month 2=weekly

► month 3 to end of treatment with an aminoglycoside=2 weekly. Consider increasing frequency of monitoring if evidence of renal impairment.

Loss of hearing usually occurs first and is detected by regular audiometric testing. Vertigo, loss of balance and auditory disturbances are also signs of ototoxicity. Ototoxicity on audiogram is defined as a 20 dB loss from baseline at any one test frequency or a 10 dB loss at any two adjacent test frequencies.

We recommend that patients have baseline audiometry and then monthly reviews until treatment with aminoglycoside ceases. A final audiometry review should be offered 2 months after the final dose.

Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions

► increased risk of nephrotoxicity if given with capreomycin, cephalosporins, ciclosporin, colistimethate sodium and tacrolimus

► increased risk of ototoxicity if given with loop diuretics

► increased risk of hypocalcaemia with bisphosphonates.

This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS

Contraindications

► hypersensitivity: to streptomycin or other aminoglycosides

► myasthenia gravis: as aminoglycosides may impair neuromuscular transmission

► pregnancy: risk of vestibular or auditory nerve damage to infant if used in second or third trimester.

Cautions

► obese: use ideal weight for height to calculate dose and monitor serum streptomycin levels closely

► elderly: nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity common in the elderly; monitor and reduce dose if necessary

► renal disease: use with caution; reduce the frequency of dosing and monitor serum concentrations.

LABORATORY INFORMATION

Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider to discover contact details. Turnaround
time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.

Sample type: serum.
Volume required: 2 mL (min 0.1 mL).
Sample container: plain glass or plastic (non-SST).
Container type: any.
Availability: office hours.

Turnaround time: telephoned same day if received 09:00–15:00, Monday to Friday if advanced warning given. Written confirmation report will be sent by first class post.

The sample must be heat-treated before dispatch if HIV-positive.
TIGECYCLINE
Please note tigecycline is not licensed for the treatment of NTM in the UK.

Dosage
Adults: 100 mg loading dose, then 50 mg twice daily.
Some studies have used lower doses, for example, 50 mg/day to improve tolerance, although once-daily dosing is unproven clinically.
Children 12–18 years: 100 mg loading dose, then 50 mg twice daily (intravenous).
Children 8–11 years: 1.2 mg/kg twice daily (maximum 50 mg twice daily) (intravenous).
Children <8 years: lack of data.
Paediatric doses: (Note: Limited data on evidence for dosing in NTM. These doses are based on tigecycline dosing for respiratory tract infections in the latest BNF for children, December 2015 update.)

Preparations
► 50 mg powder for solution for infusion.

DRUG LEVEL MONITORING
► Drug levels cannot currently be performed in the UK.

ADVERSE EFFECTS
Common
► dermatological: pruritus, rash
► gastrointestinal: nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, abdominal pain, dyspepsia, anorexia
► haematological: prolonged activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT), prolonged prothrombin time (PT)
► hepatic: elevated LFTs
► infections: sepsis/septic shock, pneumonia, abscess, infections
► investigations: elevated amylase, elevated blood urea nitrogen
► metabolic: hypoglycaemia, hypoprothrombinaemia
► neurological: dizziness, headache
► vascular: phlebitis.

Serious
► dermatological: severe skin reactions, including Stevens-Johnson syndrome, photosensitivity
► haematological: thrombocytopenia
► hepatic: hepatic failure, acute pancreatitis
► immunological: anaphylaxis
► infections: sepsis/septic shock, pneumonia, abscess, infections, Pseudomembranous colitis
► neurological: benign intracranial hypertension.

ADVERSE EFFECTS: MONITORING
LFTs, FBC, clotting and amylase should be monitored at baseline and regularly while on treatment.
Routine toxicity monitoring tests (FBC, U&Es, LFTs) should be performed intermittently throughout antibiotic treatment for NTM-pulmonary disease (unless more specific advice is outlined above).

Interactions
► anticoagulants: prolonged prothrombin time in patients taking warfarin (monitor INR and reduce warfarin dose)
► ciclosporin: (limited data): increased ciclosporin serum concentrations may occur (monitor ciclosporin levels closely and adjust dose)
► tacrolimus: (limited data): increased tacrolimus serum concentrations may occur (monitor tacrolimus levels closely and adjust dose).
This information is not inclusive of all drug interactions. Please discuss with a pharmacist.

CONTRAINDICATIONS AND CAUTIONS

Contraindications
► hypersensitivity: to tigecycline or to tetracyclines.

Cautions
► in clinical studies for complicated skin and soft tissue infections, complicated intra-abdominal infections, diabetic foot infections, nosocomial pneumonia and studies in resistant pathogens, a numerically higher mortality rate was observed in patients treated with tigecycline compared with comparator antibiotics; the cause for this is unclear, but poorer efficacy and safety cannot be ruled out
► haematological: tigecycline may prolong PT and aPTT
► pregnancy and breast feeding (evidence of fetal harm in animal studies)
► children under 8 years due to risk of teeth discolouration.

LABORATORY INFORMATION
Please find up-to-date information at www.assayfinder.com regarding individual providers of drug level monitoring tests. Click on the provider for contact details. Turnaround time varies depending on the test and whether it is run locally or sent to an external lab. By contacting laboratories in advance, turnaround time can significantly be reduced.
SECTION 19: RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

NTM epidemiology

1. What are the risk factors for developing NTM-pulmonary disease?

   Why is this important? We need to understand who is at high risk of NTM infection in order (1) to alert clinicians to consider NTM-pulmonary disease in these groups and diagnose it promptly and (2) to evaluate the benefit of screening for NTM in high-risk groups.

2. What are the mechanisms contributing to patient-to-patient transmission of NTM?

   Why is this important? Given the growing evidence supporting M. abscessus transmission between individuals with CF, it is essential that we evaluate whether person-to-person transmission can occur in different patient groups and with other NTM species, and define precisely the routes through which cross-infection can occur in order to minimise risk to individuals.

NTM microbiology

1. Can we develop more rapid identification of NTM species from respiratory samples?

   Why is this important? There are currently significant delays in identification and speciation of mycobacteria from respiratory samples, which delay the diagnosis, and consequently the treatment, of NTM-pulmonary disease. The development and rigorous validation of non-culture-based detection and speciation methods would greatly impact on the management of NTM infection.

2. Can we better understand the role of DST in predicting treatment outcomes?

   Why is this important? We currently do not understand the significance of in vitro susceptibility testing for most antibiotics in most NTM species in predicting clinical response to antibiotics. This potentially means we are prescribing ineffectual or inappropriate antibiotics and failing to give optimal drug regimens.

NTM treatment

1. Can we better understand the pathogenicity of specific NTM species and subspecies to facilitate treatment decision-making?

   Why is this important? It is recognised, although incompletely understood, that the pathogenic potential of different NTM species varies considerably. A comprehensive analysis of the likelihood that an isolated NTM species or subspecies might cause progressive inflammatory lung disease would allow a more nuanced approach to the diagnosis of NTM-pulmonary disease and the decision about when and how to treat patients.

2. Are there more effective and more tolerable NTM treatment regimens?

   Why is this important? We currently use combination antibiotic regimens that are often associated with significant toxicity, require prolonged administration, and particularly in the case of M. abscessus frequently fail. There remain considerable challenges in coordinating and funding multicentre studies of novel drugs or new combinations of existing drugs for NTM infections.
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